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A mesh network is a network of wireless routers that employ multi-hop routing and can be used to
provide network access for mobile clients. Mobile mesh networks can be deployed rapidly to provide an
alternate communication infrastructure for emergency response operations in areas with limited or damaged
infrastructure.
In this dissertation, we present Dart-Mesh: a Linux-based layer-3 dual-radio two-tiered mesh network
that provides complete 802.11b coverage in the Sudikoff Lab for Computer Science at Dartmouth College.
We faced several challenges in building, testing, monitoring and managing this network. These challenges
motivated us to design and implement Mesh-Mon, a network monitoring system to aid system administra-
tors in the management of a mobile mesh network. Mesh-Mon is a scalable, distributed and decentralized
management system in which mesh nodes cooperate in a proactive manner to help detect, diagnose and re-
solve network problems automatically. Mesh-Mon is independent of the routing protocol used by the mesh
routing layer and can function even if the routing protocol fails. We demonstrate this feature by running
Mesh-Mon on two versions of Dart-Mesh, one running on AODV (a reactive mesh routing protocol) and the
second running on OLSR (a proactive mesh routing protocol) in separate experiments.
Mobility can cause links to break, leading to disconnected partitions. We identify critical nodes in
the network, whose failure may cause a partition. We introduce two new metrics based on social-network
analysis: the Localized Bridging Centrality (LBC) metric and the Localized Load-aware Bridging Centrality
(LLBC) metric, that can identify critical nodes efficiently and in a fully distributed manner.
We run a monitoring component on client nodes, called Mesh-Mon-Ami, which also assists Mesh-
Mon nodes in the dissemination of management information between physically disconnected partitions, by
acting as carriers for management data.
We conclude, from our experimental evaluation on our 16-node Dart-Mesh testbed, that our system
solves several management challenges in a scalable manner, and is a useful and effective tool for monitoring
and managing real-world mesh networks.
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Imagine that a large-scale disaster takes place, such as a plane crash in a remote forested location, a desert,
in rugged terrain, or in a rural area with no pre-existing infrastructure.
First Responders (FRs) is the collective name given to professionals who (as the name suggests) are the
first to respond to an emergency situation. Typically an FR team will comprise of firefighters, police officers,
paramedics, specialized personnel and possibly military forces.
FRs require an inter-operable and secure means to communicate with each other, and with the local
incident command center or the remote central command office. The central command needs to collect all
the information about the disaster site and remotely monitor the current status of the personnel active at the
site.
Thus, upon arrival in a remote location, the FRs would need to immediately set up a communication
infrastructure to coordinate personnel and to begin their relief and rescue efforts. FRs would also have the
same requirements in an urban location that is pre-equipped with some form of communication infrastructure
intended to support emergency response operations, since there is always a possibility that an unforeseen
disaster will damage the pre-existing infrastructure, limiting its potential utility.
In a large-scale disaster, such as the one that occurred in New York on 9/11, it was observed that the tra-
ditional means of communications were severely disrupted or failed completely due to a lack of redundancy.
Service personnel found that their voice radio systems were overloaded and often faced incompatibilities
across different teams. The employed communication infrastructure did not scale well to the needs of the
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large number of diverse FR groups at the site. FRs need a rich information flow both to and from, as well as
within, their teams.
Given this current state of affairs, there is a serious need to develop an alternative robust communication
system that can operate even in unforeseen and unpredictable situations. We believe that these scenarios
dictate the need for a robust high-capacity unified wireless network that can be instantly deployed to provide
new infrastructure, and to augment a damaged existing system. This new network must be capable of
supporting the demanding voice and data requirements for tomorrow’s FRs and must be designed to scale
with an increasing number of users whenever necessary.
Cellular wireless-communication systems are one option, but they do not provide uniform or guaranteed
coverage in all areas, inside buildings or underground. Current generation cellular networks do not support
high-speed downloads or uploads. They also require considerable time and infrastructure to set up.
Ad hoc and mesh networks are types of wireless networks that can be rapidly deployed. They present a
potential solution for deploying a high-performance data and voice network for First Responders in scenarios
where there is limited or no infrastructure available, or the existing infrastructure is destroyed, inoperable,
or overwhelmed. These networks are equally well suited for emergency-response operations and battle-
field situations and can also provide several value-added digital features that were previously unavailable in
traditional voice-only radio networks.
Mesh networks are typically characterized by a high degree of redundancy in the number of available
paths for data to travel through. Thus, even if a few individual nodes fail, the network as a whole may still
remain operational, and data may be rerouted on the fly through alternate paths.
We assume that a FR mesh is formed by rapid deployment of portable multi-radio Mesh Nodes (MNs).
These nodes may be mounted on vehicles such as fire trucks, ambulances and police cars that arrive at the
scene. Several MNs form the mesh backbone of the communication infrastructure in an ad hoc manner.
Additional MNs may be deployed in strategic locations, say, on different floors of a building by humans
or even robots [100]. Mobile Clients (MCs) such as PDAs, laptops or sensors can then associate with the
nearest deployed MN to send information in a multi-hop manner.
Several challenges to managing such a dynamic network infrastructure must be addressed to ensure
sustainable and reliable operation of the network. We assume that one or more mobile system administrators
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(sysadmins) are present at the deployment site and are responsible for managing the network.
The goal of this thesis is to develop a network monitoring and management solution capable of au-
tomatically managing, or assisting a team of system administrators in the management of exactly such a
rapidly deployed, unplanned and potentially mobile wireless mesh network. To accomplish this goal, we
designed and implemented Mesh-Mon, a mesh networking architecture that runs on Linux, and Dart-Mesh,
our 16 node two-tier wireless mesh network that we implemented using commodity hardware and deployed
in the Sudikoff Laboratory for Computer Science at Dartmouth College.
1.1 Wireless networks
In this section, we briefly explain the differences between wireless ad hoc networks, Wi-Fi networks, and
wireless mesh networks.
1.1.1 Ad hoc networks
Ad hoc networks are wireless networks that can be deployed quickly. A mobile ad hoc network (MANET),
is a potential solution for deploying a data and voice network for FRs in scenarios with limited or no in-
frastructure. All nodes in the network act as equal peers (see Figure 1.1). An ad hoc network typically uses
a suitable routing protocol such as AODV or DSR to allow multi-hop communication between the nodes.
One or more nodes may act as gateways and connect the ad hoc network with the Internet or some other
network. The gateways may use a wired or even a a wireless back-haul to exchange data with an external
network. Self-contained ad hoc networks may not even have a back-haul. Ad hoc networks generally have
only single-radio nodes and can be considered to be single-tier mesh networks.
1.1.2 Infrastructure-based wireless networks
An infrastructure-based wireless local area network (WLAN) is often called a Wi-Fi network. A WLAN is
typically made of several Access Points (APs) connected to a central switch through a high-capacity wired
backbone (see Figure 1.2). The switch is typically connected to the corporate intranet or the Internet by
a high-speed wired connection. For the wireless network at Dartmouth College, the wired backbone is a
gigabit Ethernet.
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Figure 1.1: Ad hoc network with wired or wireless back-haul
Such networks have gained immense popularity in the last ten years. Wi-Fi networks have become
ubiquitous on many college campuses and in many corporations. The APs provide wireless connectivity
to mobile clients (typically laptops and PDAs) using IEEE standards based technologies such as 802.11a,
802.11b and 802.11g. These technologies have theoretical peak download speeds that range between 11
Mbps and 56 Mbps. Some devices based on newer standards (IEEE 802.11n) provide even higher theoretical
peak download speeds (up to 108 Mbps).
Most 802.11 wireless APs provide coverage for a radius of approximately 100 meters in free space.
However, coverage is significantly reduced indoors and depends on the layout of the building, building
materials, signal strength, radio frequencies, type of antenna used, physical obstructions and other factors.
Actual performance depends on the configuration, network congestion and interference, and is often sig-
nificantly lower than manufacturer’s specifications. Most Wi-Fi equipment vendors provide proprietary
mechanisms that allow mobile clients to roam from one AP to another without losing connectivity.
WiMAX (Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access) is the IEEE 802.16 standards-based wire-
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Figure 1.2: Infrastructure-based WLAN with wired back-haul and wired backbone
less technology that provides MAN (Metropolitan Area Network) broadband connectivity. WiMAX is a
newer wireless technology standard which may one day replace Wi-Fi. WiMAX supports higher through-
put speeds than Wi-Fi and has a longer range and coverage area (about 15 kilometers in ideal conditions)
than Wi-Fi. In Korea, Wi-Bro (the Korean equivalent of WiMAX) is already operational and is a popular
platform for delivering new pervasive media applications to consumers. Sprint intends to deploy WiMAX
networks in several regions of America in 2008.
1.1.3 Mesh networks
There is no universal definition for a wireless mesh network. A mesh network is an ad hoc network that
employs one of two connection arrangements: full mesh topology or partial mesh topology. In the full
mesh topology, each node is connected directly to each other node. In the partial mesh topology, nodes are
connected to only some, but not all the other nodes. Wireless mesh networks thus combine a mesh topology
with ad hoc wireless network characteristics.
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Mesh networks can be built on a mix of fixed and mobile nodes interconnected via wireless links to form
a multi-hop ad hoc network. In a sufficiently dense wireless mesh network, there is rarely a single point of
failure and the network is able to recover from the failure of an individual node by routing around it to other
nodes in a direct or multi-hop manner.
A mesh network allows nodes to communicate with other nodes without being routed through a central
switch point, thus eliminating centralized failure and providing self-healing and self-organization behavior.
As shown in Figure 1.3, several mesh routers (MRs) act as APs to the mobile clients. The mesh provides
a wireless infrastructure to mobile clients using an ad hoc wireless backbone to route packets to their re-
spective destinations. One or more mesh routers can act as gateways for the back-haul traffic to external
networks, and may use a wired or wireless connection.
Figure 1.3: Wireless mesh network
An ad hoc wireless network protocol, such as Ad hoc On-demand Distance Vector routing (AODV) [136],
Optimized Link State Routing (OLSR) [40], or Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) [92], is typically used for
routing packets in the network between mesh routers. There exist over 70 potential protocols that could be
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used for routing in a mesh network [4]. Path diversity and redundancy are the key features of a successful
mesh network.
Two-tier mesh networks, such as that shown in Figure 1.3, avoid the completely self-organized nature
of ad hoc networks. Such networks have two or more radios. Typically one radio is used in the “access tier”
as an AP to provide wireless service to mobile clients in the area connected to it (just like in a Wi-Fi access
point). The second radio is used in the “mesh tier” by the mesh nodes to form a wireless backbone, using
a suitable mesh routing protocol. In this context, the term “mesh routing protocol” is synonymous with the
term “ad hoc routing protocol”. Thus, each mesh node in a two-tier wireless mesh network provides the
functionality of both an access point as well as router.
The back-haul (or mesh side) of the mesh node wirelessly relays the traffic from mesh router to mesh
router until it reaches a gateway. The gateway node then connects to the Internet or to another private
network (through a wired connection). Another option is to use an alternative technology such as satellite
or cellular network links, to wirelessly connect the mesh network with an external network.
We use this two-tier model in Dart-Mesh, our mesh implementation testbed (which is explained in detail
in Chapter 2). One benefit of this architecture is that for end users the experience of joining such a network
is identical to the process for a client joining a Wi-Fi infrastructure-based WLAN. This process is well
supported by all compatible wireless client devices that support the published standards of the Wi-Fi device
manufacturers consortium (the Wi-Fi Alliance), which ensures hardware inter-operability [172]. The clients
do not need to run any special routing software or configure the radio to run in “ad hoc mode.” Indeed, the
“ad hoc mode” is not fully supported by many device manufacturers, device drivers and operating systems,
and configuring a wireless card to use this mode is not an easy process.
Mesh network products using this two-tier architecture are available from several commercial vendors.
Some vendors produce mesh devices with a third radio or even a fourth radio [115] to split the backbone
traffic along several orthogonal channels to increase network capacity. Some mesh systems run the routing
protocol at layer-3 while others do it at layer-2 or even in an intermediate layer-2.5.
Several cities in the U.S. (such as Philadelphia, Las Vegas and Houston) and around the world (Taipei,
Helsinki) have deployed commercial mesh and Wi-Fi networks from several vendors. Some of these de-
ployments use single-radio solutions, while others use multi-radio solutions.
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While most mesh deployments are proprietary, there are several research [16] and community-based
efforts that use open-source technologies. Locust World is a company that provides a free-to-download
bootable Linux CD which converts a laptop into a AODV based “LocustWorld MeshAP” node [107]. The
entire LocustWorld distribution is open source. The web-based management tools which they provide,
however are proprietary. Meraki Networks is a company that was recently started by former students from
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), and sells an inexpensive Linux-based mesh-solution [140].
Their management solution too is web-based, centralized in design, and proprietary. Freifunk (which is
German for “free radio” network) is a popular community-based OLSR mesh network solution, used by
several hundreds of users on a voluntary basis to form community mesh networks [180].
The One Laptop Per Child (OLPC) initiative is a project from MIT that aims to provide low cost laptops
to children in developing nations [126]. The OLPC laptop design includes support for mesh networking
built into each laptop; the OLPC project exemplifies the hope that low cost laptops and mesh networks can
help bridge the “digital class divide”.
1.2 Research challenges for a mobile mesh
Several challenges need to be overcome to realize a wireless mesh network suitable for First Responders.
The overarching challenge is to engineer and build a wireless mesh network that provides all the desired
characteristics in a cost effective manner. We enumerate some of the desirable characteristics of a mobile
mesh network and their corresponding challenges:
1. Robustness: The mesh network should be functional even if a few individual nodes fail. For example,
in a hazardous scenario a fire may wipe out some sensors and nodes. Thus mesh nodes should be
capable of operating in extreme conditions and have sufficient battery life. Mesh nodes which are
heat and environment resistant are likely to be expensive to manufacture. Larger and heavier nodes
could reduce mobility, making deployment harder.
2. Reliability: The network must maintain connectivity between the majority of critical nodes during the
operation in spite of the potential failure of individual nodes. Most client nodes have limited range
and limited power, so depending on the scenario we may wish to optimize for a network that functions
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in a limited manner for a long time or one in which all nodes run for a shorter time with full power
and maximum connectivity. Node mobility can cause links to break. Environmental conditions and
physical obstructions can cause temporary or permanent link interruptions.
3. Service quality: The network should provide enough bandwidth to meet the needs of all users or at
least high-priority users. The traffic patterns of data in this network will depend on the characteristics
of the individual applications that run on each client.
4. Inter-operability: Communication must be secure yet allow different agencies to communicate with
each other when operations require interdepartmental cooperation.
5. Configuration: The users would like the network to be quick to set up (almost instantaneous) with
preferably zero-on-site configuration. The solution must be easy to deploy. For example, the net-
work manager must ensure that all nodes have the necessary encryption keys and that all nodes are
configured correctly with the right settings.
6. Management: We should be able to maintain connectivity and desired network performance. We need
to monitor the mesh network to become aware of any problems with the nodes, links or the routing of
traffic. We need to identify potential problem areas, nodes that may need assistance or replacement,
and help the administrator choose the right corrective action. For example, a node that is about to run
out of power should be identified, so someone can manually recharge it or to inform other nodes, to
allow them to find alternate routes around the weaker node.
Monitoring the status of many nodes in a scalable manner is a challenge. Management traffic should
not affect the network traffic yet be frequent enough to be meaningful and adaptive to changing net-
work conditions.
7. Location Information: Awareness of the location of each FR and each network device is useful for
managing the situation on-site. Location can be determined by Global Positioning Systems (GPS)
outdoors and by localization of signal strength of neighboring nodes and wireless routers (indoors).
Current GPS technologies do not work well indoors or underground.
8. Security: Depending on the nature of the deployment, privacy, confidentiality and integrity require-
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ments of transmitted data must be ensured. Robustness against jamming and attacks or malicious
users is desirable. It may be impossible to guarantee resilience in the face of physical layer jamming
and other possible attacks.
9. Efficient Routing: Control overhead to route packets in the network should be as low as possible and
the routing protocol should provide desired performance. Several mesh routing protocols that use
different techniques and optimizations are available (over 70 in fact). It is impossible to qualitatively
compare each protocol to decide which is optimal for a given situation or is the best option for all
dynamic situations.
10. Updates: It should be possible to update the software on the mobile nodes remotely when required.
In a FR scenario updates are likely to occur rarely (if at all) during an event.
The mechanism for doing a code update can be complicated. The update operation must be fail-safe
and should not disrupt the functionality of other nodes in the network or the network traffic. The
update mechanism must be designed to work in spite of potential node failures or the network link
failures during an update. The mechanism should work even in the case of a mixture of updated and
old nodes for a short period of time during the update.
11. Isolation: FRs should not have to share bandwidth with civilians, who may flood the network in an
emergency setting. The mesh network should not share the same radio spectrum as civilians, since
uncontrolled civilian traffic can flood the shared channel with non-emergency traffic. If FRs use a
system isolated from available infrastructure, they may miss out on the potential of using pre-existing
infrastructure for routing the network traffic. FR data could be sent at a higher priority or all non-FR
users could be disconnected from a pre-existing network (say, a wireless mesh used for community
Internet service).
1.2.1 Summary
Although there are many interesting challenges (some technical and some policy-related), resolving all of
them is beyond the scope of this thesis and we choose to focus on mesh network management. While we




Network management means different things to different people. Network management is broadly defined
as the maintenance and administration of a computer network or telecommunication system. We found this
definition of what is network management attributed to Saydam [156] in a popular text book on computer
networks [101]:
“Network management includes the deployment, integration, and coordination of the hard-
ware, software, and human elements to monitor, test, poll, configure, analyze, evaluate and
control the network and element resources to meet the real-time, operational performance, and
Quality of Service requirements at a reasonable cost.”
The International Standards Organization (ISO) Telecommunications Management Network model is a
widely accepted framework for network management. The ISO model describes the five main conceptual ar-
eas of management (commonly abbreviated as FCAPS) as follows: Fault management, Configuration man-
agement, Accounting management, Performance management, and Security management. In non-billing
organizations Accounting management is sometimes replaced with Administration management.
Fault management
The goal of fault management is to log, detect and respond to fault conditions of the network.
Configuration management
The goal of configuration management is too allow network managers track and modify the hardware
and software configurations of devices in the network being managed.
Accounting / Administration management
Accounting of resource usage is traditionally performed in networks for the purpose of billing users.
In non billing systems, the goal is to administer the set of authorized users by establishing users,
passwords, and permissions, and to administer the operations of the equipment such as by performing
software backups and synchronization.
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Performance management
The goal of performance management is to quantify, measure, report, analyze, and control the perfor-
mance of different network components over extended periods of time.
Security management
The goal of security management is to control access to network resources.
Our focus in this thesis is on fault, performance, administration and configuration management for a
mobile multi-radio mesh networks. We do not attempt to solve security management issues in this thesis but
we discuss relevant security issues in Chapter 6.
1.4 Mesh network management challenges
In general, system administrators for wired networks typically deal with absolute problems. A switch, a hub
or a wire is either broken or working in a normal condition. The tools that have been developed to deal with
management of such networks implicitly assume the network is static, changes slowly (often in a planned
manner) and that devices are stationary. Thus, tools designed and developed for the management of wired
networks are unsuitable for mobile mesh networks.
There are many differences between monitoring and managing a wired network or even an infrastructure-
based Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) versus managing an emergency-response mesh network. In an
infrastructure-based WLAN, we typically have few constraints on bandwidth because the APs are connected
by a wired backbone. Wired links are always more reliable than the wireless links in a wireless mesh
backbone. If the network topology is static (as it is in wired networks and Wi-Fi WLANs) and well defined,
most faults and problems can be detected, isolated and resolved easily using centralized network mapping
and monitoring tools. In a mesh network with dynamic links, however, this is not always the case.
As mentioned earlier, several commercial vendors sell wireless mesh networking products of differ-
ent types. Most commercial mesh vendors offer proprietary solutions for wireless mesh-network manage-
ment [39, 131, 141, 179]. These solutions are vendor specific, and little is known about the management
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solutions they employ. Furthermore, they are typically designed for a well-planned mesh network with sta-
tionary nodes. Some vendors do provide SNMP compatibility in their products to allow generic Network
Management Systems (NMS) software to monitor their devices.
Sysadmins for a mesh must manage the network based on the goals of the deployment and the available
resources at their disposal. These goals may be related to area of coverage, duration of the operation, and
service quality requirements in addition to the characteristics of the deployment area.
In our FR mesh scenario, we assume that links may be unstable and have limited bandwidth. Mobility,
node failures or link failures can create partitions. Some regions may have “holes” where no wireless
coverage is available for clients. Nodes may malfunction or be incorrectly configured. The MCs may
have difficulty connecting to MNs for several reasons. We posit that managing such a network requires
a management architecture that is capable of adapting to these dynamic conditions and diverse failures.
Conventional management tools were never designed for this purpose.
Network management requires an understanding of the state of the network and this understanding is
derived from network monitoring. We believe a proactive approach is best for monitoring a mobile mesh net-
work for several reasons. Problems and faults need to be anticipated before they occur in a mobile wireless
mesh network. A single problem itself could lead to a fractured network and thus prevent the network man-
ager from gathering information about the original causes of the very problem that we wish to investigate,
diagnose and eventually eliminate. A reactive approach is not viable in such situations and would potentially
lead to longer diagnosis times and possibly incorrect diagnosis. Thus, we advocate proactively gathering as
much information as possible before an undesirable network incident occurs. We must also try to take into
account in our analysis the possibility that the information we currently possess is outdated or inaccurate,
since the network or parts of it may be constantly changing due to mobility, failure or reconfiguration.
1.5 Mesh-Mon
In this thesis, we designed and developed Mesh-Mon, a network monitoring and management system. We
built our system from the ground up to solve several management challenges for a mobile mesh network.
Mesh-Mon consists of many inter-related components that perform several tasks in an integrated manner,
such as local information collection and sensing, storage of local and neighborhood information, partition-
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aware communication of network information between components, and distributed analysis of the state of
the network. Mesh-Mon software runs on each mesh node that is a member of our managed mesh network.
The mesh routing protocol is the most significant software component of any mesh network. During
our laboratory experiments, we observed many instances where the mesh routing protocol implementation
did not perform correctly or as expected and often made communication between individual mesh nodes
unreliable (if not impossible). Thus, any mesh monitoring system that relies solely on the specific underlying
routing protocol will be less useful, or even fail to operate, if the mesh routing protocol fails. We thus set
out to design a monitoring solution for mesh networks that was independent of any weaknesses of the mesh
routing protocol.
In Mesh-Mon, we can replace the underlying routing protocol used in our experimental testbed with
any other protocol (proactive, reactive or hybrid) and Mesh-Mon can monitor and manage the network with
practically no modification. We designed Mesh-Mon to work independently of the underlying mesh routing
protocol and we consider this feature to be one if its strengths, since the mesh routing protocol is the key
point of differentiation between different mesh networks.
Mesh-Mon cannot guarantee delivery of management packets if the hardware fails or if there are dis-
connected partitions. Mesh nodes that are in different partitions self-organize and cooperate to help manage
all reachable nodes. We allow mobile clients to assist in the delivery of management packets across discon-
nected partitions with a tool called Mesh-Mon-Ami that runs on each client of the mesh. Mesh-Mon-Ami is
an optional client-side component of the Mesh-Mon system.
Mesh-Mon has several other unique features, such as the use of novel social network analysis-based
centrality metrics to solve relative management problems and a fully distributed design, that differentiate it
from other existing and proposed mesh network management solutions.
1.6 Contributions
We summarize the contributions of this thesis below:
• In this thesis, we implement Dart-Mesh, a two-tier wireless mesh network that provides reliable wire-
less broadband access for mobile clients with performance comparable to that of a 802.11b Wi-Fi
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network.
• We design and implement Mesh-Mon, a distributed and scalable mesh network monitoring and man-
agement architecture that helps system administrators monitor and manage a mobile mesh to ensure
its sustainable operation.
• We demonstrate Mesh-Mon’s ability to adapt to the management needs of two extremely different
mesh networks running different mesh routing protocols, and its potential to manage mesh networks
running any routing protocol.
• We evaluate Mesh-Mon and demonstrate our success in resolving several management challenges.
Mesh-Mon nodes cooperate and can often can resolve problems autonomously.
• We apply novel techniques derived from social-network analysis to analyze mesh networks to reveal
relative information about different nodes that are useful from a management perspective.
• We introduce the localized bridging centrality (LBC) metric. This new centrality metric is an improve-
ment over the bridging centrality metric, since our metric can be calculated in a distributed manner,
yet provides equally effective results. We also develop the localized load-aware bridging centrality
(LLBC) metric and demonstrate its effectiveness in identifying critical bridging nodes in networks
with non-uniform traffic flows.
• All the results we present are from experiments and not from simulations. While simulations are
useful for research, they cannot capture the complexity of real-world network management challenges.
1.7 Dissertation outline
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows:
Chapter 2 introduces the Dart-Mesh testbed we built after testing several prototype designs.
Chapter 3 details our design philosophy for Mesh-Mon; our management framework and its implementa-
tion details. We provide details of each component and the algorithms involved.
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Chapter 4 describes our experimental results that demonstrate the effectiveness of our system and our new
centrality metrics.
Chapter 5 compares our system with related work in this domain.
Chapter 6 discusses the strengths and limitations of our system, unresolved challenges, and suggestions for
future work.




In this chapter, we explain the system-level design and technical details of our mesh network architecture.
Our focus in this thesis is on mesh network monitoring and management. Network simulations are a useful
technique for evaluating network designs and configurations that may be difficult or prohibitively expensive
to actually implement. Simulations, however, are not accurate enough or detailed enough to expose the true
management challenges that emerge in a real mesh network. Thus, we were interested in implementing a
network monitoring and management architecture on a real working two-tier mesh network.
Initially, we did not intend to build our own mesh network architecture. As part of a generous gift from
the Intel corporation, we received 16 nodes from an experimental test-bed and related mesh software. We
intended to build a mesh networking management system on top of the received Intel mesh system.
Unfortunately, after we tested the received nodes, we discovered several shortcomings in terms of the
performance and the usability of the received hardware and software. We soon realized we needed to build
a better platform that was stable and usable.
We faced several challenges in building a stable two-tier mesh network. We experimented with several
hardware and software prototypes until we succeeded in building “Dart-Mesh,” our stable mesh testbed. We
provide details of the original Intel-built mesh system followed by details of our Dart-Mesh architecture and
other experimental prototypes.
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2.1 Intel experimental mesh testbed
We received 16 Intel mesh nodes in April 2005 (see Figure 2.1). These nodes were built by Intel for a trial
project with 31 mesh nodes to provide Internet access to a rural residential community in Lyme, NH (located
close to the Dartmouth College campus in Hanover, NH). After their short deployment exercise, the mesh
nodes were provided to us on an as-is basis, and we were permitted to change them in any way we saw fit.
Figure 2.1: Three of the Intel mesh nodes
We were given limited information on how they were previously used or how they actually worked.
Through a series of email conversations with the former deployers, analysis of startup scripts, experiments
and reverse-engineering, we discovered how the mesh operated. We received more information about the
original deployment after the information was published in November 2005 [5]. By then, we had concluded
that the supplied configuration performed poorly, and that there were some serious challenges to its usability,
which is why we began pursuing alternate designs for our own mesh testbed.
2.1.1 Hardware platform
The Intel mesh devices were originally designed to be mounted indoors in a rural environment and provide
Internet access to stationary residents inside an apartment complex. Each Intel mesh node was identical and
was mostly composed of off-the-shelf components. Each node had a 1.2 GHz Intel Pentium III processor,
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256 MB of Random Access Memory (RAM) and a 80 GB hard disk drive. The system used a small-form-
factor Soekris motherboard equipped with three Mini-Peripheral Connect Interface (PCI) slots. Each node
was equipped with three Mini-PCI radios with connectors for external antennas that were mounted outside
the enclosure. Two of the radios used the Prism2 chipset and supported only 802.11b while the third ra-
dio used the Atheros chipset and supported 802.11a/b/g. Each mesh node had an ATX sized power supply
and was enclosed in a 12 inch square gray poly vinyl chloride (PVC) plastic case enclosure. The power
supply had a thermostatically controlled fan that supposedly operated only when cooling was needed. The
case enclosure had an additional fan to help provide cooling and ventilation to the system. The mother-
board supported a compact flash expansion slot and had 3 Ethernet ports that were unused in the original
deployment.
Once the PVC case was sealed shut using special screws, the only way to configure the device was
by logging in through a wireless connection and a secure shell (ssh) client. When the case was physically
unsealed and the cover removed, it was possible to connect a keyboard and VGA monitor to the motherboard
by using a specialized connector, but we could not connect a mouse. When the mesh box was switched on
and powered up, the fans in the system ran constantly while making a loud noise. We were concerned that
the noise issue could be a major detriment to the deployment of these nodes inside a person’s office.
2.1.2 Software details
The mesh nodes came installed with Redhat Linux version 9. The mesh routing protocol used was kernel
AODV v2.1 [96] developed at the National Institute of Standards and Technologies (NIST). We were not
provided with any of the management tools or experimental code, such as the ETX [50] extensions for
AODV developed for the previous deployment [5]. The Prism2 cards used the HostAP driver [110] and the
Atheros card used the MADWiFi driver [103].
We set up a small mesh testbed in our lab with up to 8 nodes. We tested the devices, learnt how
to configure and re-program them. The mesh nodes were designed to run autonomously once switched
on. A startup script initialized each device on bootup. All required network interfaces on each device
were configured at boot-time and essential services such as dhcpd, aodv and iptables were started.
Software updates (if any) had to be provided wirelessly through an available wireless interface, unless the
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node also had an Ethernet connection.
Programming a fully wireless device is a tricky affair. As long as we did not make any changes to the
initialization scripts while experimenting with the mesh nodes, a simple reboot of the node would remove
our changes and restore the mesh to its original or previous configuration (which was hopefully stable).
However, if we made a critical mistake in the initialization scripts or in the programs called by the initializa-
tion scripts, then we were essentially locked out of the device. The only option to repair such mistakes was
to physically pry open the box and to log in after connecting a keyboard and monitor with the specialized
connector. This manual process was time consuming and laborious.
2.1.3 AODV
We present a brief introduction to the AODV protocol since it is an important component of the Intel Mesh
architecture and is also used in experiments on Dart-Mesh. Perkins and Royer introduced the Ad hoc On-
demand Distance Vector Routing (AODV) [137] in 1999. The AODV protocol is in the process of being
standardized at the IETF and its specifications are published as an experimental Internet Engineering Task
Force (IETF) Request For Comments (RFC) document [136].
AODV is a reactive routing protocol and thus builds routes only when nodes require them and not in
advance. AODV uses sequence numbers to ensure the freshness of routes. AODV is loop-free, self-starting,
and scales to large numbers of mobile nodes. AODV is often used as a benchmark by which other ad hoc
routing protocols are measured.
AODV builds routes using a route request and route reply cycle. When a source node desires a route to a
destination for which it does not already have a route, it broadcasts a route request (RREQ) packet across the
network. When a source needs a route to a destination, it initiates a route discovery process by flooding route
request packets throughout the network to search for a path to the destination. Upon receiving this packet,
nodes update their routing table information and set up reverse pointers to the source node in their route
tables. The RREQ packet can be uniquely identified by a sequence number so that duplicate RREQs can be
recognized and discarded. Upon receiving non-duplicate RREQ, an intermediate node records the previous
hop and checks whether there is a valid and fresh route to the destination in its own local route table. If
this is the case, the node sends back a route reply (RREP) packet to the source; otherwise it rebroadcasts
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the RREQ packet. As the RREP packet traverses though the selected route, each node along the path sets
up a forward pointer, updates corresponding timeout information and records the latest destination sequence
number (for checking the freshness of the route).
For path maintenance, link failures are detected by a mechanism based on the periodic exchange of short
“Hello” message packets. When a route failure is detected, a route error (RERR) packet is sent back to all
sources to erase route entries using the failed link. A route rediscovery procedure is initiated if the route is
still needed.
2.1.4 Network architecture
The Intel mesh nodes used the two 802.11b radios for their primary operation. Each radio interface was
assigned a static Internet addressable Internet Protocol (IP) address from a pool of addresses reserved for
the mesh deployment. The first radio was set up as the Mesh-interface in “pseudo-IBSS ad hoc mode” and
formed the mesh backbone by routing packets between mesh nodes using AODV. This interface was used to
dynamically form point-to-point links. The second 802.11b radio was setup as the AP-interface in “Master
mode” using the HostAP driver. This interface allowed clients (such as laptops or PDAs) to associate with
the mesh and receive an IP address from the local Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) server.
This interface was used to form static multipoint-to-point links. Each mesh node was capable of supporting
at most six clients, since the DHCP server had a pool of only six IP addresses. Each mesh node announced
a unique ESSID.
The mesh nodes in general did not use the third 802.11a/b/g radio, unless that node was a gateway node.
The third 802.11a radio was used as the Internet-interface in “Managed” mode to connect to a wired Internet
Gateway router, thus providing Internet connectivity to the mesh.
Static routes in the form of iptables entries were added to the routing tables on individual mesh nodes
to route traffic between interfaces on each mesh node, and between mesh nodes and the fixed gateway.
2.1.5 Initial usage experience
We tested different topologies with single-hop and multi-hop routes in our own lab testbed. We used Linux
and Mac laptops as mesh clients. We ran ttcp [118] and Iperf [175] throughput tests between clients con-
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nected to the same mesh box or to different mesh boxes. We employed laptops as wireless packet sniffers
running tcpdump and ethereal. We used a tool called EtherApe [176] to visualize the traffic flows.
The first tests we tried were simple ping tests to see if each mesh box could ping each other. Similarly,
we tested the clients’ ability to ping other clients through the mesh. Although the initial ping tests were
successful, as we did more tests we started noticing several performance issues. The network would abruptly
stop working after a period of seemingly normal operation. It was challenging to discern what was the root
cause of any fault (especially for transient faults).
When we ran multi-hop experiments (such as a string topology from client1 to meshbox1 to meshbox2
to client2) and attempted to do a TCP or UDP Iperf test from client1 to client2, we often did not observe
any data transfer taking place until we manually started a background ping between client1 and client2. As
soon as the ping would start we were able to observe throughput as high as 400 kbps between the clients. If
we stopped the ping, then the problem would reappear after approximately 30 seconds,
When using a client to connect to the Internet through the mesh, the performance was inconsistent. DNS
resolution often failed. Connections were unstable and often timed out unexpectedly.
When we used Prism2, Atheros or Cisco chipset based wireless cards in the Linux clients that connected
to the mesh, we observed reasonably high throughput (above 200 Kbps on average) depending on the number
of hops in the path. In identical scenarios, when we used Lucent Orinoco chipset based cards, the throughput
would drop to as low as 20 Kbps (and sometimes even lower). The same Lucent cards in the same laptops
were able to get good throughput numbers when connected to regular Wi-Fi access points. Hence, we were
puzzled by this non-uniform behavior.
The mesh used pre-assigned static routes to the Internet gateway. There was no support for multiple
gateways or a mechanism to find an alternate gateway when the primary gateway failed.
We investigated deeper and after extensive debugging we discovered that the main cause of most failures
pointed to the implementation of AODV we were using, which had several bugs that accounted for some of
the erratic behavior we had encountered. We contacted the author of the AODV code from NIST by email,
but were unable to resolve all the problems.
AODV, being a reactive protocol, does not store routes to destinations until they are requested. The
implementation of the route-discovery process was time consuming and not very robust. Routes that had
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not recently been used would timeout unexpectedly.
The poor throughput with the Lucent cards was probably caused by a driver issue in either the mesh
node or on our clients. The 802.11a radio in our mesh nodes came with an early version of the Multi-band
Atheros Driver for Wi-Fi (MADWiFi) driver that did not support the ad hoc mode well on RedHat 9 or
even the newer Fedora Core 4 versions of Linux [103] . Several of the problems that we discovered were
eventually confirmed by Intel [5].
2.2 The Dart-Mesh architecture
We realized that one of the limitations of the Intel mesh was the instability of the specific implementation
of the AODV protocol we were using. We updated a few nodes to Linux Fedora Core 4 to try newer device
drivers, which we hoped would have fewer bugs. We found that our implementation of AODV would no
longer compile correctly with the newer Linux kernel (2.6 series). We contacted the maintainer of NIST
kernel AODV implementation, but he was unable to resolve the issue. Kernel AODV currently supports
only the older 2.4 series of Linux kernels and has not been updated since 2004.
We wanted to deploy a high-performance stable mesh testbed that reused our existing hardware re-
sources. We wanted to keep one interface in master mode to allow clients to easily join the mesh and surf
the Internet. We did not wish to modify other protocols or implement our own mesh routing protocol from
scratch, since our primary goal was to build a mesh-network management solution.
After trying several implementations of different routing protocols on Linux and Windows (detailed in
Section 2.4), we were able to build a stable mesh using a public implementation of the OLSR protocol [178]
without making any hardware changes. When we initially started development, we used OLSR version
0.4.10 for the majority of our experiments, but we eventually updated most nodes to OLSR version 0.5.2
(released in July 2007). After switching to OLSR, we managed to overcome most of the problems we faced
with the original Intel mesh running AODV. We named our stable mesh architecture “Dart-Mesh,” which is
short for “Dartmouth Mesh.”
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2.2.1 OLSR
The Optimized Link State Routing (OLSR) protocol is a proactive link-state routing protocol originally
proposed by T. Clausen and P. Jacquet from INRIA, France [88]. OLSR, AODV, and the Topology Dis-
semination Based on Reverse-Path Forwarding (TBRPF) [130] protocol are the three protocols currently
under review for standardization by the MANET [86] working group of the IETF. The details of the OLSR
protocol are documented in IETF RFC 3626 [40].
As the name suggests, the OLSR protocol is an optimized version of the classical link-state algorithm.
The nodes in the mesh elect a subset of nodes to act as Multi-Point Relays (MPRs). MPRs are elected
nodes that forward broadcast messages during the flooding process. This technique substantially reduces
the message overhead as compared to a classical flooding mechanism, where every node retransmits each
message when it receives the first copy of the message. Unlike the classic link-state algorithm, partial
link-state information is distributed in the network by these MPR nodes.
The Multi-Point Relaying technique leads to a significant reduction in the number and size of flooded
messages. Link-state information is used by each node to calculate routes to each destination using Djikstra’s
shortest path algorithm (with hopcount as the distance metric). Thus, unlike AODV, each OLSR node
continuously calculates routes to all possible destinations in the network in advance, even if they are not
actively being used.
We use a public implementation of OLSR (available for download at www.olsr.org) written by Andreas
Tønnesen for his MS thesis [177]. The implementation is written in user space and thus does not require any
kernel modifications. The code is portable across several platforms. Tønnesen implemented some additional
features considered to be optional extensions in the original RFC and added the option of using the Expected
Transmission Count (ETX) [50] metric to select routes based on link quality instead of hop count. This last
feature is not compliant with the specifications of the OLSR RFC.
Another notable feature of the OLSR implementation is the support for user-developed plugins that can
extend OLSR’s functionality. The implementation can be easily recompiled to add new custom message
types to OLSR, which can be flooded in the network efficiently using the MPR mechanism as opposed to
naive flooding. The implementation works well on both Redhat 9 and Fedora Core 4, and the code base is
actively maintained.
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2.2.2 Dart-Mesh network design
We maintain several features from the original Intel design in Dart-Mesh. The two main changes are the
use of the public implementation of OLSR instead of kernel AODV, and the use of private class C addresses
instead of Internet-addressable IP addresses. Our mesh uses the two 802.11b radios for its primary operation.
We configure the first radio interface wlan0 as the Mesh-interface in “ad hoc mode” and form the mesh
backbone by routing packets between mesh nodes using OLSR instead of AODV. We configure this interface
to join the ESSID “test olsr” on 802.11b channel 11 (2.462 GHz). We choose to use private addresses in the
192.168.1.x range for wlan0, where x is a multiple of 10. This helps us quickly identify an individual mesh
node, since the integer value calculated by dividing x by 10 serves as a unique mesh node identifier.
We set the second 802.11b radio interface wlan1 as the AP-interface in “Master mode” using the HostAP
driver [110]. This interface is configured to advertise “Dart-Mesh” as its ESSID on channel 11 (2.462
GHz). This interface allows clients such as laptops to associate with the mesh and receive an IP through
the dynamic host configuration protocol (DHCP) daemon running on the mesh node (dhcpd). The mesh
node runs dhcpd on wlan1. Each mesh node is capable of supporting at most 9 clients at a time as the
DHCP server has a pool of 9 IP addresses. The range of addresses given out range from 192.168.2.(x+ 1)
to 192.168.2.(x+ 9), where x is the same as the last octet of mesh node’s IP address on its mesh interface.
Thus the last two octets make it easy to identify which client is associated with which mesh box.
We do not use the third radio for regular operations in the mesh. However, a system administrator can
login and use the third interface for wireless sniffing (e.g., to capture a packet trace) in monitor mode without
disrupting regular traffic flow.
To allow clients in different mesh nodes to communicate with each other, we add static route table entries
during initialization (using the route add command with the appropriate arguments) on each mesh node
to route packets according to the addressing convention described above.
We allow a few gateway nodes to connect the mesh to the Internet through a wired Ethernet connection.
Since the original design did not plan for the use of Ethernet cables, we manually drilled holes in the PVC
case to allow the cable to pass through.
Our mesh now uses private class C IP addresses, but we wish to allow mesh nodes and clients to commu-
nicate with the Internet. We solve this problem by allowing the gateway nodes to perform Network Address
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Translation (NAT) for our private addresses. The gateway node that is connected to the Internet through
an Ethernet cable acquires an Internet addressable IP address on interface eth0 (by running the command
dhclient eth0).
We then add iptables entries to masquerade all packets that originate from the 192.168.1.0/24 network
and are destined for external Internet addresses as coming from the IP address assigned to interface eth0,
represented here as the variable $eth0 IP. The command we use is:
iptables -t nat -A POSTROUTING -s 192.168.1.0/24 -o eth0 -j SNAT --to-source $eth0 IP
On the non-gateway mesh boxes, we add an iptables entry to masquerade all traffic from the clients orig-
inating in the 192.168.2.1–255 range to use the IP address assigned to the wlan0 mesh interface represented
here as the variable $wlan0 IP. We use the following command:
iptables -t nat -A POSTROUTING -s 192.168.2.0/24 -o wlan0 -j SNAT --to-source $wlan0 IP
Only the gateway mesh nodes, that are a subset of all the mesh nodes, are directly exposed to the
Internet. We do not specify explicitly which gateway node any intermediate node must use, as required
in the original Intel mesh. OLSR allows gateways to announce connectivity to the Internet through Host
Network Announcement (HNA) messages. Mesh nodes add routes locally to the best available path to the
Internet. The OLSR dynamic gateway plugin allows nodes to check for Internet connectivity periodically
and send HNA messages to announce the presence or loss of Internet connectivity.
We configured our mesh to use most of the default settings for OLSR. We found that using the “Link
Quality” option (which breaks compatibility with the RFC standard) was preferable to using the default
hopcount-based route selection option.
2.2.3 Dart-Mesh usage experience
The deployed Dart-Mesh system was stable and routed packets consistently between mesh nodes and be-
tween clients. Most users who tested the system did not realize they were behind a NAT gateway or even
connected to a mesh and not a Wi-Fi network. The Internet surfing experience was good and comparable
with the experience of using a DSL connection and almost as fast as using our department’s 802.11b Wi-Fi
network. We managed to overcome all the limitations of the earlier Intel mesh deployment.
To connect to the mesh, users set their laptop client’s SSID to “Dart-Mesh” and request an IP address
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through DHCP. In Mac OS X and Windows XP, by default the client associates with the mesh node with
the strongest signal and requests an IP address automatically. On Linux clients, one way of requesting an IP
address is by running the dhclient command. The dhcpd server running on the mesh node provides an
IP address to the client if its address pool is not exhausted.
Once the client receives an IP address and is connected to the mesh and at least one node in the mesh is a
gateway node, the client can surf the Web, watch streaming videos, send and received email, etc. The packets
originating in the client travel from the client to the AP interface of the nearest mesh node. If the mesh node
is a gateway node then the packets are routed to and from the Internet through the wired connection. If the
mesh node is not a gateway node, then the packets travel one or more hops through intermediate mesh nodes
until the packets reach the nearest gateway.
Both our Mesh backbone and AP interfaces use 802.11b, which has a maximum theoretical capacity of
11 Mbps. We tried using the 802.11a interface (which has a theoretical capacity of 54 Mbps) for our mesh
backbone, but were not able to get stable results with any operating system and driver combination on our
hardware platform. In ad hoc mode, the Atheros radio would often lock up and would require a manual
reset. The developers of the MADWiFi driver listed this as an unresolved issue even with the latest driver
release we tested in March 2008.
2.2.4 Limitations
We enumerate the main limitations of our Dart-Mesh design. Most of the limitations are minor and can
be resolved by future software updates, architectural modifications and configuration adjustments. Some
of these limitations are imposed by our operating environment while others are inherent limitations of IP
routing on OLSR and AODV.
1. Client roaming is not fully supported:
Since we modeled our Dart-Mesh platform on the original design used for the rural deployment,
which was designed for stationary mesh nodes and stationary clients, our mesh does not support
clients roaming from one mesh node to another in a seamless manner. After re-association, the client
must request a new IP address and will lose its previous TCP connections. Most commercial systems
overcome this problem by using proprietary handoff protocols, which involve signaling and commu-
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nication between mesh APs and layer-2 based routing protocols, so that packets are always routed to
the correct MAC address. Engelstad et al. discuss this problem and a few potential workarounds for
the OLSR protocol [58]. Amir et al. at JHU propose a mesh routing protocol designed primarily to
support better handoff performance [6]. In theory, Mobile IP can also be used to solve this problem
for any routing protocol [138, 135]. In WLANs, a new protocol called Inter-Access Point Protocol
(IAPP) can potentially be used to coordinate handoffs [42], but the IAPP specified in IEEE 802.11f
is only a recommended optional extension to the IEEE 802.11 standard [43]. Many of these handoff
techniques are proprietary and some of them are patented [10].
2. Route switching issues:
OLSR selects routes based on the quality of the reported link between two nodes. Thus the recorded
route in a ping from a source to a destination several hops away may differ from the return path
traversed from the destination back to the source.
In our experience if a node has two separate links (or paths) to two gateway nodes and if the two
links have similar link-quality levels, then OLSR keeps oscillating between the two paths every few
seconds. This oscillation can interrupt a TCP connection. This problem can be mitigated to some
degree by manually tweaking the weight that OLSR gives to certain links, to force OLSR to prefer
one link over the other. Ramachandran et al. discuss similar route flapping and routing-stability issues
in two static mesh networks, one at UCSB and one at MIT [146].
3. Security:
Our mesh network allows open access to all clients. We do not encrypt data or limit the access of
users or audit users in any way. We revisit this important drawback in Chapter 6.
2.3 Sudikoff deployment
We distributed 16 of our Dart-Mesh boxes across all three floors of Sudikoff Lab, the Computer Science
department building at Dartmouth College. Most of the mesh boxes are placed high in the cable trays in the
hallways or in the offices and labs of faculty members and graduate students who volunteered to host them.
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If the mesh node is a gateway, we provide the mesh node with a wired Ethernet connection to a department
switch. Figure 2.2 represents a layout of a typical deployment on three floors of Sudikoff with 14 mesh
nodes, 5 of which are gateways.
Figure 2.2: Sudikoff deployment with 14 nodes
To mitigate the noise issue, we placed our mesh nodes in locations that already generated a lot of noise,
such as near water coolers and printers. Once switched on manually, we had no easy way of stopping and
restarting a mesh device remotely. This setup made running certain experiments challenging as we had to
physically visit each box and turn them on or off. If we required an immediate reboot or a halt (shutdown
without a restart) then we could remotely log in to the mesh device through the mesh interface (if the device
was connected to the mesh) or login as root in though the AP interface (if we were within range) and issue
a reboot or halt command as needed.
In addition to the 16 mesh nodes, we used two Linux laptops (running OLSR) and one Apple PowerBook
laptop to help in mobile experiments. We also had 6 stationary Linux laptops with wireless cards that we
often used as clients for tests and experiments.
Due to the rules regarding channel assignments for wireless experiments in Sudikoff, we were only
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allowed to use channel 11 (2.462 GHz) in the 802.11b frequency spectrum range. As a result, both our
Mesh and AP interfaces used the same channel and could interfere with each other. We would have observed
improved performance if we used separate and orthogonal channels for the two radio interfaces.
2.4 Other prototypes
Before we built our current implementation of Dart-Mesh, we experimented with various alternatives. We
tested AODV-UU [128] on a few laptops and a few mesh devices. We were not impressed by the performance
and gateway mesh nodes had to be configured manually. We also had some initial problems compiling and
running earlier versions of AODV-UU on Fedora Core 4. Fortunately, the latest build of AODV-UU is
stable and we used it to demonstrate the capabilities of our management system in handling multiple routing
protocols.
We also experimented with the Microsoft Research (MSR) mesh toolkit [149]. We were able to set up
a stable mesh network with 4 laptops running Windows XP. The MSR mesh software was GUI-based and
thus almost impossible to use on our mesh nodes, since our Intel boxes are headless and did not have mouse
support. Secondly, the MSR mesh toolkit supported multiple wireless cards but did not support putting the
wireless card into “Master” mode to act as an AP, limiting the client devices that could use the mesh to only
those running Windows XP. Dart-Mesh allows clients to connect to the mesh running any operating system
and we regularly use Linux, Mac OS and Windows laptops in our experiments and for daily mesh use.
Figure 2.3: Aruba AP-70 node
We built a second hardware platform for mesh networks using modified Aruba AP-70 access points [8]
running OpenWrt [154]. OpenWrt is a GNU/Linux-based firmware for embedded wireless devices.
One of our concerns while working with the Intel mesh boxes was the high decibel noise the fans made.
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We were afraid that people would complain about the noise and we would be forced to shut down or remove
deployed mesh nodes. The Aruba AP-70s (see Figure 2.3) are lightweight, compact (less than an inch thick),
passively cooled devices equipped with an embedded ARM processor, two Atheros-based wireless radios,
an Ethernet port and 32 MB of flashable RAM. Since these devices lack a fan or any moving parts, they are
completely silent.
We experimented with AODV-UU and OLSR on the AP-70 devices. We implemented a mesh system
(running OLSR) that was virtually identical in functionality to our Intel-based Dart-Mesh nodes. The AP-70
devices running OLSR were integrated into a mixed mesh network with the Intel-based Dart-Mesh nodes.
Unfortunately, the AP-70 devices were not very stable and would randomly lock up after about 24 hours
of usage. We did not have enough devices to experiment with and they were fairly expensive. The Aruba
devices did have USB ports, which our Intel boxes lack and which would make further expansions possible.
2.5 Summary
Building a stable mesh architecture took several more months than we expected, but we never imagined we
would have to do so in the first place. The implementation process allowed us to understand the challenges
of designing and building a real system. We learnt to appreciate the complexity of hardware and software
interactions present in Dart-Mesh. We gained experience on the nature of failures and performance issues
to expect in a real mesh network. Our experience thus prepared us to face the challenge of building a real




Mesh-Mon is our prototype of a comprehensive distributed multi-radio mesh network monitoring system.
We present the design philosophy and architecture of Mesh-Mon in this chapter. We also provide the imple-
mentation details of Mesh-Mon’s primary components.
3.1 Motivations for Mesh-Mon
We monitor a mesh network to measure its performance and to identify potential problems and faults. We
define a fault as an event of negative significance to the overall functioning of the mesh. Some faults may
be repairable (e.g., misconfiguration of a radio interface) while others may be permanent (e.g., due to a
hardware failure). We aim to resolve faults through manual or automatic intervention. Manual intervention
could entail a technician physically moving a node or by remotely reconfiguring it; automatic intervention
could involve a node adjusting its power level to achieve a better SNR or to reduce interference with other
parts of the network.
As examples of common management challenges, we enumerate below some of the problems we en-
countered during the development and deployment of our initial mesh testbed.
3.1.1 Configuration issues
We sometimes discovered that nodes were manually configured to the wrong SSID or an incorrect channel.
Sometimes, the request made by the sysadmin to change channels would be ignored on a device. At other
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times, a device would report locally that it was on channel 6 but receive and send packets to the external
world on channel 11 and vice-versa. An incorrectly configured DNS setting on the DHCP server could lead
to clients being wrongly configured. Thus, clients would connect to the Internet but were not able to resolve
host-names and surf the web.
3.1.2 Performance issues
While running benchmarking tests over a multi-hop connection we observed the throughput observed at
the client drop from 4 Mbps to 20 Kbps for a period of 5 minutes. We later found that the cause was
due to external interference (one of our colleagues was transferring large files wirelessly by UDP with the
“retransmit bit” set to off on the same channel). Interference can even be caused by cordless phones and
microwave ovens.
3.1.3 Hardware issues
When using older Lucent Orinoco cards in our clients, we observed worse performance results than when
using NICs with the Prism2 or Atheros chipset. We detected the root cause only when we changed wireless
hardware on the clients.
3.1.4 Software and routing quirks
While running kernel AODV on our mesh, we would find that routes expired when the connection was
idle for short periods. Since this behavior was non-uniform, detecting and debugging this problem required
several days. OLSR with default settings does a poor job of filtering transient links and often reported
unidirectional routes.
3.1.5 Node/link/connectivity failures
A node that has failed is often difficult to distinguish from a node that was turned off or has moved out of
range. Often lab members would accidentally disconnect or reboot nodes that were part of our mesh. In
most cases the mesh network recovered gracefully, but a tool like Mesh-Mon could have alerted us to the
existence of potential problems and the duration of the outage.
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Summary
In general, we observed that mesh networks were not always simple to setup, nor easy to configure correctly.
Detecting the existence of a problem, locating the source of the problem and resolving the problem was often
challenging and time-consuming.
We designed Mesh-Mon to help detect and resolve network faults automatically. Some of the problems
described above are unsolvable without human intervention. If Mesh-Mon can at least automatically detect
the extent of a problem and indicate which nodes are at risk, our system can help reduce the sysadmin’s
workload.
3.2 The system administrator’s view
The system administrators are responsible for the management and operation of a mesh network. We initially
set out to answer the following list of management questions (asked from a sysadmin’s perspective) that
are relevant to our mesh deployment scenarios. Our goal is to be able to answer most of these questions
using Mesh-Mon in an automated manner with a high degree of success for stationary or mobile team of
sysadmins, present at the deployment site or at a remote location.
1. How is each node performing and how is the network doing overall? What are the network charac-
teristics present in the short, medium and long-term history? Are there any trends in the collected
metrics or interesting features?
2. What faults are present in my network and where are they located? How frequently do they occur?
3. How does my network look structurally from a local as well as global perspective? How is the struc-
ture changing over time? We would like to be able to capture the state of the network through dis-
tributed snapshots and be able to compare them.
4. Which nodes should the sysadmin be most concerned about from a robustness point of view? Which
nodes are best suited for specific roles in the network?
5. How many nodes can fail before I partition my network? We could apply partition detection and
partition prediction algorithms for this problem.
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6. By an appropriate definition of importance, which nodes are the most important in my network?
7. Similarly, which nodes are the least important and why?
8. If I could or should add or remove a node to enhance the network, which one should it be?
9. Similarly, if I had to update a subset of nodes and reboot them, in which order should I perform the
operation?
We apply techniques from social network analysis to answer the last four questions.
3.3 Design goals
The primary aim of Mesh-Mon is to assist one or more administrators in fault detection and performance
management. We assume that the mesh network is deployed in an unplanned manner and do not assume that
nodes know their geographic location. We could use geographic information in our analysis, but by default
our analysis tools assume only topological information since that is what we have available. We assume that
the channel assignment is predetermined and static.
Mesh-Mon is primarily designed to:
1. help sysadmins understand the state of the network,
2. help identify and resolve problems in the mesh network,
3. help users deploy, configure and test a new mesh,
4. help one or more administrators debug known and unanticipated problems, and
5. provide information to one or more sysadmins located anywhere in the network, supporting their
efforts to manage the network.
Network monitoring is an inherently distributed and complex process. The topology may be constantly
changing in a mobile mesh. The frequency of updates versus the volume of transmitted monitoring data are
some of the tradeoffs in the accuracy of the information collected. Monitoring and management data travel
on the same network we wish to manage. We thus seek to minimize the impact our monitoring process has
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on the same network we wish to monitor, yet design a system that is capable of functioning in the face of
severe network quality degradation or even network failures.
3.4 Design principles
A reactive management system would be designed to detect a fault only after it occurs by passively studying
the effects of a fault on the network. Reactive management systems are more suitable for static environments,
where any unexpected changes in the network topology or non responses to polling attempts are often a
good indicator of potential failures. In a mobile mesh network, a single fault may affect several neighboring
nodes in a network (and possibly disconnect them), leading to partitions, and could make gathering accurate
network information challenging or even impossible, after the occurrence of the fault. Hence we advocate
the use of a more proactive and stateful approach to network monitoring.
We designed Mesh-Mon as a proactive management system for use in a dynamic and mobile environ-
ment. Mesh-Mon is designed to work in an unplanned mesh, where we do not have complete (or possibly
any) and accurate prior information about how the network is deployed, or how it may be modified during
its operation. We desire that our solution be scalable to be able to deal with large networks. We do not make
any assumptions about how big a mesh network Mesh-Mon must manage, nor how the network may grow
and shrink in size over time.
If Mesh-Mon generates a large volume of monitoring traffic, then this traffic can affect normal user traffic
on the mesh. Mesh-Mon thus should not add significant overhead to the network, but should provide a high
level of accuracy, and also be adaptive to changing network conditions. Mesh-Mon uses a combination
of active and passive monitoring techniques in combination with a rule-based diagnostics engine. Passive
techniques use less bandwidth than active ones, but introduce more latency.
Mesh-Mon has three main principles of operation for monitoring the mesh network:
1. each mesh node and mesh client must monitor itself,
2. each mesh node must monitor its k-hop neighbors and each node must store locally a detailed repre-
sentation of the local network and a sparse representation of the global network, and
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3. each node must help in forming a hierarchical overlay network for propagation of monitoring infor-
mation.
The first principle is critical since each mesh node and mesh client must be healthy for the network as a
whole to be healthy. The second principle aims for distributed analysis by allowing local nodes to cooperate
to detect and analyze local problems. Mesh-Mon nodes are designed to cooperate in a peer-to-peer manner
to monitor each other and to diagnose local network problems. The third principle is a common aggregation-
based approach to deal with scalability in large distributed systems. The overall structure of Mesh-Mon is
designed to facilitate self-management when a node or partition is disconnected from the rest of the network.
The performance of any mesh depends heavily on the nature of the mesh routing protocol. We desire that
Mesh-Mon function effectively even if we replace our mesh routing protocol with another routing protocol.
We thus designed Mesh-Mon to be independent of the underlying layer-3 routing protocol used.
Our current mesh testbed (described in Chapter 2) uses OLSR, a proactive routing protocol, as the mesh
routing protocol. We can alternately use AODV. We monitor information exposed by the underlying routing
protocol (when it is available). Although we could have chosen to strongly couple Mesh-Mon with the
mesh routing protocol and piggyback monitoring information on routing control packets, we chose to avoid
this route since it would require modifications to the underlying mesh routing protocol. Instead, we built
Mesh-Mon at the application layer, and provided it with the resources required to peek into the network
layer and lower layers of the network stack whenever required and wherever possible, without modifying
the operating system, routing protocol, device drivers and other components of the system.
This thesis focuses on the collection, distribution and analysis of network information and the resolution
of detected faults. The analysis of all available information to diagnose root causes of all possible problems
is beyond the scope of this thesis. Root cause diagnosis is extremely challenging since the actual cause
of a detected fault may be the result of a complex sequence of events (some of which may not even be
observable) over varying time scales. We do explore a large set of problems and gather information that can
help an administrator to deal with unexpected problems. As long as the network element under scrutiny is
reachable through an external network, remote management options are a possibility. However, for certain
problems, such as hardware failures, remote management is not an option.
Mesh-Mon in its current form, will not replace human system administrators and their abilities to rea-
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son about complex problems, but Mesh-Mon can help network managers manage a mesh network more
efficiently and effectively.
3.5 Mesh-Mon overview
Mesh-Mon is our distributed management system designed for a mobile two-tier mesh network. Mesh-Mon
runs on all mesh nodes and manages the collection, communication and analysis of information gathered
in the network. Mesh-Mon-Ami (MMA) is a monitoring component that runs on the clients and assists in
communication of management information from disconnected areas of the network.
3.5.1 Mesh-Mon components
Both Mesh-Mon and Mesh-Mon-Ami have three common components (as shown in Figure 3.1):
1. local information collection system,
2. information communication and storage engine, and
3. fault detection and analysis engine.










and from other 
Mesh Nodes 
and Clients
Figure 3.1: Mesh-Mon and Mesh-Mon-Ami common components
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3.6 Local information collection system
The goal of this component is to periodically sample measurements and configuration information on each
node. We need to measure and collect information about the state of the network at all three lower layers
(physical, MAC and network) on both the clients and mesh nodes. The collected information is analyzed
for faults or errors by the analysis engine. The summary of the collected information, analysis results and
generated alerts are stored and distributed to other nodes by the storage and communication engine.
Most of the information is stored as attribute-value pairs (see Table 3.1 for a few examples). We catego-
rize the information collected as configuration related (e.g., radio channel setting) or measurement related
(e.g., battery status). We calculate and maintain statistics (derived by calculations) such as the average
number of packets sent per minute.
We record the signal strength of received signals, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), battery levels of each
node, number of neighbors and clients. We record network statistics of each interface such as throughput,
control overhead, total data traffic and current outgoing packet queue length, since we have multiple radio
interfaces. Periodically, nodes actively probe each other to measure bandwidth and latency among clients,
mesh nodes and external hosts. We provide more details in Section 3.10, describing the details of our
network analysis engine.
Our Intel Pentium III CPU-based mesh nodes (with large hard drives for storage) are a powerful platform
compared to the embedded systems often used in commercial mesh products, where the goal is to maximize
profits by reducing costs. Other less powerful mesh devices may be able to measure only a subset of this data
or may only be able to store a limited volume of data locally before running out of memory. For example,
our AP-70 based mesh nodes only have 32 MB of RAM and have no additional storage capacity and would
thus not be able to store large amounts of local data. Such a configuration does not limit a device from
running Mesh-Mon, but only limits the amount of historical data that the device can store.
3.7 Information storage and communication engine
While information storage and information communication are distinct tasks, we present them as one func-
tional component since the two tasks are tightly coupled together in our design and implementation. Each
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Table 3.1: Examples of locally collected information
Grouping Variable Format Example
CPU type String Intel
General OS version String 2.6.15 FC4
CPU usage Float 3.22%
Memory used Float 38.5%
My IP IP address 192.168.1.50
My Node Id Integer 5
My MeshLeader Integer 11
Mesh-Mon Last heard from MeshLeader Integer 35 seconds
related Last heard from MeshAdmin Integer 85 seconds
Protocol String OLSR
Neighbors Integer 4
Partition size Integer 16
Noise level Integer -95 dBm
Received signal level Integer -71 dBm
Link quality String 25/94
Wireless Bit rate Float 5.4 Mbps
specific Channel Integer 11
Frequency Float 2.462 GHz
BSSID MAC address 02:02:64:78:51:BE
Power management Binary Off
Mode String Ad-Hoc
Tx packets Integer 7236
Tx bytes Integer 967324 bytes
Tx errors Integer 133063
Network Rx packets Integer 49795
statistics Rx bytes Integer 474388 bytes
Rx errors Integer 0
Rx dropped Integer 0
Fwd packets Integer 236544
Fwd bytes Integer 2802320 bytes
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node stores detailed information about itself that it collects locally, information about its k-hop neighbors,
and some information about the structure of the entire mesh network. This information stored at each node
is a combination of information received from incoming management packets as well as information that
the node gathers locally (such as information from the routing protocol). We designed Mesh-Mon to store
more information about the local neighborhood and a sparse representation of the global network and dis-
tant nodes. This design allows the diagnosis engine to solve local problems locally as well as have adequate
information to identify problems of a more global nature, such as network-wide connectivity-related issues,
and still be able to scale to large networks.
To aid in development and debugging of Mesh-Mon, we log all information collected or received on
each node in a round-robin database in addition to the in-memory storage. This on-disk database allows us
to generate simple graphs of observed trends in the recorded variables on each node using RRDtool [129].
The use of persistent storage helps in manually debugging nodes that may have crashed or rebooted during an
experiment. A round-robin database is well suited for storage of management information since the volume
of data stored in it cannot exceed a fixed limit (a useful feature for implementation on memory-constrained
devices).
Each node periodically records a conceptual “distributed snapshot” of the network locally by using the
most recently received information about the network. Unlike distributed snapshots in the traditional sense,
we are more interested in only the state information contained at each node, and not in the messages that may
be in transit at any given instant [109]. Studying changes in snapshots could help the sysadmin understand
the structural changes in the network over time.
3.7.1 Communication model
Instead of relying on the underlying routing protocol used by the mesh nodes to route normal unicast traffic,
Mesh-Mon uses flooding as its protocol for disseminating management traffic. Each Mesh-Mon node uses a
flooding broadcast to periodically spread its local information and locally generated alerts in UDP packets.
Flooding has several nice properties that make it attractive for use in Mesh-Mon. Flooding is a simple
mechanism, both conceptually and from an implementation perspective, thus making it reliable and practi-
cally fail-safe. Flooding allows basic communication between one node and all its one-hop neighbors with
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a single packet and is also a fundamental neighborhood discovery mechanism.
Mesh-Mon nodes communicate through flooding even if the routing protocol is disabled. This feature is
important for a mesh monitoring system, since in the event that the routing daemon crashes or misbehaves,
Mesh-Mon is still able to inform all its neighbors (and ultimately the sysadmin) of this fact. Since our flood-
ing scheme makes Mesh-Mon’s communications independent of (and isolated from) the routing protocol
that the mesh uses, the mesh could run any layer-3 routing protocol and Mesh-Mon could function without
requiring any changes.
At present, in our implementation, each node broadcasts these local-information packets to all nodes in
the network via UDP. Each node that receives the broadcast packet locally stores its contents, and rebroad-
casts the packet, unless the packet was already broadcast by the same node earlier. This simple flooding
protocol, combined with our local “snapshot,” has the effect of building a “holographic database” describ-
ing the mesh network, in which any single mesh node has an almost complete view of the whole network.
Thus, every node in the network stores its own image of the entire network, which the nearest sysadmin can
tap into and examine.
Our information dissemination model is simple, satisfies our design goals, and is easy to implement. In
the event of a network partition, thanks to our redundant approach to storing information in our holographic
database, every node individually knows about the topology of the network and the status of nodes just prior
to the partitioning. This information can help automated analysis tools and the sysadmin in detecting when
a major partitioning event takes place and deciding how it happened.
We considered other techniques, such as using probabilistic rebroadcasting of management packets, to
reduce the overhead of naı̈ve flooding approaches. While flooding can overload a network and should be
used sparingly, this is a tested technique that can guarantee data delivery, even in high-mobility scenarios.
3.7.2 Scalability through clustering
The performance of flooding-based routing protocols have been well studied [105, 185, 188, 192]. A
broadcast-based flooding approach to disseminate management information cannot scale well to large de-
ployments, since there are many redundant retransmissions, and too many broadcasts can lead to packet
storms [127].
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The performance of any flooding approach depends on several factors, such as the broadcast frequency,
transmission power, degree of each node, and the diameter of the network. The best-known solutions to
improve the scalability of flooding protocols include scoped flooding, probabilistic transmissions, use of
geographical information, and clustering [13, 82, 90, 97, 119].
We use clustering with scoped flooding as our approach to provide scalability. We call our cluster heads
“MeshLeaders.” A MeshLeader in Mesh-Mon is similar to an elected cluster head in ANMP [36] or a Multi
Point Relay (MPR) in OLSR [40].
For large networks, we limit the flood of information to the k-hop neighborhood around each mesh node,
and we build a hierarchical overlay for disseminating information by using a cluster head structure as shown
in Figure 3.2. Through a suitable leader-election protocol, each mesh node knows to which cluster it belongs
and who is its MeshLeader.
Phase 1:  Local k-hop elections to create MeshLeaders
Phase 2: MeshLeader to MeshLeader 
Information Exhchange
Figure 3.2: Mesh-Leader election and discovery
The MeshLeader uses all the local information collected to diagnose local problems, such as configu-
ration issues, hardware and software faults, and performance issues within its k-hop neighborhood. The
MeshLeader also acts as a cache for all alerts generated in its k-hop neighborhood. Thus, a sysadmin could
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contact a MeshLeader to learn about the status of nodes in its neighborhood.
Mesh nodes can also communicate directly with other nodes in a simple query-response manner (through
unicast packets) even if they are not in the same cluster. This direct end-to-end communication is useful for
the analysis engine to initiate tests that verify the freshness and accuracy of received information.
3.7.3 MeshLeader election protocol
A MeshLeader can be selected by nodes in its k-hop neighborhood by using any suitable leader-election
protocol. There are several leader-election protocols in the literature [13, 68, 90, 109]. While we did
not implement a leader-election protocol in our implementation of Mesh-Mon, we summarize one such
protocol [127] that we propose to adapt for Mesh-Mon.
We assume that nodes are aware of the presence of their neighboring nodes and of their respective
NodeIDs. Each node has a unique integer NodeID. A cluster is a set of nodes formed as follows. A host
with a local minimal NodeID (i.e., a node that has the smallest numeric identifier amongst all nodes within
its k-hop neighborhood) will elect itself as a cluster head or MeshLeader, and announce this fact to its k-hop
neighbors (its cluster) via a flooded message (limited to k hops). In our current implementation we use
k = 2 but assume that the value of k can be adjusted as the network grows or shrinks.
If there is another node in the same cluster that locally decides that it should be a MeshLeader, it will an-
nounce this fact and then one of these two nodes (the one with the higher NodeID) will eventually announce
that it is no longer a MeshLeader. If any node finds that there are no MeshLeaders in its k-hop neighborhood,
then after a suitable timeout it will announce itself as a MeshLeader, even if its aware of neighboring nodes
that have lower nodeIDs than itself. This ensures that all nodes are within reach of at least one MeshLeader.
Clusters are allowed to share boundary nodes and to overlap. Within a cluster, a member node that shares
a link with a node from another cluster (see nodes D and E in Figure 3.3), or lies in two or more clusters
(see node B in Figure 3.3), is a boundary node for the two clusters. To take mobility into account, when
two MeshLeaders become direct neighbors, the one with a larger ID gives up its head role, and nodes in its
cluster will discover or elect their new MeshLeader as needed. More details and variations on this scheme
are available [90, 127]. An alternate election approach could use eigenvector centrality (see Section 4.3) to
select the most “central” nodes in the network as MeshLeaders, since nodes with high centrality are known
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Figure 3.3: A mesh with 3 clusters and k = 2; adapted from [127]
To provide additional reliability, it is desirable to have MeshLeaders in adjacent clusters at most 2k hops
from each other and a small degree of overlap between clusters. This situation ensures that if the unicast
mesh routing protocol fails, then some information can be passed along from one MeshLeader to another
through the overlapping boundary nodes and our flooding based communication scheme (see node B in
Figure 3.3).
In battery-operated systems, the responsibility of being a MeshLeader can be rotated between other
nodes to prevent a single MeshLeader’s battery from being drained too quickly.
If a node is a MeshLeader, it eventually discovers other MeshLeaders (through an exchange of packets
by the nodes that lie on the boundaries between clusters). MeshLeaders exchange aggregated management
information with other MeshLeaders directly through unicast packets (using the mesh routing protocol). The
authors of the DRAMA management system speculate that this type of hierarchical structure can be repeated
recursively (by creating nested tiers of clusters with k-hop MeshLeaders), as many times as necessary to
manage networks of arbitrarily large size [94]. This technique of aggregation through nested hierarchies is
a widely accepted method to provide scalability in large distributed systems and even in the Internet.
The overhead of sharing network-management information in Mesh-Mon could be further reduced by
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aggregation and complex forwarding techniques (such as the Multi Point Relaying technique used in OLSR),
but we believe there is value in having nodes share redundant information through simple flooding, and of
using less aggregation in messages between MeshLeaders in certain scenarios. For instance, there may be
benefits to spreading redundant information to all nodes to counteract the effects of multiple simultaneous
failures leading to many partitions, some of which may not have MeshLeaders. Eventually the new partitions
will elect their own MeshLeaders, but it would help if knowledge the overall network structure (just before
the partition) remained for analysis.
3.7.4 Performance
The performance and scalability of flooding and clustering-based approaches has been well studied through
analysis and simulation [36, 78, 98, 105, 114, 127, 155, 188]. Since we have not changed the traditional
mechanisms used for flooding or selecting cluster heads in Mesh-Mon, we do not focus on these aspects
in our evaluation of Mesh-Mon in Chapter 4. In our experimental evaluation results (presented in Sec-
tion 4.2.3), we study the performance of Mesh-Mon’s flooding protocol (with and without MeshLeaders) on
networks with up to 16 nodes and found that Mesh-Mon’s impact on the overall network was low.
For larger networks, the overhead traffic due to flooding dissemination is limited to the k-hop neighbor-
hood around each node. This principle is also used in the Zone Routing Protocol (ZRP) and the Grid routing
protocol, amongst others for the same purpose [79, 87, 104]. Thus, even in larger networks, Mesh-Mon’s
flooded management traffic within a cluster will not affect the flow of regular data traffic. In addition, pairs
of MeshLeaders exchange management traffic consisting of single packets (whose size and frequency are
adjustable) and whose overall impact on the network is insignificant. Iperf traffic overheads are high but
are constant and unaffected by the size of the network. Iperf traffic is not essential for Mesh-Mon, and
nodes that experience heavy traffic loads can choose to turn off Iperf bandwidth tests as needed.
Even though we perform our evaluations on a small testbed, the general performance capabilities of mesh
nodes that are more than three hops apart (see Table 4.1) does not bode well for the practical applicability of
flat large-scale mesh networks. While a large-scale mesh network with hundreds or even thousands of mesh
nodes may be manageable using Mesh-Mon with many MeshLeaders, such a network (without multiple
gateways) may not be practical for supporting high bandwidth, low-latency real-time applications for clients
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who may be many hops apart. A mesh network with many gateway nodes, designed for providing Internet
access to its clients, is more feasible. In some scenarios, MeshLeaders may be able to share management
traffic through the gateways, e.g., using them as “wormholes” to provide better performance by avoiding
long multi-hop wireless routes.
3.7.5 Reliability
As discussed above, we chose a flooding approach to disseminate management information in a reliable
manner that is independent of the underlying routing protocol. For a large network with many MeshLeaders,
they need to communicate aggregated network information with each other through unicast packets. These
unicast packets rely on the mesh routing protocol. This risk is minimized by careful election of MeshLeaders
to ensure that clusters have enough boundary nodes that overlap between clusters, to allow for MeshLeaders
to communicate through messages piggybacked in Mesh-Mon’s flooded packets. For maximum reliability,
MeshLeaders can use both unicast messaging and piggybacked messages.
While Mesh-Mon may still be functional in a mesh network in which the mesh routing protocol is
unreliable, such a mesh would have limited functionality for its intended users, the mobile clients. In such a
situation, Mesh-Mon at least offers the possibility that such a situation can be identified and repaired.
3.7.6 Alert model
As mentioned earlier, Mesh-Mon nodes generate alerts to indicate detected faults or suspected anomalies.
For a team of sysadmins, we assume that a multicast communication protocol (e.g., IP multicast) can be
used to address all of them simultaneously. In the absence of multicast support in the mesh routing protocol,
several unicast packets can be sent.
When an alert is generated, or a situation arises that requires immediate human intervention, a short
packet containing just the alert is sent via UDP to the sysadmin immediately. The alert is addressed to a
simple process running on the sysadmin’s console, called the Mesh-Admin, that logs all received alerts. The
alerts contain encoded information about the cause of the alert, the severity of the problem, actions taken,
and in some cases, a request for action. We provide more details in Section 3.12.
The information in the most recently generated alerts are also piggybacked in the periodic packets broad-
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casted to neighbors. Thus, the information conveyed through alerts is cached by MeshLeaders on behalf of
their k-hop neighborhood. Any sysadmin can tap into the information stored on a MeshLeader and check the
latest alerts from nodes in that neighborhood in the event that the original alert did not reach the sysadmin
for any reason.
3.8 Fault detection and analysis engine
Our approach to fault detection follows a two-fold approach. We detect certain faults through a deterministic
rule-based system, and we run anomaly detection algorithms on measured and received information in an
attempt to detect unusual network behavior.
An anomaly is an observable phenomenon that causes network operations to deviate from normal net-
work behavior or causes a network disruption. Defining “normal” network behavior is not an easy task [26].
Normal traffic behavior depends on the dynamics of the network being studied in terms of traffic volume, the
structure of the network, and the nature of applications using the network [174]. Network monitoring and
statistical analysis can in theory be used to build models of normal network behavior. Not every detected
anomaly is an indication of a fault. Our motivation in detecting anomalies is to detect when performance
degradation occurs and to provide additional information to the administrator.
Some network anomalies are associated with performance degradations in the network. Congestion and
broadcast storms can be considered to be network performance anomalies. A protocol implementation error
can manifest itself as a network anomaly since it can cause an incorrect or undesirable traffic pattern. A
denial-of-service attack or a network intrusion is an example of a security-related anomaly that may cause
performance degradations.
A fault is a failure in a network device or software entity. Feather et al. classify faults as hard faults
or soft faults [61]. Hard faults typically refer to hardware failures and other non-recoverable failures. In
the context of networks, Feather et al. define hard faults as characterized by the inability to deliver packets,
while soft faults are characterized by a partial loss of network bandwidth [61]. After a soft fault, the network
typically continues to operate in the presence of a failure, albeit at a degraded level. Networks can usually
recover from soft faults. For instance, a node on which the routing daemon fails can recover from the failure
if the routing daemon can be restarted. Congestion is an example of a soft fault. Some faults may be
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unrecoverable without physical intervention. A battery powered node that has depleted its battery will not
be recover until its battery is replaced or recharged. Mobility can lead to connectivity related faults such as
link breakages (possibly transient in nature) or the creation of new network links or network partitions.
We detect all known faults using a rule-based approach based on our understanding of faults, and their
observable effects and characteristics. We detect anomalies by regarding them as “statistically unusual”
events by identifying parameters that deviate strongly from their mean observable values. We do not di-
agnose all observed faults, i.e., we do not claim to correctly correlate all observed faults with their root
cause. Accurate diagnosis is extremely challenging since determining the cause and effect behaviors, and
the dependencies in a complex system, are non-trivial problems.
Since we assume our mesh is dynamic, we do not wish to rely on a single node to aggregate management
information and analyze it. Although a centralized design is best suited for detecting global-scale faults in
a fully connected static network, such as for analyzing problems related to connectivity, the central analysis
node is both a single point of failure and likely to be a bottleneck, since all management traffic must be
forwarded to that single node.
One option to avoid the single point of failure is to replicate the functionality of the centralized manage-
ment node in all nodes. Now any single node is equally capable of analyzing the network. We would need
to provide monitoring information about the global network to every node in the network, which however
introduces an even bigger scalability problem (since every node requires information about every other node
in the network).
We adopt a decentralized approach to the analysis of network information. Our analysis engine, run-
ning on each mesh node, uses all the information it receives from the set of cooperating MCs and MNs in
the k-hop neighborhood to detect local faults and anomalies. The analysis engine also uses the network
information gathered and shared among MeshLeaders.
Detection of anomalies or faults using our rule-based analysis triggers alerts that are sent immediately
to sysadmins, and eventually to neighboring nodes; these alerts implicitly describe a hypothesis about the
cause of the problem. The alerts often trigger secondary diagnostic tests to verify the root cause of the
problem or to gather additional information for the sysadmin as detailed in Section 3.12. In some cases
Mesh-Mon can resolve the issue locally and autonomously.
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In the larger network, nodes that detect a problem communicating with another node can communicate
directly with that node and attempt to resolve the issue between the two end-points with the cooperation of
intermediate nodes and Mesh-Leaders that lie in the path between the two end-points.
Many network problems can be detected locally on a node or by analyzing information received from
neighboring nodes. Absence of received information is also a factor in the analysis in some cases.
While we limit our analysis engine to work on information gathered from the k-hop neighborhood, we
are still able to diagnose certain global problems (such as detecting partitions) in Dart-Mesh by exploiting
information about the global topology exposed by the OLSR routing protocol. For the detection and analysis
of problems in large networks that use other routing protocols (such as DSR or AODV), we propose a
recursive cooperation mechanism between MeshLeaders, such as the one proposed in DRAMA to allow the
diagnosis mechanism to remain scalable and decentralized [37]. We did not implement this mechanism in
our implementation, which runs on a network of only 16 nodes.
We provide more details about the implementation of the fault detection engine, its subcomponents and
its integration with other Mesh-Mon components in Section 3.12.
Our analysis engine runs on all nodes in the k-hop neighborhood in an almost identical manner. Since
several nodes share neighborhood information, multiple nodes may discover the same fault in a neighboring
node. We believe that receipt of multiple alerts from several viewpoints can help reinforce a hypothesis
and give it more weight. The hypothesis can aid the sysadmin in determining what triggered a fault in the
network and provide insight on how to deal with it. We allow the administrator to adjust the rate at which
alarms are generated to suit his or her preferences before deployment. In an ideal system, the sysadmin
would be able to adjust this rate during continuous operation.
On the other hand, a poorly designed analysis system could lead to multiple contradictory alarms being
generated with no means to understand and resolve them. We recognize this is a common challenge faced
by many alarm generation systems. We use a deterministic reasoning system that generates alarms only in
specific situations to minimize the number of alerts generated and include enough information to decipher
the cause of the alarm.
The analysis engine is only as accurate as the information it acts upon. For instance, if a node “mis-
reports” information to its neighbors and provides them incorrect information (irrespective of whether the
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node is malicious), then the analysis engine will provide erroneous alerts. For example, if a node forwarded
5,000 packets in a minute but, due to an error, reports to the information collection agent that it sent 500
packets, the local analysis would not notice anything wrong. When this information is sent to all its neigh-
bors, they may not notice anything wrong since they do not perform traffic analysis at the granularity of
source-destination pairs to realize that their neighbor is lying. The neighbors may notice that there is a
sudden increase in the number of received packets on some nodes (which may or may not be anomalous).
Another example is a node reporting a set of neighbors or links that do not exist. Since the information is
sent to all neighbors and they again spread it to all neighbors, incorrect news can travel fast. Fortunately,
the existence or non-existence of certain nodes and links can be probed and tested. The sysadmin alone is
responsible for verifying all received alerts.
In a mesh that is operating properly (without any faults), Mesh-Mon can provide useful network statistics
that help a sysadmin understand utilization of different areas of the network, observe and study long-term
trends, and help find potential bottlenecks or underutilized nodes.
3.8.1 Distributed consensus of alarms
One option we considered (but did not implement) is to allow nodes that detect a problem to inform its
neighbors first, before alerting a system administrator. Neighboring nodes that have detected the same
problem can decide to suppress their own alerts. Nodes with the same problem are members of a group.
Once group membership is decided, a single member of the group can send an alert to the sysadmin stating
the problem and the list of the members.
Deciding distributed group membership itself can be a time-consuming process and requires the reliable
exchange of messages between group members. Distributed group membership and distributed consensus
is a well-studied problem in distributed systems theory and theoretical results indicate that even a single
malicious node, or lost message, can lead to incorrect results and may require the algorithm to be restarted
from scratch [14, 35, 62]. The benefit of using such a consensus scheme would be a reduced number of
alerts being sent to the sysadmin. One disadvantage is delay: since the consensus algorithm requires the
coordination of several nodes, there is a greater delay between the occurrence of the event and the alert
reaching the sysadmin.
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Since Mesh-Mon already collects information from all k-hop neighbors, the MeshLeader can detect
groups (if any) in a semi-centralized manner. Discovering that many nodes share a common symptom (fault
or anomaly) can be indicative of the severity of a detected anomaly. Its also possible that the consensus
is simply coincidental. By running the consensus algorithm and sending an aggregated alert message to
the sysadmin, we can reduce the rate of generation of alarms and save bandwidth at the cost of delayed
notification being received by the sysadmin. However, a lack of consensus need not be indicative of a lack
of problem severity, since a local problem detected by a single node can also be a severe problem.
3.9 Mesh-Mon-Ami
Mesh-Mon-Ami (MMA) is a monitoring component running on a mobile client. In addition to checking for
configuration errors and monitoring client performance, a MMA mobile client can help ferry information
between disconnected partitions of the mesh network. We use a technique similar to epidemic routing [184]
in Delay-Tolerant Networks (DTNs). The client receives management information through the mesh node’s
AP interface, buffers it and shares it with other MNs that the node associates with (while moving). This
MMA relay may be the only means of communication between two disconnected partitions of the physical
network without investment in an additional long-range network link. In effect, the MMA client acts as a
DTN “mule” for management packets. There is no guarantee of symmetry, as the MMA client moving from
partition A to partition B allows B to learn of partition A, but provides A with no knowledge of partition B.
However, some node in partition B could trigger an alert to a sysadmin who may deploy additional nodes
that could join the partitions.
On receiving a message, the sysadmin sends an acknowledgment, and the MMA can then delete the
message from its buffer. Older messages are expired after a preset interval. Messages passed in this manner
are encoded so that each MN can quickly validate information received from a MMA, by initiating tests
in some cases, to check if the information received is already known. This helps filter older messages and
prevents redundant alerts from reaching the sysadmin.
Mobility prediction could also play a role in making MMAs more efficient; for instance, we could send
certain messages with clients more likely to move in certain directions. However, at present we do not have
good mobility models for the scenarios we envision, nor do we capture location information. We chose
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to implement our own DTN message passing mechanism between Mesh-Mon and the MMA to keep this
mechanism independent of the underlying routing approach. An alternative approach, such as combining a
DTN layer with a routing protocol, could make implementing our MMA communication model easier, but
would increase the coupling between management and routing.
3.10 Network analysis
A healthy mesh is a well-connected mesh with high capacity and low end-to-end latency. A well-connected
mesh should not be more dense than required to provide sufficient coverage. However, an over-provisioned
mesh is wasteful and nodes physically close to each other may interfere with each other. An under-
provisioned mesh may not provide sufficient coverage and a few node failures may lead to partitions. Over
time, as nodes move around in a mobile mesh, the network may be reconfigured several times and affect the
overall performance.
Our primary goals from the sysadmin’s perspective are two-fold; we wish to understand the health of
the current state of the mesh network, and we wish to study its changes over time. In addition, we aim to
detect major faults as soon as they occur and possibly anticipate them before they happen.
3.10.1 Network health monitoring
If the clients and mesh nodes can communicate with each other and with external hosts within acceptable
performance levels, it indicates that the end-points of the network are healthy and the network is allowing
communication between them. Since each node in Mesh-Mon has an approximate view of the global net-
work, each node can select target nodes and clients, probe them by sending pings, measure the round trip
times, and log the traversed path to each destination. Depending on the routing algorithm and the stability
of links, the route traversed can often change even for consecutive ping packets. Packet loss is often a good
indicator of overall link quality and stability and is the basis of several metrics for routing protocols, such
as the expected transmission count (ETX) metric [50].
We calculate network-level resource utilization locally on nodes and clients for each network interface;
during periods of low utilization, nodes run pairwise throughput measurement tests. In our prototype we use
an automated version of Iperf to run UDP and TCP throughput tests between nodes, clients and external
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hosts [175]. Nodes that are heavily loaded may disable other nodes from probing them temporarily since
these tests can involve transferring several megabytes of data that may saturate the wireless medium. Thus,
an Iperf test could fail, but the ping test should still succeed.
To calculate utilization for an interface we calculate the delta (change in value) of the number of trans-
mission bytes over the sampling period. We express utilization as a ratio of the value of [delta(Total bytes
sent and received)/(sampling period in seconds)] to the constant value of the interface capacity. For all
wireless interfaces we assume the capacity is 11 Mbps, and for wired links such as Ethernet connections at
the gateway, the capacity is 100 Mbps. In reality, the actual wireless capacity is much lower and depends
on several factors such as the hardware specifications, driver details and the operational environment. In
our current system prototype, to detect anomalies, we look for trends and outliers based on the standard
deviation from mean values calculated at each sampling interval. On gateway nodes we run a few additional
tests to ensure that the connection with the external network is stable.
We calculate local network health indicators from sampled data such as the network utilization, receive
discard rate, transmit discard rate, receive error rate, transmit error rate, transmit broadcast rate and the
receive broadcast rate [194]. The discard rate is an indication of the number of packets that were discarded
by an interface due to resource limitations. A high discard rate is usually an indicator that more buffer space
is needed for an interface. A high error rate may be an indicator of a hardware problem. A sudden and
sustained jump in the broadcast rate (packets broadcasted per second) can be indicative of a packet storm. A
high percentage of failed re-assemblies at the IP layer can be indicative that fragments are being corrupted or
discarded at intermediate nodes. A high occurrence of fragmentation could be caused by MTU mismatches.
We record statistics for UDP, TCP and ICMP traffic. Our source for most information collected locally is
the /proc/net directory and by parsing the output of system utilities, such as ifconfig and iwconfig.
We do not run per-packet network sniffing tools, although they can be a rich source of information, since we
wish to keep CPU overheads to a minimum.
Mesh-Mon keeps track of the volume of monitoring and management traffic each Mesh-Mon node or
MMA client generates or forwards. We use this metric to evaluate Mesh-Mon’s impact on the network along
with other metrics to adapt its behavior to changing network and traffic conditions.
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3.10.2 Configuration management
Mesh-Mon aids in local configuration management of each node. Each node has a local set of reference
values and acceptable ranges for each configurable component. These values are checked periodically and
compared with values and parameters at neighboring nodes. Differences are logged and sent to an ad-
ministrator to view. In a homogeneous deployment it is expected that all nodes share many configuration
variables. The configuration check may fail if an administrator has modified a parameter for debugging or
troubleshooting and forgotten to update the reference model. A majority of the parameters are identical for
all nodes in the network and the majority of our mesh devices are homogeneous.
All essential services running on each mesh node (such as olsrd, iptables and dhcpd) are pe-
riodically monitored to determine their status. If any of these services have crashed, then Mesh-Mon will
attempt to restart them with default settings and alert the sysadmin as needed.
3.10.3 Partition prediction and topology analysis
The current network topology defines the connectivity properties of the mesh network. Assuming that the
mesh is one large connected component at initialization, partitions occur when specific nodes fail or nodes
move away. Nodes in different partitions cannot communicate with each other. By identifying critical nodes
and links, Mesh-Mon can anticipate where partitions are likely to occur.
Each node in Mesh-Mon maintains a graph representing the state of links in its k-hop neighborhood.
Critical nodes and critical links (equivalent to articulation points and bridges in undirected graphs) are
defined as those nodes or links in the network whose removal will partition the induced network subgraph
into disconnected components or partitions. We simplify our definition of a critical link to be any link
between two critical nodes, or to be a link to any node that has exactly one neighbor.
Tarjan presents a well-known centralized algorithm that uses global knowledge based on Depth First
Search (DFS) for this problem [170, 44]. If the root of the DFS search tree has two or more children then it
must be a critical node, since the nodes in the two subtrees share only the root in common. Removing the
root would thus lead to two isolated partitions.
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A localized approach to predict critical nodes
Jorgic et al. proposed a localized approach to predict critical nodes and links by running DFS on just the
k-hop neighborhood graph from each node [93]. Thus, each node can quickly check locally if the DFS tree
rooted at that node has two or more children. Unfortunately, since graph connectivity is a global property,
there is always a possibility any localized algorithm will lead to false positives. False positives, in this case,
are nodes that are marked globally critical but in reality are only critical to the local neighborhood and are
not a real threat. There is no threat of false negatives with this technique. In their simulation study, the
authors observed that about 80% of locally predicted nodes were found to be globally critical in random
connected graphs for k=3 [93]. False positives are mainly caused by the presence of long cycles or rings,
the detection of which can require global information.
3.10.4 An optimization for OLSR
While we strive to keep Mesh-Mon independent of the underlying routing protocol, we can benefit from
information already available without modifications to our software or hardware architecture. Since OLSR
is a proactive routing protocol, every node in the network already has some information about the current
topology of the entire network. We do not assume that all routing protocol implementations expose internal
data structures, so the optimizations we describe below are specific to our OLSR implementation.
In OLSR, the “Topology Change Redundancy” (TCR) setting determines the volume of redundant in-
formation propagated in the network. At the minimum TCR setting each node receives information on all
nodes and a minimal set of links. When we set TCR to its maximum value (which is “2” as specified in the
OLSR RFC [40]) each node actually receives the complete global topology with all links. The number of
control packets sent does not change, but the size of each packet increases. Thus the sysadmin can chose to
trade routing overhead for critical-node-detection accuracy.
Thus, each connected node can acquire a coarse view of the global topology (from OLSR) and a strong
view of its k-hop neighborhood (from Mesh-Mon). We discard any unidirectional links present and combine
these two views into a unified graph representing all nodes in the network, but not necessarily all links. We
then determine all the critical links and nodes on this graph in O(V +E) time for a graph with V nodes and
E links since the algorithm is based on DFS [44]. We also output all nodes in each bi-connected component
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in the same pass.
The localized approach proposed by Jorgic et al., uses an identical but easier computation on just the
smaller k-hop neighborhood graph. We implemented and use both the centralized and localized approaches
in our Mesh-Mon prototype to detect critical nodes. In the centralized case, we output all the articulation
points, bridges and compositions of the bi-connected components of the network graph. In a bi-connected
component, failure of a single node in that set of nodes will not partition the graph into disconnected com-
ponents. Stronger definitions of connectivity, such as “tri-connectivity” or “n-connectivity” can also be
calculated in a centralized manner.
The localized approach is more scalable, can be used in other mesh networks and has lower compu-
tational overhead, but is provably less accurate. The globalized approach we describe for OLSR-based
networks is inherently more accurate, but is computationally more intensive for large graphs and requires
more network communication overhead. Our solution is to first use the localized approach, and if the lo-
calized analysis hints at any critical nodes to then use the globalized approach but, by using an expanding
ring search of the topology to verify the presence (or absence) of critical nodes. To confirm a node is indeed
critical, a global search is required. Thus, we run DFS on larger topologies only when needed. In either
approach, the topology information must be accurate and up-to-date for the results of this analysis to be of
practical value.
3.10.5 Partition detection
Closely related to the task of identifying potentially critical nodes is the task of detecting partitions when they
occur. Suppose Mesh-Mon detects the presence of a critical node and alerts the sysadmin. The sysadmin
could adjust the topology either by moving the node or by adding an additional node in a strategic location.
The sysadmin will need to use his or her judgement to maximize use of available resources. If the critical
node eventually fails and was a “false positive,” then the network is still connected and the network topology
monitor can verify the fact (pings will also succeed).
If the node fails and it was a “true positive,” then our partition detection algorithm will suspect the
existence of two partitions and try to verify the fact by using pings. We detect partitions in Mesh-Mon by
studying the change in the reported topology over time and by verifying links are stable over a suitable time
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scale.
If a critical link or node fails (or a node moves away), this change will be reflected by the reported
network topology. If two nodes can no longer mutually ping each other, but were previously able to do
so, each node will independently suspect that a partition has taken place. Each Mesh-Mon node can verify
which nodes are still in its partition (through pings and by parsing received Mesh-Mon packets), and guess
which nodes are in the other partition. Mesh-Mon will then alert the sysadmin with details about the problem
and urge him or her to take corrective action.
In a highly mobile environment partitions can grow and shrink frequently. We found that even in a fully
static environment, nodes that have transient links may appear to join a partition and leave it frequently.
Transient and temporary link fluctuations, therefore, should be ignored and not be allowed to trigger the
partition detection algorithm. A simple solution is not to send an alert unless the suspected partition remains
such for a preset period (say 30 seconds). One approach we are investigating is to keep track of the largest
stable set of nodes in a partition over a sliding window as the primary components of a partition and listing
fringe nodes as those that are not in this set but often join it and leave it over a period of time.
3.11 Social-network analysis
Social-network analysis is normally applied to the study of social networks of actors, usually people and
their relationships with other people. In our research domain, we are interested in the positions and roles
of individual mesh nodes, and the connectivity relationships between different mesh nodes, which can be
characterized in different ways such as direct or indirect, weak or strong. These structures and relationships
are worth identifying since they can manifest themselves in certain observable or predictable behaviors of
interest. Many social-network analysis techniques and metrics are based on graph theory.
Our goal is to apply social-network-analysis-based techniques to identify properties of individual nodes
that can aid a system administrator to manage a mesh network in a more effective manner. While the
sysadmin is primarily asked to perform absolute tasks, there may be situations when relative decisions must
be made. For example, we posed the following question at the start of this chapter: if the sysadmin had to
update a subset of nodes and reboot them, in which order should he or she perform this operation? Since we
are interested in relative comparisons between seemingly similar nodes to answer such questions, we need
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to develop techniques and metrics to differentiate between nodes and rank them in a distinct manner.
We now detail the techniques borrowed and enhanced from the domain of social-network analysis that
can help in providing answers to some of the questions we posed earlier in Section 3.2. We introduce new
social-network centrality metrics to study the roles of individual nodes in the network and the relationship
of these nodes with their neighbors. We begin by introducing different centrality metrics that are rooted in
graph-theory and used often in the analysis of social networks.
Centrality measures can only provide relative measures that can be used to compare nodes against
each other at that instant of time for a specific network topology. In the next chapter, we will show how
relative ordering proves useful in allowing a sysadmin to decide a prioritized ordering of management tasks
on several nodes, such as deciding which nodes should be patched first and in which order.
3.11.1 Degree centrality
One simple way to characterize an individual node in a topological graph is by its degree. The degree of
a node in a graph in the mesh context is the number of usable links the node shares with its neighbors,
since links are important for routing purposes. A well-connected mesh network is a healthy network. If
a node has many neighbors then the failure of a single neighbor should not affect the overall health of the
regional network (and thus the global network) adversely. A node with a high degree can be considered
well connected and a node with a relatively low degree can be considered weakly connected. The degree
of an individual node and the minimum, maximum and average degree of all nodes the entire network are
standard characterization metrics in graph theory.
If the global topology is available at a central location, then all the nodes can be quickly ranked accord-
ing to their degree. However, this degree-based ranking does not convey a good picture of the nature of
connectivity in the network since all links are rarely identical. For instance, different links may have vary-
ing capacity levels and different latencies. In addition, the existence of neighbor links and their respective
qualities fluctuate over time.
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3.11.2 Eigenvector centrality
As seen in Figure 3.4, Begnum et al. note that two nodes may have exactly the same degree but need not
have similar characteristics [15]. In any network, and especially in an ad hoc or mesh network where nodes
must cooperate with each other to route packets, the connectivity of a node depends on the connectivity
of its neighbors, not just its own degree. Eigenvector centrality is a centrality measure that is capable of
articulating this specific network property.
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Picture is from [Begnum2005]
Figure 3.4: Limitations of degree centrality: Note that both nodes A and B have a degree centrality value
of 5 (Adapted from [15])
Eigenvector Centrality (EVC) is a concept often used in modern social-network analysis and was first
proposed by Bonacich [19, 20]. Eigenvector Centrality is defined in a circular manner. The centrality of a
node is proportional to the sum of the centrality values of all its neighboring nodes. In the social-network
context, an important node (or person) is characterized by its connectivity to other important nodes (or
people). A node with a high centrality value is a well-connected node and has a dominant influence on the
surrounding network. Similarly, nodes with low centrality values are less similar to the majority of nodes in
the topology and may exhibit similar characteristics and behavior and share common weaknesses. Google
uses a similar centrality-based ranking technique (called Pagerank) to rank the relevance of pages in search
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results [25].
Our approach is inspired by the work of Bytyci [27], who studied the stability of wired networks using
eigenvector centrality calculated on offline traces to rank nodes in the network by using Bonacich’s definition
of centrality. We use similar techniques as Bytyci (detailed below) in a fully online manner to provide more
information about the structure of our mesh network to the system administrator. In particular we focus
on changes in the eigenvector centrality over time as indicators of changes in connectivity and potential
anomalies. Begnum and Burgess analytically studied centrality with off-line traffic traces on wired networks,
but reported limited success in detecting anomalies in different cases [15]. We study centrality measures in
an online manner in a mobile mesh network, where changes in the topology may be precursors to impending
network faults. Thus, the centrality measure presents an interesting single-dimensional variable that can be
analyzed quickly. As an aside, in a recent study of the topology of the structure of the global wired Internet,
London was the most central node (based on EVC) on the planet and New York was second [38]. One major
drawback of eigenvector centrality is that it can only be calculated accurately in a centralized manner.
Eigenvector centrality is calculated using the adjacency matrix to find central nodes in the network. Let
vi be the ith element of the vector ~v representing the centrality measure, where N(i) is the set of neighbors











which can be rewritten in the form
A~v = λ~v (3.3)
SinceA is an n x nmatrix, it has n eigenvectors (one for each node in the network) and n corresponding
eigenvalues. One way to compute the eigenvalues of a square matrix is to find the roots of the characteristic
polynomial of the matrix. It is important to use symmetric positive real values in the matrix used for
calculations [21].
The principle eigenvector is the eigenvector with the highest eigenvalue. The principle eigenvector is
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recommended for use in rank calculations [19]. After the principle eigenvector is found, its entries are sorted
from highest to lowest values to determine a ranking of nodes. The most central node has the highest rank
and most peripheral node has the lowest rank.
This metric is often used in the study of the spread of epidemics in human networks. In the mesh context,
a node with a high eigenvector centrality represents a strongly connected node. A worm or virus propagated
from the most central node could spread to all reachable nodes in the most efficient manner possible, as
opposed to one that was spreading from a node on the extreme periphery. Thus, the central node is a prime
target for preventive inoculation or for prioritized software updates.
We calculate three variants of eigenvector centrality for mesh networks. In the first case we use the
standard EVC definition calculated with the binary adjacency matrix representing the global topology. This
is representative of a mesh network that routes packets solely based on the hop count metric.
In the second case (for OLSR networks only), we use link quality values provided by OLSR to scale
the adjacency matrix to obtain the “effective expected adjacency matrix” [27]. We then rank nodes based
on their centrality in this new matrix to obtain the “Link Quality (LQ) EVC”. Nodes that are connected
through more reliable links should get a higher “importance” ranking. Other metrics worth considering as
link weights are link capacity and delay measures, but we do not have them accurately available at all times
in our online monitoring system. Carreras et al. suggest the use of a T -tolerant adjacency matrix populated
with the number of contacts between mobile nodes during an interval of T seconds to study the spread of
messages using eigenvector centrality [30].
In our third variant, called the “Gateway (GW) EVC,” we consider the Internet as a virtual node in the
adjacency matrix and weight the link between any gateway node and the Internet by 10 times the highest
weight assigned to other links in the matrix. In this manner, Gateway nodes have the highest centrality and
the GW EVC is a simple numerical ranking that reflects connectivity to the Internet. Our hypothesis (vali-
dated by our results in Section 4.4.1) is that this metric is a useful tool in understanding network connectivity
through gateway nodes and for anomaly detection. For instance, GW EVC can help evaluate how the quality
of connectivity to the Internet at each node is affected, when a gateway node fails and subsequently affected
clients and other mesh nodes must adjust their routes to connect through an alternate gateway.
In our evaluation, we also considered the case where the adjacency matrix is sparse and may include
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disconnected components or isolated nodes, which presents some numerical challenges for online centrality
calculation. In such scenarios, the solution is to consider not just the principle eigenvector but the eigenvec-
tors corresponding to the second and third largest eigenvalues. This situation makes automating the EVC
calculation process harder, but not impossible.
3.11.3 Betweenness centrality
The position a node occupies in a network can play a role in the node’s ability to control or impact the flow
of information in the network, as characterized by measures like eigenvector centrality, closeness centrality,
graph centrality or betweenness centrality. We focus now on betweenness centrality, which is also called so-
ciocentric betweenness centrality [65]. Betweenness centrality is a key component of the bridging centrality
metric detailed below in Section 3.11.5.
The betweenness centrality of a node is defined to be the fraction of shortest paths between all node
pairs that pass through the node of interest. So a node with a high betweenness centrality value is more
likely to be located on the shortest path between a given node pair in the network, and thus more likely to be
important in routing packets. If we assume a uniform distribution of information flow across all node pairs,
more information flows through nodes with higher betweenness centrality.
3.11.4 Egocentric betweenness centrality
Although betweenness calculation appears to be computationally intensive, since all pairs of shortest paths
must be computed (typically θ(n3)), a fast (though centralized) technique to compute betweenness centrality
that runs in O(V E) time and uses O(V + E) space for undirected unweighted graphs with V nodes and E
edges was presented by Brandes in 2001 [24].
An alternative approach is to calculate the betweenness of a node using its egocentric network as op-
posed to the global network topology. In social networks, egocentric networks are defined as networks of a
single actor together with the actors they are directly connected to. Thus, for mesh networks, we calculate
egocentric betweenness on the one-hop adjacency matrix of a node. This metric can be calculated in a dis-




Bridging Centrality (BC) is a relatively new centrality metric that was introduced by Hwang et al. in
2006 [85]. Bridging centrality can help discriminate bridging nodes, that is, nodes with higher informa-
tion flow through them (assuming a uniform distribution of flows) and locations between highly connected
regions.
The Bridging Centrality of a node is the product of its sociocentric betweenness centrality CSoc (Sec-
tion 3.11.3) and its bridging coefficient β(v). The Bridging Centrality BC(v) for a node v of interest is thus
defined as:
BC(v) = CSoc(v)× β(v) (3.4)
The bridging coefficient of a node describes how well the node is located between high-degree nodes.








where d(v) is the degree of node v, and N(v) is the set of neighbors of node v.
According to the authors, betweenness centrality indicates the importance of a given node from an
information-flow standpoint, but it does not consider the topological position of the node. On the other
hand, the bridging coefficient measures only how well a node is located between highly-connected regions,
but does not consider information flow. “Bridging nodes” should be positioned between clusters and also
located on important positions from an information-flow standpoint. Thus, the BC metric is an attempt to
combine these two distinct metrics by giving equal weight to both factors [85].
Based on their empirical studies, the authors recommend labeling the top 25th percentile of nodes as
ranked through BC as “bridging nodes,” nodes that are more bridge-like and lie between different connected
modules [85]. The authors present results on which nodes are selected by this metric for different networks,
and study the impact of removing the highest-ranked bridging nodes from a yeast metabolic network with
359 nodes and 435 edges, as measured by changes in the clustering coefficient, average path length and
number of singletons generated.
We note that these bridging nodes are different from the articulation points of a graph that we discover
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during topological analysis in Mesh-Mon. Our interest in this metric stems from our discovery that these
bridging nodes provide the system administrator with a prioritized set of nodes to monitor from a robustness
perspective (more details in Section 4.4.3). The main drawback of BC is that bridging centrality as defined
here can only be calculated in a centralized manner with global information, since it depends on sociocentric
betweenness centrality. Given the distributed nature of the analysis engine in Mesh-Mon, we require a
distributed version of the BC metric that is equivalent in its accuracy and can be calculated in an efficient
manner.
3.11.6 Localized bridging centrality
We now present our variant of Bridging Centrality that we call Localized Bridging Centrality (LBC). As the
name suggests, we define LBC(v) of a node v using only local information, as the product of egocentric
betweenness centrality CEgo(v) and its bridging coefficient β(v). The definition of β(v) is unchanged from
Equation 3.5. LBC is thus defined as:
LBC(v) = CEgo(v)× β(v) (3.6)
Marsden [111] discovered empirically that egocentric betweenness values have a strong positive cor-
relation to sociocentric betweenness values (calculated on the complete network graph) for many different
network examples. Everett and Borgatti [60] also present a similar conclusion that the two metrics are
strongly correlated for most networks. The authors also provide a few synthetic examples where egocentric
and sociocentric betweenness values do not have a positive correlation.
Daly and Haahr recently applied egocentric betweenness centrality as the basis for a distributed routing
protocol in a delay tolerant network [46]. Our approach used to calculate LBC is inspired by the work of
Marsden and the recent work by Daly and Haahr.
The key benefit of our approach is that LBC is computationally easier to calculate than BC, and can be
calculated in a parallel or fully distributed manner. Secondly, as shown by Marsden [111] and by Everett
and Borgatti [60], there is a strong correlation between egocentric betweenness and global betweenness
values for most networks, so LBC values should correlate well with BC values. Indeed, our results in
Section 4.4.3 show this intuition is correct. While individual nodes can calculate their own LBC metric in a
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fully distributed manner, to determine the global rank of each node a central node must aggregate all LBC
values or all nodes must use a distributed consensus-based ranking algorithm.
We explore the utility of the LBC metric in our evaluation. As with the Bridging Centrality metric, the
LBC metric can help the system administrator identify clusters, their boundaries and the bridging nodes in
the mesh network.
A possible alternative definition for the bridging coefficient is to use eigenvector centrality as a substitute
for degree centrality in both the numerator and denominator. The disadvantage is the high computational
cost of calculating the eigenvector centrality and its centralized computation. We may explore this variant
in future work.
3.11.7 Localized load-aware bridging centrality
Our LBC metric is based on the concept of betweenness centrality, which implicitly assumes that all paths
between all node-pairs are equally likely to be used. Thus, our LBC metric has the drawback that, like the
BC metric, it implicitly assumes that a uniform distribution of traffic flows will exist between all node-pairs
in the network. In a real mesh network used to provide last-mile Internet access, however, the distribution
of traffic flows will almost certainly be non-uniform and it is likely that Gateway nodes (connected to the
Internet) will experience relatively higher traffic loads.
Taking the traffic load into consideration, we introduce the new Localized Load-aware Bridging Cen-
trality (LLBC) metric designed for distributed analysis of bridging nodes in wireless mesh networks. We
first compute the traffic load (measured in bytes) in each node locally as the sum of all bytes originating at
the node (Out), destined for the node (In), and twice the number of bytes forwarded (Fwd) by that node. We
count the forwarded bytes twice in the summation since they are both received and sent by the node.
Load(v) = In(v) +Out(v) + 2× Fwd(v) (3.7)
We use the measured traffic load to calculate the Load Coefficient (βl) as the ratio of the traffic load of a
given node to the sum of the traffic loads of its one-hop neighbors. As the load of a node increases (relative
to that of its neighbors’ loads), so do the chances of the node becoming a traffic bottleneck, analogous to the






For homogeneous networks where all radios are identical, using just the total load is sufficient for Load
Coefficient calculations. However, it is possible for networks to have many different nodes with different
radios, such as the powerful radios used for access points versus the radios used for low-powered sensor
nodes. For such heterogeneous networks, we need to normalize the Load values in the numerator and
denominators of Equation 3.8. We do so by dividing each Load value by the interface’s actual Capacity (or
the theoretical capacity of the interface of that node) for that sampling period to obtain the Utilization ratio
metric for each node’s radio interface. This Utilization metric (see Equation 3.9) for each node provides an
additional simple metric that a sysadmin can use to study network traffic usage through visualization (in a





To obtain a more general definition of the Load Coefficient (denoted now as βt) which can be used in any
mesh with heterogeneous or homogenous devices, we now substitute the Load metric wherever it appears in





For homogeneous networks, βt reduces to βl since the same Capacity value is a common factor for both
the numerator and denominator in Equation 3.10.
Finally, as shown in Equation 3.11, the LLBC value of a node is defined as the product of its Ego-
Betweenness (CEgo) and its general Load Coefficient (βt), using a construction (and reasoning) similar to
the one we used earlier for the LBC metric defined in Equation 3.6:
LLBC(v) = CEgo(v)× βt(v) (3.11)
The LLBC metric takes into equal account the relative traffic load and the relative positions of neighbor-
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ing nodes over the sampling period. Like the LBC metric, the LLBC metric too can be calculated in a fully
distributed manner. Over time, the measured traffic load at different nodes will change and nodes that reboot
will have their counters reset to zero. Thus, we periodically sample LLBC values and consider the traffic
load during the sampling period instead of cumulative values. The LBC metric relies only on the degree of
each node, and is thus less useful for real mesh networks where traffic flows are variable and non-uniform.
For two nodes that have equal LLBC values (the nodes may even have the same Ego-Betweenness and
Load Coefficient values), the higher Utilization metric of one of the nodes can be used as a tie-breaker to
decide ordering. If both the Utilization metrics also happen to be equal, then the node with the higher Load
metric wins the tie-breaker.
Although two distant nodes may have identical Load Coefficients (βt) but greatly different traffic loads,
this difference does not affect our LLBC calculation in any negative way. We show that LLBC serves its
primary purpose well, which is to identify “bridging nodes,” in Section 4.4.4.
Summary
With the introduction of the LBC and LLBC metrics, we conclude the social-network-analysis aspects of
Mesh-Mon. Both LBC and LLBC can be calculated efficiently in a distributed manner, thus complementing
the distributed design used in Mesh-Mon. We present our results from the evaluation of the LBC and LLBC
metrics when applied to mesh networks in the next chapter.
It is important to remember that centrality measures can only provide relative measures that can be used
to compare nodes against each other at that instant of time and for that specific network topology. This
ranking allows a system administrator to prioritize management tasks on several nodes, such as deciding
which nodes should be updated (and taken offline for the process) and in which order to do so, while
creating minimal disruption to the important parts of the network, and to identify the bridging nodes that are
most likely to cause partitions due to failure or mobility.
3.12 Diagnosis engine
In this section, we detail the features of the diagnosis engine. Our diagnosis engine uses all the information
it receives from the cooperating MCs and MNs. When the engine detects faults or anomalies, Mesh-Mon
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sends alerts to sysadmins and neighboring nodes. These alerts describe a hypothesis about the cause of
the problem. The alerts often trigger secondary diagnostic tests to verify the root cause of the problem by
gathering additional information. The hypothesis can aid the sysadmin in determining what triggered a fault
in the network and provide insight on how to deal with it.
Mesh-Mon’s goal is not just to detect a problem, but whenever possible to determine the root cause,
resolve it automatically if possible, and to provide timely information and guidance to the administrator.
The analysis engine within Mesh-Mon controls and runs the tests described earlier (topology analysis, social
analysis, configuration and health monitoring). Based on the detection of any anomaly or negative test result,
in some cases, we run a secondary diagnostic tests and generate corresponding alerts. Certain secondary tests
are triggered on a mesh node, based on alerts received from a Mesh-Mon-Ami client or other nodes. For
example, a node reporting high packet-loss rates between a source and destination triggers additional link-
quality checks between all individual links in the multi-hop path. If a mesh node finds it has no neighbors, it
will try an increased transmission power-level setting. Some actions taken may have adverse consequences.
Increasing the power level can lead to increased interference, while reducing power levels could lead to a
loss of some neighbor links.
Our analysis engine is similar to an expert system, since it is programmed using domain knowledge
and emulates the analytical process of human experts. To design our analysis engine, we created a state-
transition diagram consisting of node states and state transitions based on alerts and results from diagnostic
tests. State transitions can include actions such as issuing an alert to a sysadmin, the setting of a parameter,
or the execution of another test. The goal is to reach a terminal state that identifies the problem faced by
the mesh node, client or network. The engine must also take into account the current state of the node, the
results from diagnostic tests periodically run, and messages that are received from other nodes (that describe
the current or recent state of those nodes). After reaching a terminal state, the engine returns to the start
state and repeats the process.
We faced several challenges in implementing our system such as devising a simple method of expressing
the current state, how to deal with analog information vs. discrete information, and which actions should be
taken on each transition. We try to group several similar states together to avoid state explosion and design
diagnostic tests that result in discrete “Yes” or “No” answers. For example, to test configuration issues, a
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diagnostic test will attempt to answer the question “Is the configuration correct?”. This test may comprise
of several subtests, one or more for each configurable component, such as “Is the channel setting correct?”
or “Is the Transmission Power within correct limits?”. By designing our tests in this manner, we limit the
transitions to the two possible cases for each test; either “Yes” or “No”.
Our engine generates a hypothesis about the cause of the fault based on the outcome of all the individual
tests in a short time window. We present a simplified flowchart that represents the analysis engine (without
secondary tests) in Figure 3.5. All diagnostic information, the rules applied and corresponding results are
carefully logged and transmitted as an alert to the sysadmin. All generated alerts are sent to the sysadmin
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Figure 3.5: Analysis engine flowchart
The sysadmin is responsible for verifying the hypothesis and determining the course of action when
Mesh-Mon is unable to automatically resolve the problem.
In our present implementation we only analyze locally generated information and information received
from k-hop neighbors. For detecting problems in large networks, we propose that MeshLeaders communi-
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cate with each other and cooperatively diagnose problems affecting multiple neighborhoods.
3.12.1 Rule-based diagnosis
Our analysis engine periodically runs through a series of tests on both mesh nodes and MMAs. From the
viewpoint of Mesh-Mon running on an individual MN, Mesh-Mon’s tests attempt to answer the following
questions:
1. Is the MN’s configuration valid?
This test has a series of subtests particular to the individual node, which involve comparisons with in-
formation from neighboring nodes. If any of them fail, the engine executes the default action (usually
to reset the variable setting to a safe default).
2. Are all essential services (such as olsrd, iptables and dhcpd) running?
If any essential service is not running, we attempt to restart it. If the restart is unsuccessful, we
generate a critical alert and contact the sysadmin.
3. Are any clients currently associated with the MN?
If so, then the MN communicates with their MMAs to exchange information with them. The MN
sends the MMA copies of critical alerts that have not been acknowledged by the sysadmin.
4. Are any other MNs in range?
If the MN is isolated, it will try boosting the power level to try to contact other MNs. If that does not
work, or if the MN is isolated for a long period, the interface is reset and restarted.
5. Based on the best topology information currently available, was there a change in the neighborhood
graph since the last analysis run?
If a change is detected, has a partition been created or healed? Are there new potential critical nodes?
6. Can the MN ping or send and receive packets to other MNs, gateway node, its clients, and external
hosts within acceptable performance limits? Based on the results of the previous test, we identify a
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Table 3.2: Mesh-Mon alert generation and processing
Scenario / Symptoms Alert Type Subtype Default Local Action Action On Alert Receipt
Radio is on incorrect channel Config Channel Reset to default channel Check local channel
dhcpd crashed Services DHCP Restart service Check local services
iptables service crashed Services iptables Restart service Check local services
Broadcast storm suspected Anomaly Broadcast No action Check broadcast rate
No MCs or MNs are in range Anomaly Isolation Reset radio & boost power Ping sender
Change in EVC Anomaly Centrality No action Recalculate EVCs
Drop in avg. throughput Anomaly Throughput No action Probe links between pair
Jump in dropped frames Anomaly Congestion No action Check local health metrics
MeshLeader is unreachable MeshLeader Re-election Announce new MeshLeader Check validity of new leader
New critical node detected Topology Criticality Inform MeshLeader Run topology analysis
Test site is inaccessible Fault External Test if gateway is reachable Check test site access
set of critical nodes and randomly selected nodes and clients to probe. The results are analyzed for
significant deviation from recent values and long-term trends.
7. Did the network health monitor detect an anomaly?
We analyze statistics of the health indicators of our local interfaces (such as the mean, standard devi-
ation and moving averages) to detect outliers against both recent information and long-term data.
8. If any alerts were received from a Mesh-Mon-Ami or from other Mesh-Mon nodes or sysadmins, do
they correlate with alerts generated locally?
Certain received alerts may trigger an additional test, the result of which may be sent back to the
originator (or more nodes) depending on the alert type and the test result. In Table 3.2 we describe
a few scenarios, the corresponding local actions taken, the type of alert that will be generated, and
actions that neighbors will execute upon receipt of such alerts.
9. Is the MeshLeader still reachable within k hops?
If not, it may be time to initiate the protocol to elect a new MeshLeader for the neighborhood.
During each periodic analysis cycle, all the above tests are run in series. The results from all the tests are
considered collectively to generate the present “hypothesis” in the “Diagnose” phase shown in Figure 3.5
which determines if any additional tests or corrective actions (if any) must be performed. Finally after
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running all the tests in each analysis cycle, every Mesh-Mon node generates its periodic reports and alerts
(if any), sends them to the sysadmin and its k-hop neighbors (and to its MeshLeader, which must be within
k hops) and attempts local repairs as needed.
3.12.2 Mesh-Mon-Ami analysis engine
The Mesh-Mon-Ami clients run a similar set of tests to diagnose local problems that are specific to the
hardware and software configuration of the MMA, as well as running their own analysis of neighborhood
and global network health. The MMA assists in the delivery of packets between disconnected partitions
whenever possible and does analysis on the packets it receives as well. If the sysadmin is not reachable
due to partitioning or other failure, then we use our DTN-like message-passing mechanism in an effort to
eventually contact the system administrator through the MMA running on the MC.
We consider the following order of tests running on a Mesh-Mon-Ami client:
1. Is the client’s configuration correct?
2. Is the MC associated with a MN?
3. Is dhcpclient running and does the client have a valid IP and DNS configuration assigned by its
MN?
4. Can the client ping or communicate with its MN, gateway nodes, and external hosts within acceptable
performance limits?
5. Did the user signal an alert? (We allow a human user to select from a list of pre-defined alerts, encoded
in a manner that Mesh-Mon can comprehend).
3.12.3 Mesh-Mon analysis example
We present a short example that illustrates our analysis approach. Assume that a Mesh-Mon node is unable
to access a default external test site, say, www.meshmon.com. The node will run through its local tests
indicated in Figure 3.5, and will detect the problem at the “Fault or Anomaly Detector” stage. Assume that
all other local checks on the MN have passed correctly. After running through the tests, the engine will reach
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the “Diagnose and Attempt Repairs” step. At this stage, Mesh-Mon will check recent alerts from neighbors
(if any), run additional secondary tests or attempt local repairs. For this specific fault, the MN will verify
that the Internet Gateway is reachable (through ping) and that the address is resolvable through the Domain
Name System (DNS) nameserver. If the test results recommend a local repair, such as resetting the DNS
settings in /etc/resolv.conf to a safe reference value, then Mesh-Mon will attempt the repair and
check its outcome.
Since our node has not received any alerts from its neighbors (till now) and the local repair has failed,
the MN sends an appropriate alert message to the sysadmin and its neighbors. The neighbors parse the
received alert and run their own corresponding local diagnosis rules (refer to Table 3.2). In this case the
neighbors would also try to access the test site. Since the neighbors do not have difficulty reaching the
test site, the problem is probably at the original node. The original node will periodically loop through its
analysis routine and if the same test fails again, it will send an alert with a higher priority to the sysadmin.
The sysadmin can then remotely login to the MN and manually attempt to repair the problem. Perhaps DNS
name resolution was disabled after a remote software update and the sysadmin must roll back the update.
Complex problems such as this one require human intervention, while others can be fixed automatically by
Mesh-Mon. Problems such as congestion may have no direct solution, but the sysadmin will be made aware
of the extent of a problem through multiple alerts from multiple Mesh-Mon nodes.
3.13 Implementation details
It is essential that Mesh-Mon and Mesh-Mon-Ami do not overload the mesh nodes that they are monitoring.
Since the mesh could be operating for days or months it is important that there are no memory leaks, race
conditions or other bugs that can cause Mesh-Mon crash or use an unreasonable share of local resources.
3.13.1 Scheduler-based design
Both Mesh-Mon and Mesh-Mon-Ami implementations are scheduler driven and written in the C program-
ming language. A task scheduler in the main() function of the Mesh-Mon program cycles through a queue
of pending tasks, and (using a timer) checks if a task is due to be executed. The primary tasks are to process
local information for analysis and to await the receipt of management packets. New tasks, such as sending
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different types of packets to neighbors (or the sysadmin), are added to the queue periodically or as needed.
Certain tasks, such as running a bandwidth probe test, require several seconds. Such tasks run in a parallel
background thread and a new task is added to the scheduler to process the results of the probe at a future
time.
To prevent the CPU from blocking in a busy waiting loop, waiting for packets to arrive, we use the
pselect() function to poll sockets used for communication of Mesh-Mon packets. This approach allows
us to run Mesh-Mon with a low CPU overhead.
3.13.2 MeshLeader
For the leader election algorithm, we considered two schemes. In the first scheme (which is partially imple-
mented), the node with the lowest numeric ID in a neighborhood is selected as the MeshLeader and remains
in that role until it fails. In the second scheme, we elect the node with the highest EVC ranking as the Mesh-
Leader. Such a node is likely to be the in the most central position in the neighborhood, which is preferable
to selecting a MeshLeader on the periphery of the network.
Our current implementation only supports a single MeshLeader. For larger networks, we would need to
add support for the communication protocol and the analysis mechanisms for multiple MeshLeaders.
3.13.3 Analysis engine
One limitation is that our analysis engine cannot be modified at run-time. All the rules that decide which
tests to run, which actions to take, and which alerts to send cannot be changed without recompiling Mesh-
Mon source code and updating the binary on all nodes running Mesh-Mon. Second, all rules and actions are
hardcoded in C code.
A more elegant approach would have been to design all the rules, actions, alerts, and so forth in an
external source file with its own language. This approach would also involve building a custom compiler that
can translate the custom language to C code or developing a runtime interpreter to execute these externally
defined rules.
Our ongoing development of rules and diagnostic tests is based on our experience and expertise in
understanding the dependencies between components and the overall design of the mesh network. In the
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future, automated dependency-mapping tools may help to improve the methodology used to determine the
rules for our rule-based diagnosis engine.
3.13.4 Anomaly Detection
The anomaly detection unit is not fully implemented. The anomaly detection module shown in Figure 3.5
represents a conceptual placeholder for a generic anomaly detection algorithm. We envisioned marking any
monitored variables whose mean values were greater than three times their standard deviation as anomalous,
but there are many other algorithms possible, such as the ones presented in Section 5.10.
3.13.5 Social network analysis
To calculate EVC, we solve the adjacency matrix for eigenvectors and eigenvalues using a numerical linear
algebra package called Octave, which is an open-source alternative to MATLAB [56]. Costenbader and
Valente showed empirically that eigenvector centrality calculations are not very meaningful when calculated
using incomplete topology data [45]. We thus obtain the most accurate global topology available in an
adjacency matrix format on all nodes, as described earlier for Dart-Mesh running OLSR. We do not calculate
the LQ and GW EVCs for AODV networks, since the AODV protocol does not provide a link-quality metric.
For other networks we propose that a single super MeshLeader run centralized calculations only to calculate
EVC (since EVC can only be calculated in a centralized manner)
To calculate the load coefficient for the LLBC metric that we specifically designed for distributed com-
putation in Mesh-Mon, we need to calculate the traffic at each node. This information is partially provided
by statistics provided by the wireless interfaces. We collect information from iptables using the default
filtering and logging rules, to identify how much traffic is flowing within the mesh network, and how much
traffic is destined for external networks (such as the Internet).
3.14 Summary
In this chapter we describe Mesh-Mon, our mesh management system and several implementation-specific




In this chapter, we describe our experimental evaluation of Mesh-Mon running on Dart-Mesh. Since there
is no standard methodology or benchmark that is used to evaluate management systems, we present results
from experiments on Dart-Mesh that reveal how quickly Mesh-Mon detected a problem, the accuracy of the
diagnosis, and on the CPU utilization and bandwidth overheads. These are all factors that are important to
evaluate the scalability, accuracy and efficiency of Mesh-Mon. All the other network-state information that
our system logs helps to reveal insights into short-term and long-term usage trends in a real mesh testbed.
We do not possess implementations of other management systems or the means to quantitatively com-
pare them directly against Mesh-Mon. We thus present a qualitative comparison of Mesh-Mon against other
comparable systems in Chapter 5.
4.1 Experimental setup
We built Dart-Mesh, a two-tier mesh testbed using 16 dual-radio Linux devices as described earlier in Chap-
ter 2. Dart-Mesh is a live system deployed on all three floors of our department building (see Figure 4.1).
The same hardware was used earlier in a static residential setup [5].
To recap, each Dart-Mesh MN has one 802.11b interface in Master mode, creating the access tier, and
the second 802.11b interface in Ad hoc mode, creating the mesh tier. The access tier appears to mobile
clients as a Wi-Fi infrastructure to which they can associate and get network service. The mesh tier routes





















Figure 4.1: Experimental Dart-Mesh deployment with 16 nodes in the Sudikoff Lab for Computer Science
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For normal mesh usage, we ran OLSR [178] because OLSR has built-in support for multiple gateways
to the Internet, while AODV does not. To demonstrate Mesh-Mon’s versatility, we used AODV-UU [128]
since it supports Linux 2.6 kernels, while kernel AODV [96] (used earlier with our mesh nodes [5]) only
supports the older 2.2 and 2.4 kernels and is no longer maintained.
We arranged all 16 mesh nodes (or a smaller subset of them) in different configurations during our
evaluation. Five mesh nodes are connected to the wired Internet and act as Internet gateways, as shown in
Figure 4.1. The gateway nodes perform Network Address Translation to help manage connections between
the mesh and the Internet. Prior to deployment, all mesh nodes and mesh clients are pre-configured to a
fixed common channel respectively.
Overall, the mesh was quite stable and reliable when configured properly. Although we ran our experi-
ments on a real deployment, we introduced failures in controlled experiments to test Mesh-Mon and evaluate
our prototype.
In our tests we consider two types of sysadmins: a stationary sysadmin and a mobile sysadmin (running
MMA). We collect all alerts destined for the sysadmin’s Mesh-Admin process in a time-stamped log on his
client laptop. We manually scrutinize the data collected in the logs on each individual node, both during and
after a controlled experiment. At present, the output of our system is primarily textual information in the
form of logs on each node, alerts and reports on the sysadmin’s console, and a few automatically generated
graphs.
4.2 Experimental results
During the course of our development, we tested several publicly available routing protocols [96, 128, 178].
To demonstrate Mesh-Mon’s ability to support multiple routing protocols, we run most tests in our evaluation
sequentially, first with OLSR and then with AODV using the same topology.
4.2.1 Dart-Mesh performance
We present general performance results for both protocols measured on Dart-Mesh (as configured in Fig-
ure 4.1) in Table 4.1. Performance decreases rapidly with the increasing number of hops due to the shared
nature of wireless media. Thus, a self-contained Dart-Mesh network with 100 nodes may be impractical
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Table 4.1: Dart-Mesh performance
Protocol Category 1 hop 2 hops 3 hops
Average TCP throughput 3.36 Mbps 784 Kbps 224 KbpsOLSR
Average ping RTT 8.08 ms 13.74 ms 34.29 ms
Average TCP throughput 2.87 Mbps 654 Kbps 108 KbpsAODV
Average ping RTT 6.89 ms 51.54 ms 134.28 ms
Table 4.2: Routing protocol overhead for network of 16 nodes shown in Figure 4.1
Protocol Average Overhead per node
AODV 2.53 Kbps
OLSR 13.5 Kbps
for most modern traffic workloads. A mesh used for Internet access is certainly feasible with an adequate
number of Internet gateways.
When we asked several users of the mesh to provide feedback on their experience when using the mesh,
most people stated that they did not realize that it was a mesh network, since the usage experience was
identical to that of using an infrastructure Wi-Fi network. Most users of the mesh found the performance
to be equal to or superior to that of the existing wireless network in Sudikoff, while a few users found the
performance to be slower.
4.2.2 Routing protocol control overhead
Routing-protocol control overheads with AODV are in general much lower than OLSR, because AODV
is a reactive protocol. However, AODV routes solely on hop-count and thus often uses inefficient routes
with fewer hops of lower link quality. As shown in Table 4.2, the average routing control overhead per
node of OLSR was six times that of AODV. The routing overhead for AODV depends most on client usage
patterns, whereas for OLSR the overhead depends on the size and stability of the entire network, as well
as configuration parameters. AODV periodically forgets unused routes and only stores current one-hop
neighbors. A ping test for a multi-hop route could require a fresh route-request cycle that could take a whole
second to complete. Thus, the average latency in AODV networks is higher.
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4.2.3 Mesh-Mon bandwidth usage
Each Mesh-Mon and MMA packet is 1408 bytes long (to stay within the 1500 standard MTU limit) and
may include multiple alerts. Each node generates one Mesh-Mon packet per minute by default. MNs
communicate these packets through flooding within the k-hop neighborhood. In our network all 16 nodes
were in one k-hop neighborhood. Shorter alert-only packets (100 bytes) are sent to the sysadmin as needed.
The average management overhead purely due to Mesh-Mon, with 16 nodes sharing a single Mesh-
Leader was at most 9.8 KBps per node in a network with a diameter of 5 hops. This overhead could be
reduced by letting each node rebroadcast packets on a probabilistic basis, by compressing data, or by using
multiple MeshLeaders.
In addition, each MN runs Iperf once every 2 minutes (to estimate bandwidth), which adds 600 KB
of bursty traffic. This overhead can be reduced by decreasing the frequency of this test or by configur-
ing Iperf to use smaller payloads. However, we found that using Iperf with smaller payloads led to
inaccurate bandwidth estimates.
Finally, multiple failures lead to short bursts of additional Mesh-Mon-to-sysadmin alert traffic, but this
traffic was never high enough to cause congestion or affect user traffic in our tests with static networks.
The combined traffic overhead of Mesh-Mon with variable network sizes and a single MeshLeader is
shown in Figure 4.2 for both AODV and OLSR. The overhead was independent of the routing protocol
and depends on the size, topology, network density, and the rate of failure. Mesh-Mon flooded traffic grew
rapidly (O(n2)) and dominates as the network size increased, justifying the need for multiple MeshLeaders
for larger networks, while the average Iperf-induced traffic increased only slightly as the network grew
and longer multi-hop routes were created.
Mesh-Mon was able to provide identical management functionality with similar overhead for either
AODV or OLSR. Mesh-Mon generated a similar volume of alerts and accuracy for identical tests run on
both networks. The only difference between the two protocols, in our implementation, is that for OLSR
each MN had local access to the global topology (bypassing MeshLeaders), but in AODV, global topology
information was gathered through neighbors and MeshLeaders.
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Figure 4.2: Average combined monitoring overhead per Mesh-Mon node
4.2.4 Scalability through multiple MeshLeaders
In Figure 4.3, the rectangles represent mesh nodes labeled by their NodeIDs. Since we did not completely
implement our MeshLeader election protocol, to evaluate the scalability impact of using MeshLeaders, we
statically assigned two nodes out of the 11 nodes in Figure 4.3, nodes 2 and 11, as MeshLeaders (distin-
guished by a darker outline). These nodes are great candidates for MeshLeaders where k = 2 hops, since
any node in each cluster is within 1 hop of the nearest MeshLeader, and the two MeshLeaders are exactly
two hops apart from each other. The labels on the links represent instantaneous ETX link quality values for
that snapshot and can be ignored.
For this study, we sent out 10 Mesh-Mon packets every minute to allow Mesh-Mon to create a higher
load on the network. With k = infinity the Mesh-Mon communication protocol flooded packets through-
out the network until every node had received every packet. With k = 2, Mesh-Mon nodes did not forward














Figure 4.3: Network topology with multiple MeshLeaders
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As seen in Figure 4.4, the number of packets sent and thus number of bytes sent per node was almost
exactly the same with or without MeshLeaders, but when MeshLeaders are employed, the number of for-
warded packets and thus the number of received packets was significantly reduced (36% and 12% lower
respectively). For a larger network the savings would be even greater as the diameter of the network in-
creases. Thus, the use of multiple MeshLeaders reduced the communication overheads of Mesh-Mon and


























Figure 4.4: Breakdown of the average monitoring overhead per node per second for the network in Fig-
ure 4.3 with and without MeshLeaders
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4.2.5 Mesh-Mon CPU usage
The CPU overhead of running Mesh-Mon was reported as under 1.5% using the Unix time command on
our 1.3 GHz Intel Pentium III processor-based nodes. On this hardware, it may be feasible to extend Mesh-
Mon’s abilities to perform traffic analysis by using a packet-capture program to compute statistics on the
composition of individual packets. For our traffic-load analysis, we use aggregate traffic statistics provided
by using the built-in iptables utility available on all Linux systems.
4.3 Other test cases and qualitative results
We now focus on specific test cases that demonstrated individual features of Mesh-Mon. Our objective in
performing the following tests was to verify that the features in the analysis components of our Mesh-Mon
worked individually and collectively as intended in our original design.
4.3.1 Node failures
We observed Mesh-Mon’s reaction to simulated individual node failures of two types, by rebooting a node
and by powering-down a node. We repeated this test on different nodes, including nodes that Mesh-Mon had
suspected as being “critical” using our DFS-based topology analysis. We tested both our localized approach
as well as our globalized approach for critical node detection and found that both had 100% accuracy, i.e.,
no false positives or errors. This result was not surprising, since we only had 16 nodes and our testbed
configurations were static and did not form large ring-like structures that may cause false positives.
We then proceeded to simulate failures in multiple nodes simultaneously. In later tests we ran the same
scenarios in the presence of Mesh-Mon-Ami clients, and depending on how the client was moving during
the test, we observed whether the sysadmin got additional information about the state of the network. In
all these tests, we evaluated the accuracy of the alerts, the time between the event occurring and the node
locally logging the hypothesis and the time delay until the sysadmin received the alert. In post-test analysis
we verified that the logs were correct and consistent with the received alerts.
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4.3.2 Routing failures
We simulated routing protocol crashes by turning off the routing daemons on select running nodes. We
observed that Mesh-Mon was successfully able to continue delivering monitoring information both to and
from such nodes through its broadcast communication mechanism. This demonstrated Mesh-Mon’s unique
ability to function in the situation where the routing daemon on one or more nodes had crashed or was not
functioning correctly (possibly due to a poor implementation or a bad software update). Such a situation
would potentially render any unicast-communication-based management system ineffective, but did not
affect Mesh-Mon.
4.3.3 Hardware failures
We simulated a hardware failure by manually disabling of one or both 802.11b radios (by using ifconfig)
to emulate a hardware failure on an MN, and checked to see whether Mesh-Mon or the client was able to
detect an error. For instance, if a mesh node had its ad hoc interface radio fail and was able to detect it,
it may still be able to alert an MMA since its AP interface may still work. Alternately, if the node could
not detect the hardware failure, the MMA may notice that it can communicate with the mesh node it is
associated with, but not with other mesh nodes. When any radio was turned off, Mesh-Mon was able to
detect it as being due to possibly a network driver-related issue or a hardware failure, and would try to
reset it using the ifconfig up command. After a real hardware failure, resetting the hardware through
a software command would probably have no effect. If both radios in the mesh node actually failed, Mesh-
Mon would detect the problem and note the fact it in its log, but without any working radio interfaces, it
would have no means to communicate this fact to other nodes or clients. Hardware failures are the hardest
type of failure to diagnose or resolve. While building our mesh testbed, we detected and resolved the true
problem in one of our client laptops only when we replaced a faulty Orinoco-chipset-based wireless card
with a substitute card, without changing anything else. In a mesh node with embedded components, spare
parts and redundant hardware would make diagnosing hardware failures easier, but the cost of the hardware
would rise significantly, potentially reducing their commercial viability.
One unusual issue that we discovered was that Atheros-chipset-based wireless cards would lock up after
a random period (between 1 or 2 hours) of usage in ad hoc mode. On further study, we discovered that
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this effect was due to an unresolved “ath mgtstart: discard, no xmit buf” bug (reported by dmesg) in the
MADWiFi device drivers. This driver issue is still unresolved in the latest driver version available at this
writing [103]. What was interesting was that Mesh-Mon was able to automatically resolve and mitigate this
issue, because the analysis engine would restart the wireless interface whenever a Mesh-Mon node locally
reported a sudden loss of all its neighbors, or was isolated for a long period of time. This specific driver issue
was not a scenario that we originally anticipated, but our diagnosis engine was still effective in a positive
way.
4.3.4 Configuration
Configuration settings for our mesh nodes are pre-determined and are not supposed to change during oper-
ation, unless modified manually by a sysadmin. For our tests, we selectively modified certain configuration
parameters on both clients and nodes, to simulate modification of a mesh node by a human adversary, a
software entity (such as a worm or a virus), or even an inexperienced user. In our tests we measured the time
delay until the problem was resolved by a node taking corrective action or the sysadmin manually resetting
the value. We also studied the effect a misconfigured node had on its neighbors and the network. Such
information can be useful for future versions of the diagnosis engine. Mesh-Mon was able to successfully
resolve all configuration issues within a few milliseconds once they were detected; thus, the latency depends
only on how frequently we ran our analysis routines. Our configuration management component uses a
deterministic design and can only deal with the problems it was originally designed to handle. Mesh-Mon
was not designed to deal with new and unexpected configuration problems, or to help nodes automatically
determine optimal configuration settings.
4.3.5 Congestion
We forced various traffic patterns between pairs of clients and managed to saturate specific links. This
condition forced the local anomaly detector (monitoring local health metrics) to trigger alerts to the sysadmin
and to neighbors whenever a threshold was crossed, and helped to identify individual nodes or regions of
congestion.
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4.3.6 Multiple simultaneous failure events
After testing the individual cases, we tested for the detection of several of the above faults occurring simul-
taneously or within a short delay of other events on multiple devices. Mesh-Mon nodes report all problems
encountered, ranked by severity, not just the first one. If the faults are unresolved, the alerts are re-sent in
the next reporting cycle. Mesh-Mon was again able to detect and send out accurate alerts to the sysadmin,
as long as both parties were in the same partition.
4.3.7 Mobility testing and partitions
In our initial setup with 16 nodes, we had a well-connected network. As we introduced several individual
node failures and moved individual nodes around, the topology graph became sparse and Mesh-Mon re-
ported the presence of critical nodes. We tested each alert by then turning off the reported critical node and
checking whether the network was still connected or partitioned. We had a few false alarms with critical
node detection, since a few nodes would run computations with slightly outdated topology data due to mo-
bile nodes and transient links. We found that a simple way to filter these false positives was to wait for at
least three identical alerts in a row; such post-processing could be implemented in the Mesh-Admin and its
interface with the sysadmin.
After we reduced the network to two distinct partitions, we walked around with a laptop as an MMA,
and visited every node in the mesh. The MMA detected the two partitions and sent alerts to all other nodes
it connected to (and thus their neighbors and so forth). We repeated this test with three partitions. In both
cases, the stationary sysadmin received the MMA’s alerts, but the content and timing of the received alert
depended on which partition the sysadmin was located in, and the path followed by the MMA. In a real
deployment scenario, a robotic or intelligent MMA could be designed to remember where the sysadmin was
last contacted and move in an optimized manner to ensure that its alerts reach the sysadmin with a high
probability and low latency.
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Table 4.3: Ranked average EVC calculations and average degrees
Rank 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
NodeID 1 3 7 2 15 5 8 11 6 13 12 16 9
EVC 0.41 0.38 0.30 0.30 0.29 0.29 0.26 0.24 0.21 0.18 0.17 0.17 0.12
NodeID 1 7 3 15 5 2 13 11 6 16 12 9 8
LQ EVC 0.43 0.40 0.40 0.38 0.37 0.25 0.17 0.15 0.10 0.082 0.081 0.065 0.061
NodeID 5 2 6 7 1 3 15 11 16 8 9 12 13
GW EVC 0.29 0.28 0.27 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.006 0.006 0.004 0.003 0.002
NodeID 1 3 2 7 11 15 5 8 6 12 16 13 9
Degree 10.6 9.6 6.6 6.5 6.2 6.01 6.0 5.55 5.4 4.3 4.03 4.0 2.8
4.4 Social Network Analysis
In this section, we present the results from the application of our centrality metrics derived from social
network analysis (described in detail earlier in Section 3.11) and designed to aid the sysadmin in the task of
network analysis in Mesh-Mon.
4.4.1 EVC calculation results
We present results from the calculation of Eigenvector Centrality (EVC) metrics for a static network with
13 nodes in a single connected component over two hours (the remaining nodes were turned off). Over the
duration of measurements, the EVC ranks were stable, the variance in the ranking was low, and the median
EVC value was close to the mean. By looking at the three EVC metric calculations (see Table 4.3) and
considering the average degree of each node from our experiment, we gained some interesting insights that
are detailed below.
The gateway weighted (GW) EVC gave us a ranking of the quality of Internet connectivity a client
should expect from a mesh node. From the ranking, we can infer that nodes 2, 5 and 6 were gateways and
that that nodes 8, 9, 12 and 13 were not physically close to gateways (or if they were close to any of the
gateways, then they have poor-quality links to those gateways). In this example, node 8 was actually just
one hop away from gateway node 5.
From the link quality (LQ) EVC, we can see that node 8 had the lowest rank but it had a high average
degree, and was centrally ranked in the original EVC. Thus, we concluded that node 8 was surrounded by
many neighbors (including a gateway node), but had weak connections with them, and had poor Internet
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connectivity. Similarly, we inferred that Node 13 had few neighbors (but had high-quality links)with them,
and had poor Internet connectivity. Node 1 was the most well-connected non-gateway node.
We compared our conclusions with the actual topology of the nodes during this experiment (a snapshot
from the experiment is shown in Figure 4.5) and Mesh-Mon logs, and we found that they were indeed
correct. Please note that Figure 4.5 is an instantaneous snapshot from a long experiment and only depicts
12 of the 13 nodes in the experiment. The three gateway nodes are clearly visible since they had links to the
diamond shaped node (labeled zero), which is a virtual node representing the Internet. Also note that node














Figure 4.5: Network snapshot from GW EVC experiment
4.4.2 GW EVC changes over time
We now present results on how the EVC value changes after a significant network event. We used the same
network shown in Figure 4.5 to study what happens when a gateway node is switched off, when a gateway
node loses its Internet connection and when the highest ranked, moderately ranked and lowest ranked nodes
are turned off. During the experiment, we powered down a gateway node (GW5) at t=40 minutes to emulate
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a node failure, and brought it back online at t=62 minutes, and then we powered it down again at at t=70
minutes. We also removed the Internet connection from another gateway node (GW6) at t=48 minutes by
physically removing its Ethernet wire and then reconnecting it 2 minutes later, but we did not power it down.
As seen in Figure 4.6, GW EVC values fluctuate over time in an OLSR network due to the mechanism in
which the link quality value is frequently recalculated and the manner in which the topology is distributed.
Although GW EVC values fluctuate over time, their moving averages (over a window of 5 samples) are
relatively steady as shown for node 11 in Figure 4.7. In spite of the GW EVC fluctuations, we noticed
significant changes in the GW EVC that correlated with the triggering events mentioned above. Notice the
corresponding abrupt changes in the GW EVC and large variations in its moving average for node 11 in
Figure 4.7 slightly after we powered down node GW5 at t=40 minutes, and the large decrease in GW EVC
at around t=50 minutes just after node GW6 lost its Ethernet connection. Node 11 was thus probably located
close to GW6. This fact can be confirmed from Figure 4.5.
Figure 4.6: GW EVC changes over time for 3 non-gateway nodes
From an analysis perspective, given a report on GW EVC for all the gateway nodes as shown in Fig-
ure 4.8, a sysadmin could conclude that if the GW EVC of a gateway node went to zero, then the node
had probably crashed (such as when we had turned off gateway node GW5 at t=40 minutes). Notice that
subsequently the GW EVCs of other gateway nodes (nodes GW2 and GW6 in Figure 4.8) went up.
If a gateway node lost its Internet connection, but did not crash (GW6 at time t=49 minutes), then its
EVC value reduced. When Internet connectivity was restored to node GW6 at t=52 minutes, the GW EVC
of that node went up again. At t=62 minutes, GW5 was powered up again and thus its GW EVC rose from
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Figure 4.8: GW EVC changes over time for 3 gateway nodes
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zero to about 0.4 and then at t=70 minutes it was powered off again and its GW EVC value returns to zero.
Changes in GW EVC for gateway nodes triggered minor changes in EVC values for other nodes based
on their topological relationships to the gateway nodes and their link qualities. During our experiment, we
also noticed that the GW EVC of node 9 (a low ranked node) was often zero (see Figure 4.9). For node
GW5, the GW EVC falling to zero (Figure 4.8) was due to a crash. However, for node 9, we discovered
by parsing several logs manually that it had never crashed, but was unable to create symmetric links with
its neighbors (another type of anomaly). Note that node 9 has only one unidirectional link to node 16 in
Figure 4.5.
Figure 4.9: GW EVC changes over time for node 9 (not a gateway)
Thus, the EVC rankings and the changes in the moving average of the GW EVC can be used for the
detection of network anomalies, with the caveat that the exact cause of the anomaly (such as for node 9)
may need more information to identify. The GW EVC is a versatile metric since it combines the adjacency
matrix, link-quality and status of gateway nodes into a one-dimensional value for each node. Similarly, the
LQ EVC is useful for analyzing connectivity in self-contained mesh networks with no gateways.
4.4.3 LBC vs. BC Results
We now present our results from the application of the Bridging Centrality (BC) and Localized Bridging
Centrality (LBC) metrics on three distinct networks. The first example is a synthetic network, the second is
a social network example and the third is the topology of our wireless mesh network. All calculations were
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Table 4.4: Top six centrality values for the network shown in Figure 4.10, including Sociocentric Between-
ness (CSoc), Egocentric Betweenness (CEgo), Bridging Coefficient (β), Bridging Centrality (BC) and Lo-
calized Bridging Centrality (LBC)
Node Degree CSoc CEgo β BC LBC Rank of BC Rank of LBC
E 2 0.533 1 0.857 0.857 0.457 1 1
B 2 0.155 1 0.857 0.133 0.857 2 1
D 2 0.155 1 0.857 0.133 0.857 2 1
F 3 0.477 3 0.222 0.106 0.666 4 4
A 4 0.655 6 0.100 0.065 0.600 5 5
J 3 0.211 3 0.166 0.035 0.499 6 6
verified using a popular social-network-analysis tool called UCINET [22]. We assigned the same rank to
two or more nodes with the same centrality value.
Synthetic network example
We first tested our LBC metric using a synthetic network, presented in Figure 4.10 (this network was also
used by Hwang et al. [85]). The rankings produced by Bridging Centrality and Localized Bridging Centrality
shown in Table 4.4 are nearly identical, although we note that the BC and LBC values are clearly not
identical, nor are the betweenness measures used. Since both BC and LBC are used as a “relative” measure
of how nodes differ from each other, the induced ranking is more important than the magnitude of the BC










Figure 1: A small synthetic network example. Top six high
bridging score nodes are colored.
Node Degree CB BC CR
E 2 0.53333 0.85714 0.45713
B 2 0.15555 0.85714 0.13333
D 2 0.15555 0.85714 0.13333
F 3 0.47777 0.22222 0.10617
A 4 0.65555 0.10000 0.06555
J 3 0.21111 0.16666 0.03518
Table 1: Top six centrality values of Figure 1, including
Betweenness(CB), bridging coefficient(BC), and bridging
centrality(CR).
Figure 1 and Table 1 clearly illustrates the essence of bridg-
ing centrality. Although node A has the highest degree and
betweenness value, nodes E, B, and D have much higher
bridging centrality values since node A is located on the
center of a module not on a bridge which results in the
lowest bridging coefficient value. In other words, far more
number of shortest paths goes through node A than other
three nodes, but nodes E, B, and D position on bridges
much better. So, nodes E, B, and D have higher bridg-
ing centrality values since they are on the bridges between
modules which leads much higher bridging coefficient values
than node A. Betweenness centrality decides only the extent
how much important the node of interest is from information
flow standpoint, and it does not consider the topological lo-
cations of the node. On the other hand, nodes B and D have
the same bridging coefficient value with node E, but nodes B
and D have much less betweenness centrality values since far
more number of shortest paths passes through node E than
through nodes B and D. Even though nodes E, B, and D are
located on similar local topological positions, i.e., similar lo-
cal topological surroundings, node E is taking a much more
important location than nodes B and D in the information
flow viewpoint. Bridging coefficient measures only the ex-
tent how well the node is located between highly connected
regions, and it does not deliberate the node’s importance
from information flow standpoint. Without a doubt, we can
figure out that node E is taking a better bridging position
than nodes B and D are in Figure 1. Bridging nodes should
be positioned between modules and also located on impor-
tant positions in information flow standpoint. So, bridging
centrality combines these two measurements, betweenness
centrality and bridging coefficient, since none of these two
indices can differentiate the bridging nodes alone, as we saw
in the above. So bridging centrality combines global and lo-
cal features, betweenness centrality and bridging coefficient
respectively, of the node not focusing only on one topologi-



































Figure 2: A synthetic network with 36 nodes and 46 edges.
The nodes with the highest 0-10th percentile of values for
the bridging centrality are highlighted in black circles, the
nodes with the 10th-25th percentiles of bridging centrality
are highlighted in gray circles. The letters are node labels.
the bridging nodes which are located on the critical posi-
tions for information flow viewpoint and also are positioned
on the bridges.
3. RESULTS
The focus of this research and performance analysis is mainly
on the top 25% high bridging centrality score components
in all examples, since the significance and the interest are
rapidly reduced below top 25 percentile. Furthermore, bridg-
ing centrality values and the range of the bridging nodes
can be arbitrary according to the network topology dealt
with. Empirical studies on several real world network sys-
tems made us define “bridging nodes” as the top 25 per-
centile.
3.1 Application on Simulated Data
To obtain a preliminary assessment of the underlying net-
work characteristics identified by the bridging centrality, we
applied the metric to a synthetic network consisting of 36
nodes and 46 edges shown in Figure 2. The synthetic net-
work investigated contains key elements such as hub nodes,
peripheral nodes, cycles and bridging nodes that are com-
monly found in biological networks. The overall degree dis-
tribution followed a power law distribution but the overall
size was kept small so that any patterns present could be
easily detected by visual inspection.
In Figure 2, we have highlighted the nodes in the highest
0-10th percentiles of bridging centrality values with black-
filled circles whereas nodes in the highest 10th-25th per-
centiles of bridging centrality values are shown in gray-filled
circles. Visual inspection of the synthetic network reveals




This example (presented in Figure 4.11) represents game-playing relationships in a bank wiring room and
is popular in social-network studies. Marsden [111] presented this example to show how sociocentric and
egocentric betweenness measures correlate. Again, the relative ranking of nodes calculated by BC and LBC
as shown in Table 4.5 are identical. Visible inspection of Figure 4.11 shows that nodes W5 and W7 are
bridging nodes, and the tie between them is a bridge between two connected components.412 P.V. Marsden / Social Networks 24 (2002) 407–422
Fig. 1. The Bank Wiring Room–games network.
Because the W5–W7 tie is the only bridge joining the cliques, the actors at either end of it
are highly central within the network, lying on all between-clique geodesics.
Table 1 presents egocentric and sociocentric betweenness centrality for each node in
the Bank Wiring Room. Consider W7, the actor with the highest egocentric betweenness
score of 4.33. W7 serves as the gatekeeper (Freeman, 1980) to the smaller clique, lying
on all geodesic paths to the larger one. W7’s egocentric betweenness reflects his unique
intermediary location along four two-step paths (toW5, fromW6,W8,W9, andS4), together
with shared betweenness (with W8 and W9) for the W6–S4 relationship.
Table 1
Egocentric and sociocentric betweenness for the Bank Wiring Room–games network
Node Sociocentric betweenness Egocentric betweenness Effective size
W1 3.75 0.83 2.00
W2 0.25 0.25 1.40
W3 3.75 0.83 2.00
W4 3.75 0.83 2.00
W5 30.00 4.00 2.60
W6 0.00 0.00 1.00
W7 28.33 4.33 3.00
W8 0.33 0.33 1.50
W9 0.33 0.33 1.50
S1 1.50 0.25 1.40
S2 0.00 0.00 0.00
S4 0.00 0.00 1.00
I1 0.00 0.00 1.00
I3 0.00 0.00 0.00
Figure 4.11: Bank wiring room games example (Adapted from [111])
Table 4.5: Centrality values for th network shown in Figure 4.11 sorted by BC values
Node Degree CSoc CEgo β BC LBC Rank of BC Rank of LBC
W5 5 30.00 4.00 0.222 6.667 0.889 1 1
W7 5 28.33 4.33 0.179 5.074 0.775 2 2
W1 6 3.75 0.83 0.140 0.528 0.117 3 3
W3 6 3.75 0.83 0.140 0.528 0.117 3 3
W4 6 3.75 0.83 0.140 0.528 0.117 3 3
S1 5 1.50 0.25 0.222 0.333 0.055 6 6
W8 4 0.33 0.33 0.223 0.073 0.073 7 7
W9 4 0.33 0.33 0.223 0.073 0.073 7 7
W2 5 0.25 0.25 0.210 0.052 0.052 9 9
W6 3 0 0 0.476 0 0 10 10
S4 3 0 0 0.476 0 0 10 10
I1 0 0 0.357 0 10 10
I3 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 10
S2 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 10
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Real-world mesh network example
We applied our LBC metric on the topology of Dart-Mesh when it was running OLSR; the topology of the
network is shown in Figure 4.12. As mentioned earlier, the rectangles represent mesh nodes identified by
their individual IP addresses. The diamond box is a virtual node representing the Internet. Thus nodes 50
and 20 are Internet Gateways since they have links to the diamond shaped box. The virtual node is accounted
for in the LBC and BC metric calculations, since we do care if node are acting as “bridges” between the
mesh and the Internet. The labels on the links represent instantaneous link quality readings and can be
ignored, since we do not consider link-quality values in our metric. The BC and LBC results are presented











Figure 4.12: A small real-world mesh network
While, in this example, the two rankings produced by the two metrics are not identical, they are quite
similar. The top-five ranked nodes are common to both metrics. If we remove any of these bridging nodes,
then at least one of the other bridging nodes will become an articulation point. If that node is now removed,
the network will be partitioned. For example, if node 110 (the top-ranked-node) fails, then both nodes 30
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Table 4.6: Ranked centrality values for Figure 4.12 sorted by BC values
Node Degree CSoc CEgo β BC LBC Rank of BC Rank of LBC
110 7 6.367 5.75 0.078 0.496 0.448 1 1
50 7 4.733 3.40 0.096 0.454 0.326 2 3
30 6 3.367 2.75 0.132 0.444 0.363 3 2
2 7 4.067 3.4 0 0.096 0.391 0.326 4 3
20 6 2.867 2.25 0.126 0.361 0.283 5 5
80 6 0.400 0.40 0.173 0.069 0.069 6 6
1 5 0.200 0.25 0.262 0.052 0.065 7 7
60 2 0 0 1.615 0 0 8 8
130 2 0 0 1.650 0 0 8 8
0 2 0 0 1.615 0 0 8 8
and 2 become articulation points. However, if you examine the original network graph in Figure 4.12, you
will find that it is bi-connected and has no articulation points. Thus, LBC can help detect nodes that may
not be articulation points, but with certain perturbations in the network are the most likely candidates to
become articulation points. Our LBC metric allows the system administrator to gather this information in a
distributed manner using fewer computational resources than the BC metric.
Although LBC classifies nodes 110, 30 and 2 (co-ranked with 50) as its top three bridging nodes (using
the top 25th percentile rule), and BC classifies 110, 50 and 30 as its top three bridging nodes, qualitatively
there is little difference between the choices, since all of these nodes lie equally on the boundaries between
connected components and removal of any of these nodes would leave some other node as an articulation
point. Thus, from the sysadmin’s perspective, the top-ranked nodes from BC and LBC are equivalent in
functionality.
4.4.4 LLBC vs. LBC results
Real-world mesh network example with one gateway
We applied our Localized Load-aware Bridging Centrality (LLBC) metric on another topology derived from
Dart-Mesh. The topology of this network is shown in Figure 4.13. Node 50 was the sole Internet Gateway,
providing Internet connectivity to the whole mesh.
We used a different topology from the previous experiment, because this topology helps to highlight the
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differences between the two metrics, and also provides a rare mesh example in which ego-centric between-
ness and sociocentric betweenness are both zero for many nodes.
The topology of the network did not change during this experiment, which was 10 minutes long. The
LLBC and LBC results are presented in Table 4.7 and the nodes are sorted in decreasing order of LLBC










Figure 4.13: A small real-world mesh network with one gateway
During this experiment, node 80 had a high traffic load since we connected one of our clients to the
mesh network through it. We then proceeded to download large video files to that client from the Internet
using node 50 as our Internet gateway. According to the LBC results, which only consider the topology
of the network, node 30 was a more important “bridging node” than node 50. However, our LLBC results
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Table 4.7: Ranked centrality values for the network shown in Figure 4.13, sorted by LLBC values
Node Degree Load (Bytes) CEgo β βt LBC LLBC
50 6 30871080 2 0.1767 0.9747 0.3535 1.9494
30 7 274027 10 0.0726 0.0043 0.7263 0.0438
80 5 30679118 0 0.2198 0.9628 0 0
1 5 262501 0 0.2198 0.0042 0 0
2 5 238071 0 0.2198 0.0038 0 0
20 5 218143 0 0.2198 0.0035 0 0
160 2 94005 0 0.7777 0.2571 0 0
90 2 91602 0 0.7777 0.2488 0 0
Table 4.8: Ranked centrality values for the network shown in Figure 4.14, sorted by LLBC values
Node Degree Load (Bytes) CEgo β βt LBC LLBC
50 6 32989000 2 0.1182 1.1231 0.2364 2.2462
30 7 305327 10 0.0738 0.0048 0.7389 0.0489
20 6 1125000 2 0.1182 0.0183 0.2364 0.0367
80 5 16208854 0 0.2198 0.3511 0 0
1 5 11011448 0 0.2198 0.2144 0 0
2 5 722022 0 0.2282 0.0117 0 0
90 2 145226 0 0.7777 0.3358 0 0
160 2 127098 0 0.7777 0.2820 0 0
accurately show that node 50 was the most important bridging node by taking into consideration the traffic
load on the network (during our monitoring period).
Real-world mesh network example with two gateways
We next applied our LLBC metric on a similar network topology similar to the one used in the last experi-
ment by converting node 20 into an Internet gateway. The topology of this network is shown in Figure 4.14,
and now nodes 50 and 20 are the two Internet gateways. The LLBC and LBC results are presented in
Table 4.8 and the results are sorted in decreasing order of LLBC values.
Since there were two Internet gateways, traffic flowing to and from the Internet could go through either
gateway, depending on what routes were selected by the routing protocol. LBC picked node 30 as its top











Figure 4.14: A small real-world mesh network with two gateways
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this node, so it had little influence on the traffic flowing in the network or on the majority of the nodes, most
of which were forwarding Internet-bound traffic through the gateways.
LLBC picked node 50, in fact the most-heavily-used gateway node, as the most important bridging node
and indicated that node 30 (a non-gateway node) was a more important bridging node than the gateway node
20, even though node 30 had only one fourth the traffic load of node 20 in absolute terms. The importance
ranking generated by LLBC is accurate and insightful; in this scenario, if node 30 failed, then nodes 90 and
160 would be partitioned from the rest of the network. Whereas, if node 20 failed, there was still a potential
backup path to the Internet through 50; the LBC rankings were unable to capture this subtle complexity
present in this network. The BC ranking was identical to the LBC ranking, and thus not as helpful as the
LLBC metric in this scenario (and it required centralized calculations). The distributed manner in which
LLBC is calculated complements the distributed analysis engine used in Mesh-Mon.
Our evaluation of the LLBC metric is more qualitative than our evaluation of the LBC metric. The
difference between LBC and BC is easier to quantify since both metrics provide identical functionality. We
are not aware of any other metric that can be calculated in a distributed manner and can provide similar
functionality as the LLBC metric. We also tested LBC on large synthetic mesh topologies with synthetic
data traffic patterns and saw similar results. Since these results were based on synthetic models, we do not
include them here.
4.4.5 Summary of social-network analysis metrics
We learn several things from our experimental results for the different EVC metrics. We found that the
changes in EVC can be potentially used for anomaly detection in mesh networks. We compared the LBC
metric to the BC metric in three examples. We presented two scenarios where the LLBC metric was more
useful from a management perspective than the LBC metric. Both LBC and LLBC metrics can be calculated
efficiently in a distributed manner.
In addition to our new centrality metrics, the sysadmin should also pay attention to existing simple
metrics, such as the traffic load at each node, the nodes identified as “heavy-hitters” (source or sink of most
traffic), and how much traffic is forwarded by different hosts on behalf of other nodes. We advocate using
the right metric for the situation, as dictated by the distribution of flows in the network which may vary from
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network to network or by time of day.
4.5 Summary
In this chapter, we present our quantitative results and validation of designed features in Mesh-Mon from
experimental evaluations on Dart-Mesh. We also present extensive results from the use of our novel social-





Several cities (such as Las Vegas, Minneapolis and Taipei) are in the process of deploying mesh networks
that will provide 802.11 coverage to the entire city. For example, Taipei is planning a network with 20,000
access points. It will be interesting to observe the management techniques that are deployed to maintain
these networks once they are deployed. In the emergency response domain, New York City announced plans
in 2006 to build a public safety wireless network of unprecedented scale and scope, including the capacity
to provide tens of thousands of mobile users with the ability to send and receive data while traveling at
speeds of up to 70 mph citywide. While the future of this ambitious project is uncertain, several smaller
mesh networks have been deployed in cities such as Providence and Dallas, for public-safety uses such as
video surveillance and connecting first responders [63, 80]. For economic reasons, the Philadelphia mesh
network was shut down in May 2008 and the deployment of a city-sponsored mesh network planned for San
Francisco is currently on hold.
Sichitiu provides a brief introduction to the primary research challenges for mesh networks [162]. A
recent and comprehensive survey on mesh networks by Akyildiz et al. covers most of the state-of-the-art in
wireless mesh networking technology, but does not provide any details on mesh network management [4].
Our mesh architecture is similar in structure to mesh networks available from several commercial ven-
dors. From the limited information publicly available, it appears that most vendors have their own pro-
prietary management platforms (some of which are compatible with SNMP). We do not have sufficient
information to compare Mesh-Mon directly with their solutions.
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5.1 SNMP
Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) is the de-facto protocol for management of most networks
due to its widespread acceptance [31]. SNMP was originally designed for static wired networks and uses a
centralized design. The philosophy of SNMP is simple. Each network device must maintain minimal state
on each node in the form of counters and variables. A generic network monitoring solution using SNMP
would require an SNMP agent on each mesh node collecting local information as defined in the SNMP
Management Information Base (MIB). The SNMP protocol allows for periodic polling of variables as well
as “traps,” directed events that are triggered by events in the network. A Network management System
(NMS) would periodically poll each device from a master node, presenting the situation to an administrator.
The administrator could also configure the agents to respond to local conditions through SNMP traps. SNMP
serves as a monitoring tool and leaves the task of analysis and management to humans or other software
tools.
Many vendors of network devices support SNMP, as do several third-party-software Network Manage-
ment Systems. SNMP-based systems can have high overheads due to periodic polling of MIBs. The actual
overhead of SNMP in a mobile mesh network requires further study, but a far bigger concern is the single
point of failure introduced by a centralized management system. To overcome this shortcoming, the idea of
a decentralized system for network management, such as that proposed by Mesh-Mon, is not new. Remote
Network Monitoring Information Base (RMON) and Script MIB were proposed to decentralize manage-
ment tasks in an SNMP framework [166]. These tools still depend on the routing protocol, however, while
Mesh-Mon does not.
While SNMP is based on a reactive and pull-based philosophy since the NMS polls managed devices
for information, in Mesh-Mon we use a more proactive and push-based approach, where Mesh-Mon nodes
push out information periodically to each other and to the sysadmins.
We could have built upon RMON or SNMP-based primitives for some of the information-gathering
components of Mesh-Mon. However, SNMP support for wireless devices on Linux and device drivers is
limited and we would have had to invest a considerable amount of time developing customized MIBs that
conform to the SNMP standard and met our specific design needs (some of which are incompatible). By not
relying on SNMP, we gained the flexibility to to develop our own framework using a clean-slate design.
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5.2 Mesh network management
Commercial mesh systems are bundled with SNMP-based or proprietary centralized management solu-
tions [39, 131, 141, 179]. We are not aware of any commercial decentralized network management systems
designed for mobile-multi-radio mesh networks.
The Ad hoc Network Management Protocol (ANMP) is a management solution for ad hoc networks
designed to be an extension of SNMPv3 [36]. ANMP is designed to be compatible with SNMP and uses the
same structure and protocol data units (PDUs) for data collection through MIBs. Management in ANMP
is based on a hierarchical approach where cluster heads poll management information from their cluster
members (agents running on each node) in a centralized manner. ANMP supports a three-level hierarchy:
the manager, the cluster heads, and the agents in individual nodes. The authors provide details of the
proposed ANMP MIB and a simple GUI front-end to allow the manager to browse the MIB, and to “Get”
and “Set” MIB PDUs. A complete management solution does not appear to have been implemented, tested
or evaluated, since the authors do not provide any quantitative or qualitative results.
The Guerilla Management Architecture (GMA) proposes that nodes in an ad hoc network participate in
management functions based on their individual capabilities to perform certain tasks and the current state
of the network [158]. The GMA suggests the use of techniques from the mobile-agent community, such as
mobile code to implement autonomous management. They propose that nomadic managers (mobile agents)
can adapt to changing network conditions autonomously. The nomadic managers can help disconnected
partitions manage themselves. The authors present simulation results that show potential patterns in which
network hosts may get partitioned due to mobility and how the managers could potentially adapt to the
new topology by migrating. Managers decide when and how to migrate based on computation of a utility
function [159]. The authors are vague about how management tasks are to be conducted, focusing instead on
the potential of a mobile-agent-based approach. The authors assume that nomadic managers are “intelligent”
and cooperate to perform management tasks. The GMA solution does not appear to have been implemented
or tested in a real network. Neither the ANMP nor the GMA studies provide any experimental results or
provide insight into the impact of the management system.
Ramachandran et al. at the University of California at Santa Barbara (UCSB) designed the Distributed
Ad hoc Monitoring Network (DAMON), a distributed system for monitoring ad hoc and sensor networks [143,
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144]. DAMON uses agents within the network to monitor network behavior and send collected measure-
ments to data repositories or sinks. DAMON is written in Perl, and runs on both Windows and Linux, but
is designed specifically for a specific version of AODV. DAMON’s architecture supports the monitoring of
a range of protocol, device, or network parameters. Other features of DAMON’s design include support for
multiple repositories, auto-discovery of sinks by the agents, and resiliency of agents to repository failures,
but most of these features are not implemented in the publicly-available prototype. Mesh-Mon is designed
for scalability and can support any routing protocol (not just AODV) even if it fails or misbehaves.
Lundgren et al. developed another stationary mesh testbed at UCSB that is managed by a set of in-
terconnected components called MeshMan (for management and configuration), MeshMon (for parameter
monitoring), and MeshViz (for topology visualization) [108]. Most of the mesh nodes use a wired back-haul
for management information and easier control of experiments in the testbed. Our approaches to monitoring
share some similarities, but we use in-band communication of all monitored information and have more
emphasis on mobility and fault diagnosis.
Jardosh et al. developed SCUBA, an interactive visualization framework designed to assist in the diag-
nosis of large-scale wireless mesh networks [7]. Various metrics from the network are collected in a central
database through a gateway node. SCUBA queries the database to drive its interactive visualization tools.
The authors implemented an initial version of SCUBA on a 15-node mesh testbed at UCSB. SCUBA in its
present form has limited diagnostic capabilities, but could potentially be used as a complementary tool for
Mesh-Mon to help the system administrator visualize the network.
Tuduce and Gross present a prototype of a resource monitoring architecture for mobile ad hoc net-
works [181]. The goal of their system is to assist individual applications in gaining information about the
status of network resources such as the status of nodes in the path from a source to a destination. The clients,
in this case the applications, can make queries to the monitoring system and the monitoring system will re-
ply with the requested view of the environment. The prototype uses a clustered hierarchical organization.
Only cluster heads are allowed to answer queries. The two types of queries provided are the “Neighborhood
Query” and the “Swath Query”. The Neighborhood Query provides a graph of the requested diameter de-
scribing the network topology surrounding the requesting node. The Swath Query provides a path from a
source to a destination and if requested presents some of the neighbors of the nodes along that path. The au-
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thors built a working prototype on Linux laptops with 802.11b cards and used AODV (kernel-aodv version
1.2) [96]. The authors measured the query-response delay in a static network. In Mesh-Mon we periodically
compute the k-hop neighborhood graph, which is similar to the Neighborhood Query. While we did not
implement a Swath Query in Mesh-Mon, we periodically monitor the path between a source and a desti-
nation, which varies over time even in a static network (e.g., when using OLSR with link-quality metrics).
Alternate routes traversed by packets in OLSR networks thus often use nodes that would not appear in the
original results of a Swath Query. Although a Swath Query may be useful in AODV, it would be less useful
in our OLSR network, but it may still be a useful mechanism to study interference between nodes in a path
and their neighbors.
Badonnel et al. identify basic requirements for a management framework for ad hoc networks [9]. The
authors propose (but do not implement) an object-oriented information model for management of ad hoc
networks. The authors present a hierarchical management framework similar to ANMP through an extension
to the Common Information Model (CIM) standard. The CIM is an object oriented standard developed by the
Desktop Management Task Force (DMTF) to define management information primarily for networks of end-
host devices [64]. The authors also propose a partial view of an SNMP MIB for the OLSR routing protocol.
Nodes distribute management information through SNMP, so the proposed system is similar to ANMP and
suffers from the same weaknesses. The authors do not present any evaluation of their management system
or provide details of the management capabilities of their design for any purpose beyond basic monitoring.
Riggio et al. propose JANUS, a framework for distributed monitoring of wireless mesh networks [157].
Their proposed approach uses Pastry to make network information that is collected at different layers of the
stack, available at all nodes in the system. Pastry is a Distributed Hash Table (DHT) peer-to-peer overlay
network [153]. They tested an initial prototype of the JANUS system on 6 Windows nodes. The testbed
nodes used the Link Quality Source Routing (LQSR) protocol (based on DSR [92]) on the Microsoft Mesh
Connectivity Layer (MCL) [149]. The code for JANUS is implemented in Java running on Windows and
is available under the BSD license. Their initial experiments indicate that JANUS is feasible for small
networks, but the authors note that the current system design needs significant tuning to reduce the impact
of JANUS on user traffic. While DHT-based peer-to-peer file sharing systems can scale to millions of
nodes on the Internet, the connectivity properties of wireless mesh networks and the wired Internet have
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fundamental differences. It will be interesting to see how their proposed DHT-based architecture scales for
larger networks of mobile nodes (with high churn-rates), and how higher-level management functionality
can be implemented in such a design (if at all possible).
Multi-radio mesh networks, in which each node has two or more radio interfaces to enable simultaneous
transmission and reception, have been developed by researchers at Intel and Intel Research. Papagiannaki
et al. deployed such devices in a multi-radio mesh network designed for home use and studied its charac-
teristics [132, 151]. One of their interesting observations was that the slightest adjustment in the position of
the nodes or the alignment of the antennas led to significant changes in their performance results. Thus real-
time monitoring could give users feedback on how to best configure and deploy a wireless mesh network for
better performance.
Qiu et al. from Microsoft Research propose a simulation-based technique to troubleshoot a wireless
mesh network [142]. The authors model and simulate a wireless mesh to determine what actions cause what
types of behavior and aim to diagnose problems. The input from the monitoring system feeds a simulator
that is used to identify the root cause of the observed network behavior. Their approach is interesting, but
its feasibility hinges on the quality and accuracy of the simulated model and the simulation tools. The time
taken to simulate the system (even if it was perfectly accurate) could be a serious detriment to its imple-
mentation for our goal of real-time monitoring. The authors implement several components to demonstrate
some of their key concepts but did not build a complete management solution. Recent work by Gray et al.
and Liu et al. indicates that simulations and real world results differ greatly and that improving the accuracy
of a simulation is a challenging problem [77, 106].
The U.S. Army is considering the use of MANETs as part of the US Army Future Combat Systems
(FCS) initiative [182]. Kant et al. propose DRAMA; an adaptive policy-based management architecture for
future military networks developed under the CERDEC DRAMA (Dynamic Re-Addressing and Manage-
ment for the Army) program [94]. The authors evaluate the design of DRAMA v1.0 through simulations in
OPNET for scenarios ranging from 12 to 20 nodes and observe that DRAMA incurred low overhead on the
simulated OLSR network. Chadha et al. suggest enhancements to DRAMA, such as an adaptive self-forming
hierarchy of policy agents that perform role-based management [33]. Chiang et al. study the scalability of
DRAMA v2.0 in simulations with scenarios of 120, 240 and 504 nodes [37]. Their simulations show that
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Table 5.1: Summary comparison of Mesh-Mon vs. other mesh management systems
System Structure Scalable Partition Routing Protocol Implemented
Aware Independent
Mesh-Mon Hierarchical Yes Yes Yes (Tested with Yes
AODV and OLSR)
ANMP SNMP-based Yes No No Simulated
GMA Mobile agent based No Yes No No
DRAMA Hierarchical Yes No No (OLSR) Simulated
DAMON Hierarchical Yes No No (AODV) Yes
MeshMan Wired control plane No No No (AODV) Yes
JANUS DHT-based No No No (LQSR) Yes
DRAMA generated less network traffic than using SNMP (with a single central collector) since each level
of the hierarchy filters information before propagating it. The authors do not provide details on how to spec-
ify network policies. DRAMA is a proprietary system and all the published results are simulation-based.
The authors note that there are several unresolved challenges, such as the automation of the generation of
management policies for dynamic scenarios [37]. Our decentralized management approach shares some
similarities with DRAMA, such as using a hierarchical organization to provide scalability. Our management
policies are implicit in Mesh-Mon, and at present we do not support more than two levels of management
hierarchy. Again our approach is routing-protocol independent and partition aware.
5.2.1 Summary
We summarize the advantages of Mesh-Mon over all comparable systems in Table 5.1. The only drawback of
our approach is the relatively high communication overhead due to flooding, but its impact on user traffic was
negligible in our evaluations and it enabled Mesh-Mon to be routing-protocol independent and to be capable
of monitoring a mesh network even with routing failures. We are not aware of any other mesh-management
systems that use social-network-analysis techniques to identify relative management “importance,” or to
identify critical nodes in the topology to predict future partitions (without using location information).
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5.3 Research mesh networks
We present examples of other experimental mesh networks that have been deployed. Many of these networks
are managed manually or in an ad hoc manner, since management was not their main focus.
CalMesh is a rapidly-deployable mesh (similar to Dart-Mesh) designed specifically for use in emergency
response scenarios [54]. The authors develop and implement a portable mesh solution, but do not provide
details on how it is managed. During a short deployment exercise, all nodes relayed information to a single
node located at the command center. They later used this data to analyze the characteristics of user traffic.
Bicket et al. developed and deployed the MIT Roofnet, an experimental single-radio 802.11b/g mesh
network to provide broadband Internet access to residential users in Cambridge [16]. There were around
40 active nodes on the network in 2007. Roofnet was used to conduct 802.11 measurement experiments to
understand the nature of large-scale wireless networks. Their earlier research focuses on studying link-level
characteristics of 802.11, such as packet loss, understanding how to find high-throughput routes in the face
of lossy links at various bit-rates, and developing new MAC and routing protocols that take advantage of the
measured radio properties [3].
The ORBIT (Open Access Research Testbed for Next-Generation Wireless Networks) system is a
400 node two-tier wireless network testbed designed at Rutgers University as part of a collaborative NSF
project [148]. The ORBIT radio grid has been available to research users for remotely controlled experi-
ments since October 2005. Each node is always connected through a wired backbone to make experiments
easier to monitor and manage, so their management is entirely out-of-band through the wired infrastructure.
Rice University partnered with local non-profit organizations to deploy a mesh network in one of Hous-
tons most economically disadvantaged areas [171]. In January 2007, the network had 18 nodes spanning
approximately 3 square kilometers serving over 2,000 users. Camp et al. perform extensive measurements
on this network to characterize the propagation environment and correlate received signal strength with ap-
plication layer throughput [28]. They demonstrate that network performance improves by up to 50 percent
with respect to both throughput and reliability, by careful placement of wired and stationary wireless nodes.
By contrast, our Dart-Mesh network is unplanned, since our goal was to manage an unplanned and dynamic
mesh network. Robinson and Knightly present a measurement-based performance study of deployment
factors in general wireless mesh networks using various performance metrics [150]. They found that mul-
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tiple back-haul radios per mesh is a cost-effective deployment strategy, but argue that using one radio for
client access and one radio for mesh access (the most commonly deployed design) is not the most optimal
configuration given a per-user fairness constraint.
The Berlin RoofNet (BRN) is an experimental two-tier mesh network in Berlin, Germany [164]. The
BRN uses a DSR-based routing protocol between mesh nodes. To minimize broadcasts used for DHCP,
ARP and Internet Gateway selection, the BRN implements distributed services using a DHT mechanism
called Falcon (which is similar to Chord [169] but adapted for use in wireless networks). The key benefit
is that broadcasts are reduced to unicast packet exchanges. DHCP and other services can be implemented
in a decentralized manner. This DHT system can also hold information useful in assisting roaming client
nodes during the handoff process. Their simulation results demonstrate the scalability of this approach and
the initial implementation results are promising. Since the system is unicast-based, the management system
is coupled to the stability of the routing protocol employed.
Several other mesh research testbeds have been implemented, such as the ones at John Hopkins Univer-
sity [91, 6], UCSB [183] and Microsoft Research [59] to name just a few, but we have no additional details
on the management solutions that they employ (if any). We were unable to find additional details on how
these networks were managed.
5.4 IEEE 802.11s
The IEEE 802.11s standard for inter-operable mesh networks expected to be ratified in early 2008. The
802.11s working group is trying to unify the demands of two distinct proposals called “SeeMesh” and “Wi-
Mesh” by competing industrial consortiums. In addition to these two proposals, the group is considering 10
others.
Even without official standards, several mesh networks have been designed and deployed as described
above. Goth describes some of the challenges grassroots-community-mesh efforts may face once mesh
equipment standards are finally announced [74].
Unfortunately, we do not have access to the draft of the 802.11s standard (the documents are not publicly
available) and are not aware of what mechanisms the IEEE will propose for management of 802.11s mesh
networks or what usage scenarios are being considered.
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5.5 OLSR, AODV and other mesh routing protocols
Since routing protocols play such a key role in defining the performance of a mesh network, we discuss
some studies that are related to the routing protocols we discuss or use in this thesis. Most research on mesh
networks has traditionally focused on designing a “better” routing protocol or comparing routing protocols
through simulations or experiments, while our focus is on building a scalable mesh-monitoring system that
can help manage a mesh network running “any” routing protocol.
Clausen et al. simulate OLSR in the ns-2 simulator and studied the impact of selecting a minimal MPR
set versus a redundant MPR set, as well as the impact of advertising partial versus full-link state informa-
tion [41]. They found that the full link-state option yields a 20% higher delivery ratio than regular OLSR, at
the expense of a 30% increase in control-traffic overhead.
Hsu et al. simulate OLSR, AODV, DSR, ZRP and OSPF in a realistic battlefield mobility scenario using
the QualNet simulator [83]. They use GPS logs from an FCS field exercise and the corresponding traffic
patterns for each node in their simulation. For the specific scenario they tested, they observed that AODV
and DSR had the best packet delivery ratio and OLSR was not far behind, though DSR had the higher delays
in route setup.
Plesse et al. study the performance of a draft version of OLSR specification in a testbed with static and
mobile nodes [139]. They observe that OLSR provides good performance overall. They did observe high
variability in the performance, however, depending on the nature of the traffic, hop-count, topology and
configuration parameters.
Gomez et al. study OLSR performance through both experiments (with 4 laptops) and simulations (on
20 nodes) [73]. They observe that increasing the rate at which OLSR control messages are sent improves
the end-to-end connectivity of the network.
Huang et al. study OLSR performance with ns-2 simulations [84]. They conclude that increasing the
frequency of Hello messages have a bigger impact on OLSR performance than tuning other control-message
types.
Demers and Kant study OLSR performance through simulations in OPNET [51]. They state that the TC
and Hello interval timers can be adjusted to tradeoff routing overhead versus route convergence times. The
authors propose that a policy-based adaptive network management system may be designed that benefits
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from analysis of their simulation results. The authors do not detail how to practically implement such a
management system.
Naudts et al. present a packet-pair probing technique for lightweight estimation of link capacity [125].
They test their technique on an OLSR network with only three nodes with no background traffic. They
found that their technique provides results comparable to those of Iperf, and has lower overheads, but,
they observe high variance in the accuracy of their results. They measure channel capacity for one hop links
and disseminate this information to other nodes by piggybacking information on OLSR packets.
Das et al. evaluate the performance of AODV in ns-2 simulations [47]. AODV has subsequently been
evaluated in simulations by several authors and has been implemented as well [77, 106, 120, 121]. Kernel
AODV is a loadable kernel module for Linux developed at NIST by Luke Klein-Berndt [96]. AODV-uu is a
user-space implementation for Linux developed at Upsalla University [128].
Mesh-Mon is capable of functioning under any of these routing protocols and numerous others, even if
they fail. Detecting when a routing protocol fails, however, is beyond the present abilities of Mesh-Mon;
if the behavior of a routing protocol could be modeled as a finite-state-machine, Mesh-Mon could be used
to monitor the current state of the routing protocol. We would prefer to allow some other tool manage this
task since we believe that a network management system should be independent of the routing system. The
output of such a tool could be used as a source of information used by Mesh-Mon.
5.6 WLAN management
We now cover research work in topics that are not directly related to the design and features of Mesh-
Mon or wireless mesh networks, but solve similar problems or subproblems in related domains such as
infrastructure-based wireless local area networks (WLANs) and wireless sensor networks (WSNs).
Adya et al. present a client-oriented architecture for detecting and diagnosing faults in an IEEE 802.11
infrastructure-based WLAN [2]. Clients that are disconnected from the network or are experiencing prob-
lems can send out special beacons and pretend to be access points to gain the attention of special clients that
are already connected with the network. The special clients can act as conduits to help connect the discon-
nected clients with the network. Their system resolves problems in a centralized manner at the access point.
Their system also detects rogue access points. Mesh-Mon manages both mesh nodes and mesh clients, but
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does not attempt to solve security problems such as rogue access points.
Chandra et al. developed WiFiProfiler, another fault-diagnosis system designed for an infrastructure-
based WLAN [34]. A client unable to connect to an access point may still be able to connect to a neighboring
client and exchange configuration information using a variant of the communication mechanism described
above [2]. Based on the received information, the client can determine if its neighbor faces similar problems
or can change its own configuration settings in an automated manner. Their work focuses on clients assisting
other clients in a cooperative manner while connected to a stationary access point in a Wi-Fi network; on
the other hand, we aim to monitor and help mobile clients and mobile mesh nodes and allow a sysadmin to
diagnose a diverse set of problems (a subset of which overlap with theirs).
Mojo is a distributed system for diagnosing physical-layer problems in an 802.11 WLAN [161]. The
authors use wireless sniffers collocated with access points, that transmit monitored data by wired Ethernet to
a central data repository for analysis. Their work shows an interesting correlation between events detected
in the physical layer affecting performance and failures in higher layers. At present, Mesh-Mon has no
support for diagnosing physical-layer problems and can potentially benefit from a distributed adaptation of
their techniques.
5.7 Sensor network management
Managing a sensor network shares some similarities with managing a mesh network although there are two
main differences. Sensor nodes typically route packets in a fixed tree-like pattern from multiple sources to
a central sink. Compared to mesh nodes, wireless sensor nodes are severely limited in terms of processing
power and memory resources, and are typically battery-powered.
Deb et al. state the Uncertainty Principle for Sensor Networks [49] as follows:
“In order to measure the state of a network accurately we need to do our measurements at a
very fine granularity. Since any probe or measurement will use a finite amount of energy from
the system this can change the very state of the system/network. The finer the granularity we
measure with or precision we desire, then the more our process will change the very state we
are measuring.”
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This principle is similar in spirit to our feedback argument that in-band measurements used for moni-
toring the mesh network can affect the very network that we wish to monitor. This issue is unavoidable if
we wish to keep our hardware costs low. The same authors describe a distributed parametrized algorithm
titled Sensor Topology Retrieval at Multiple Resolutions (STREAM), which lets the user choose a tradeoff
between topology detail-level and resources expended to gather the topology [48]. In Mesh-Mon running
on an OLSR network, we make a similar tradeoff by adjusting the TC Redundancy variable [40].
Zhao et al. describe in-network aggregation techniques to help manage the volume of data gathered in a
sensor network and to help efficiently inform all nodes about the state of the network [195]. MeshLeaders
in Mesh-Mon are well suited to perform in-network aggregation and to share information efficiently with
other Mesh-Leaders, but we have not implemented this feature in our current implementation.
Sympathy is a tool for detecting and debugging failures in sensor networks [147]. Once Sympathy
detects a failure, it uses an empirically-developed decision tree to determine the most likely cause of packet
loss such as a node crash, reboot, or no neighbors present. We use our rule-based diagnosis engine in
Mesh-Mon in a similar manner.
Memento is a health monitoring system for sensor networks [152]. Memento has two parts: an energy-
efficient bitmap-based protocol to deliver state summaries, and a simple distributed failure detector module.
Each node listens to heartbeats from a subset of its neighbors. The failure detector relies on non-receipt
of heartbeat messages to declare a node has failed and is adaptive to the rate of incoming packet loss. We
monitor changes in the reachable partition in Mesh-Mon, but do not rely on heartbeats since our network
is more dynamic than a sensor network. Our communication protocol can be optimized to be more energy-
efficient and improve network lifetimes for battery-operated mesh nodes.
NodeMD is a deployment management system that successfully implements lightweight run-time de-
tection, logging, and notification of software faults on wireless mote-class sensor devices [99]. NodeMD
introduces a debug mode (integrated with the sensor operating system) that catches a failure before it com-
pletely disables a node, and drops the node into a stable state that enables further diagnosis and correction.
Mesh-Mon runs on top of the operating system whereas NodeMD is practically an operating system with
support for management. Operating systems for mesh nodes are fairly complex compared to those running
on sensor nodes, so implementing NodeMD like debugging features for Mesh-Mon would be difficult to
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implement and could potentially limit the performance of the mesh node.
In the ATMA framework at UCSB, Ramachandran et al. use a mesh network to provide an out-of-band
solution for monitoring a wireless sensor network [145]. Using an out-of-band solution is an expensive
proposition, but ensures that the monitoring traffic is isolated and thus cannot disrupt or influence the oper-
ation of the sensor network being monitored.
5.8 Distributed network management
Mesh-Mon is a distributed network management system. As mentioned earlier, the idea of distributed man-
agement systems is not new. We thus present related work in this area to provide the reader with additional
background information and acknowledge key contributions.
Initially all network management systems were centralized or hierarchical. As new technologies evolved
and networks became larger and more complex, distributed network management (DNM) systems were in-
troduced. DNM systems overcome the inherent drawbacks of centralized management systems, namely
a lack of scalability, flexibility and robustness. Goldszmidt and Yemini are credited with introducing the
concept of distributed network management by delegation (MbD) [190, 70, 72]. Their work is often cited
as the precursor for the design of several proposed agent-based management systems that subsequently fol-
lowed [71]. Delegation in the management context refers to the idea of some management entity transferring
the responsibility, power and authority for a specific task to another entity [112]. Delegation is normally a
one-to-one or one-to-many relationship between a manager and one or more subordinate agents. Mesh-Mon
is not a MbD system but designed to be cooperative and peer-based system.
Martin-Flatin and Znaty classify the different basic models of network and system management [112].
Martin-Flatin et al. present a more detailed classification model [113] for distributed enterprise and sys-
tems management paradigms based on four criteria: the delegation granularity, the semantic richness of the
information model, the degree of specification of a task, and the degree of automation of management.
Goldszmidt and Yemini define a health function as a linear weighted function of managed variables [69].
Health functions can help characterize large heterogeneous distributed systems, but are not always easy to
formulate. The definition of a healthy network is configuration and time-dependent and varies from network
to network. We formulate our own appropriate health functions for Mesh-Mon.
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5.8.1 Mobile agent-based network management
We discuss several proposed mobile-agent based systems for distributed network management. To the best
of our knowledge none of these were fully implemented, with the exception of a few prototypes. Interest in
mobile-agent research has waned in recent years.
Mobile agents are theoretically more powerful than MbD systems, since their functionality can include
all the characteristics of an MbD system but not vice-versa. Baldi et al. and Bieszczad et al. describe
how mobile agents have the potential for helping in network management tasks due to their autonomy,
flexibility and distributed characteristics [11, 17]. Some of the benefits of mobile agents are the potential for
reducing traffic around the management station, independent management capability of autonomous agents
and distributed processing load, since operations that would be performed at a central point may be executed
on the devices by the mobile agent [11].
Baldi and Picco evaluate the benefits of using mobile agents over a traditional client/server approach us-
ing SNMP for a similar management scenario [12]. The performance of a mobile-agent system is better than
that of a client-server approach when an agent is capable of semantically compressing data or preprocessing
information on a node and transmitting only the results, thus saving bandwidth.
Fugetta et al. present a classification of several mobile code paradigms and focus on the design and
performance tradeoffs of using mobile agents for an SNMP data retrieval task [66].
Caripe et al. (at Dartmouth) also consider the idea of mobile agents for management in wireless scenar-
ios [29]. The authors describe an early prototype for their management system using D’Agents [76] as well
suited for use in bandwidth-constrained wireless networks.
Zapf et al. describe the design of a mobile agent system, called NetDoctor, that can query local or remote
SNMP agents, process the status data, and perform certain corrective actions [193].
Nanda et al. implemented a mobile-agent-based management system called “Administrative-Aglets (Ad-
Lets)” using the Java Aglets platform [102] to monitor, configure and manage a heterogeneous wired net-
work (with 30 Linux and Windows PCs) in a unified manner [124].
Bohoris et al. present the architecture and implementation results of a mobile agent system for the
network performance management of a static network [18]. The authors compare the mobile agent system
with Java Remote Method Invocation (RMI) and Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA).
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White et al. suggest that multiple swarms of adaptive mobile agents can be used to locate faults in
networks [187]. The authors suggest that agents that visit nodes should act upon or modify the digital
equivalent of a chemical trail left behind by ants.
Gasch describes the features of the Multi-Agent System for network Resource Reliability (MASRR), a
decentralized architecture of autonomous, collaborative agents that can model normal network operations,
detect departures from expected behaviors, and automatically take remedial actions [67]. Their proposed
system uses a proprietary machine-learning-based anomaly-detection engine for both intrusion detection
and network management.
The GMA proposed the use of mobile-agent techniques for managing wireless ad hoc networks, but
the architecture was never implemented [158, 159]. The Object Management Group (OMG) attempted to
develop a standard interoperable framework for mobile agents through its Mobile Agent System Interoper-
ability Facility (MASIF) [117]. However, mobile agents research never materialized into practical solutions
for real network management issues. Several issues such as security, interoperability, and multi-agent coor-
dination algorithms were never fully solved and integrated correctly into complete solutions.
Mesh-Mon does not have all the capabilities of a generic mobile-agent system. However, our system is
designed to facilitate the cooperation between neighbors and the self-management of disconnected nodes in
a hierarchical and self-organizing manner, thus meeting the need for scalability and autonomy that mobile
agents could theoretically provide.
5.9 Partition detection
We present related work in partition detection since it is an important component of our network analysis
engine.
Goyal and Caffery use Depth First Search (DFS) to detect critical links in a mobile ad hoc network [75].
Once a critical link is detected, the authors suggest two ways to avoid or delay its failure: by changing the
trajectory of both nodes forming the critical link or by adding more nodes to reinforce. Their approach
assumes that locations and speeds of all nodes are known at every node. Mesh-Mon too uses DFS in a
similar manner to detect critical nodes in the network.
Hauspie et al. present two metrics that can help in predicting the likelihood of the occurrence of a
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partition [81]. The first metric is based on the number of disjoint paths between two nodes (which is
expensive to calculate). With more path diversity there is a lower chance of a partition if a single link
fails. The second metric is based on the length of a path; the intuition is that longer paths are less robust
since a single link failure can be a critical link in the path. Unfortunately their metrics are calculated in a
centralized manner.
Milic et al. present a distributed algorithm to detect critical links that uses only local topology knowl-
edge; nodes are required to keep track of position and speed of their one-hop neighbors [116]. The authors
predict existence of a critical link by assuming that the probability of a link failure is proportional to the ra-
tio of the distance between two neighbors and the expected transmission range (i.e., nodes further apart are
more likely to fail). The scheme requires the distributed construction of the Gabriel graph and uses a closed
face-traversal routing technique (used for routing in GPSR) [23, 95] to check for the existence of an alternate
path between two nodes that does not use the suspected critical link. This face-traversal routing scheme has
been shown to be ineffective in three-dimensional networks [120, 119] and thus is not guaranteed to work
in a deployment that has three-dimensional structure (such as our Dart-Mesh deployment where nodes are
dispersed on three different floors of a building).
Sheng et al. present a distributed critical-node detection algorithm called the “Detection algorithm based
on Midpoint Coverage Circle” (DMCC) [160]. The algorithm requires nodes to know their own geographic
locations and those of all their neighbors. There is a step in their detection algorithm that requires finding
all possible global paths between two nodes in the neighborhood graph. Thus this scheme is inefficient in
practice.
Wang and Li present a technique to predict future partitions based on group mobility patterns [186].
The authors propose a centralized solution and assume that the central server has access to the velocity and
position information of all nodes at all instants.
Derhab et al. propose another partition-prediction algorithm based on the partition-detection mechanism
used by the Temporally Ordered Routing Algorithm (TORA) [133, 134] and the predicted residual link
lifetime of wireless links [52]. The authors do not evaluate the communication costs of their algorithm. For
networks that do not use TORA, the cost of implementing such an algorithm are likely to be high. Since
signal-strength readings constantly fluctuate, their technique to predict the link lifetime may lead to many
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false positives in a practical setting.
In Mesh-Mon we perform all topology-related analysis without using geographic information and with-
out velocity information. DFS can only be calculated in a centralized manner. To improve computational
performance, we calculate DFS on the k-hop neighborhood first and use the global topology only if needed,
since nodes that are critical in the global topology must also be critical in the k-hop neighborhood.
5.10 Anomaly and Fault Detection
Feather et al. present a statistical technique to determine faults in a wired Ethernet network [61]. They
measure performance data parameters and characterize the values into a simple anomaly vector. Using a
centralized passive monitoring system, they detect anomalies by identifying vectors that matched any pre-
computed fault-feature vector (created from a set of training data).
Thottan and Ji suggest a signal-processing-based mechanism for proactive anomaly detection using
intelligent agents [173]. The authors use a Case diagram [32] to determine the relationships of a limited
set of handpicked MIB variables that were being monitored. The system was implemented in a centralized
manner and was successful in detecting certain faults. It is unclear whether the engine identifies specific
faults or generates a generic alarm. The authors claim that their scheme could be extended to work in
a distributed system. The same authors present case studies from real network data that demonstrate the
power of a signal-processing approach based on abrupt change detection when applied to network anomaly
detection [174].
Steinder and Sethi present a fault diagnosis system that allows multiple simultaneous independent faults
to be identified [168]. The system uses a fault-localization technique that isolates the most probable set of
faults through incremental updates to a symptom-explanation hypothesis. The authors evaluate their system
through simulations in a wired network and claim that the system offers close-to-optimal accuracy. The
same authors also present a comprehensive survey of fault localization techniques in modern communication
systems [167].
Jakobson and Weissman present the design for an alarm-correlation model that was used for three pur-
poses: intelligent alarm filtering, alarm generalization, and fault diagnosis [89]. The authors used a strictly
deterministic mode for event correlation and built an expert system for management of a wired network.
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Mesh-Mon uses a deterministic rule-based analysis engine that is similar to an expert system, but has a
decentralized design. Our design emphasis was on detecting faults as accurately as possible, since anomaly
detection methods have high-false positive rates. We can enhance our analysis engine by adopting some of




In this chapter, we discuss the key features and limitations of our Mesh-Mon solution. We discuss potential
avenues for improvement and present suggestions for future work.
6.1 Features
The salient features of Mesh-Mon are as follows.
1. Mesh-Mon uses a localized and distributed approach to both monitoring and management. Thus, our
system has no central point of failure. We detect or resolve several management issues automatically
with Mesh-Mon, without human intervention.
2. In situations where Mesh-Mon cannot resolve a problem automatically, the information gathered can
help the sysadmin evaluate the situation through the automated collection of network state information
and diagnostic test results.
3. Our design allows Mesh-Mon to operate even if the routing protocol fails. In reality, the probabil-
ity of the routing protocol failing is low. We could potentially optimize our design for the common
case by running our broadcast-based communication system with lower frequency. However, our
broadcast-based communication has the benefit of allowing a node to communicate with all its neigh-
bors simultaneously with just a single transmission. Thus, the benefits of switching to an alternative
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unicast-based model would be limited (if any), when used in conjunction with existing radio models,
and it would be vulnerable to potential routing protocol errors.
4. Mesh-Mon employs a hierarchical design to provide scalability. Hierarchy is a common technique
used to improve scalability for large-scale distributed systems. In general, large self-contained mesh
networks have poor performance characteristics and have not been deployed to date. Large-scale
mesh networks with multiple wired gateways do exist. Mesh-Mon should scale to networks of any
size and Mesh-Mon’s performance could be improved by using wired gateways as wormholes between
MeshLeaders.
5. Our solution is capable of dealing with partitions (through Mesh-Mon-Ami) and multiple simultane-
ous failures (as long as they do not affect the operating system or both the wireless radios).
6. The new metrics we introduced, the LBC metric and the LLBC metric, performed successfully in our
evaluations. Both metrics can be calculated in a fully distributed manner, thus making them a good
match for our distributed analysis engine in Mesh-Mon.
6.2 Limitations
We note the following limitations of our current design and implementation of Mesh-Mon.
1. We did not implement any security mechanisms for Mesh-Mon (or Dart-Mesh). The lack of imple-
mented security mechanisms limit the potential for deployment of our current system outside of an
academic setting.
Siddiqui et al. discuss an overview of security issues related to mesh networks [163]. Through ns-2
simulations, Winjum et al. evaluate the performance impact of applying different protection schemes
to OLSR [189]. We could potentially adapt some of these techniques to enhance the security of
Mesh-Mon networks running OLSR.
2. Mesh-Mon is not designed to deal with Byzantine failures. We acknowledge that we have no mech-
anism in place to protect the management system from being compromised or subverted by a deter-
mined adversary, and that a single compromised node can potentially bring down an entire network.
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3. Our current implementation does not support modification of configuration settings at runtime.
4. Our analysis engine is deterministic and pre-defined. Our engine has no “learning” capability.
5. Mesh-Mon has limited capabilities to help a sysadmin deploy nodes or reconfigure the network layout.
Mesh-Mon can tell the sysadmin if a node is critical, but does not suggest a solution (such as where to
move the node or where to place a new node). In general, Mesh-Mon could not solve such problems
without the availability of accurate location information.
6. We did not implement the MeshLeader election algorithm and the inter-Mesh-Leader communication
and analysis protocol.
7. We have implemented limited visualization support for all the data gathered by Mesh-Mon. With the
exception of topology maps, all the information generated by Mesh-Mon is textual.
8. We did not fully implement our anomaly detection algorithms in our prototype.
9. Our current implementation may not work correctly in a mixed environment with both Big Endian
and Little Endian devices. This problem can be overcome by using a data portability API such as the
eXtended Data Representation (XDR) standard [57].
6.3 Future Work
We present a list of ideas that would enhance Mesh-Mon and help overcome most of its limitations.
1. For use in a real-world deployment in a non-academic setting, both Dart-Mesh and Mesh-Mon need
additional security features. As a minimal first step, we could encrypt all Mesh-Mon related-traffic on
the mesh network and adopt the security “best practices” used in existing commercial networks and
their related management systems.
2. Mesh-Mon could be extended to allow sysadmins the ability to remotely configure Mesh-Mon nodes
dynamically. At present our system only allows reconfiguration at compile time.
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3. Mesh-Mon could be integrated with a customized IDS and thus Mesh-Mon could be extended to
provide full Fault, Configuration, Accounting, Performance and Security (FCAPS) management ca-
pabilities that we described earlier in Section 1.3. Intrusion detection and fault localization often
require monitoring common sets of parameters. Thus, an integrated approach to security and fault
management should have lower system-management overheads if they are efficiently combined. We
must be careful to ensure that the combined system is not less secure than a system with non-unified
components that can provide equivalent functionality.
4. We would like to implement more advanced statistical-analysis techniques borrowed from control-
theory, such as 3-sigma and cumulative-sum control charts, to detect “anomalies” [53].
5. We would like to redesign the analysis engine to incorporate a flexible and extensible design. Ideally
all rules and actions should be definable in an external format, thus allowing dynamic changes or
corrections to incorrect rules previously set.
6. We would like to add advanced-hypothesis tracking and alarm-correlation algorithms, giving our anal-
ysis engine more autonomy, and thus the potential to detect unforeseen problems. Research in this
area of autonomous computing is in its infancy and self-managing autonomous systems are a new
emerging research discipline [55].
7. We could optimize communications between Mesh-Mon nodes through the use of more efficient data
structures and compression techniques.
8. We could add location awareness to some of our analysis techniques if accurate and affordable location
technologies become available in the future. Such technologies would improve our topology analysis
algorithms and allow us to design efficient deployment algorithms to minimize coverage holes.
9. We would like to enhance Mesh-Mon’s monitoring capabilities by monitoring wireless interference
around each node. Devices such as the “Wi-Spy” are available in the market today [165].
10. We would like to test Mesh-Mon with other routing protocols (such as DSR or LQSR) and other
proposed standard protocols that will emerge from the IEEE 802.11s, which may dominate future
deployed mesh networks.
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11. We would like to test Mesh-Mon on a large-scale deployment, covering a whole campus or even
an entire city. Since such a deployment would be expensive, we could first study our system using
simulations.
12. While we provide a small set of illustrative examples from a small mesh deployment to study our
social-network centrality metrics, we acknowledge that it is important to further evaluate our new
metrics on large-scale mesh networks with real traffic patterns, such as the “Freifunk” network in
Berlin [1]; unfortunately its traffic patterns are not available. We were not able to acquire both the
topology and traffic patterns for any large-scale mesh networks. We encourage mesh operators to
make large mesh traces publicly available to the research community [191]. To accurately verify the
utility of EVC, LBC and LLBC to sysadmins (in practical management situations) we would need to
conduct a user study of Mesh-Mon in which real sysadmins must manage mesh networks for a variety




In this thesis, we studied mobile mesh networks envisioned for rapid deployment and the problem of how to
manage such networks. We implemented the Dart-Mesh wireless mesh network at Dartmouth and learned
several lessons from the experience. We channelled the lessons learned from our experience to design and
develop Mesh-Mon, a monitoring and management system for wireless mesh networks. While we mostly
tested Mesh-Mon on a stationary network, we designed it to deal with problems that are likely to occur in a
mobile network.
A journal paper describing our Mesh-Mon architecture and initial results was recently published in
May 2008 in a Special Issue on Modeling, Testbeds, and Applications in Wireless Mesh Networks of the
Computer Communications Journal [123]. A paper describing the LBC metric and results was accepted for
publication in the 17th International Conference on Computer Communications and Networking (ICCCN)
and will appear in August 2008 [122].
We summarize the main contributions of our thesis below.
• We deployed Dart-Mesh; a two-tier wireless mesh network with 16 nodes that provided reliable wire-
less broadband access for mobile clients. The deployment covered all three floors of Sudikoff Lab,
our Computer Science department building at Dartmouth College.
• We designed and implemented Mesh-Mon; a distributed mesh-network management architecture that
can help a team of system administrators monitor and manage a mobile mesh network. Our system
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has several unique features that are novel and are not present in other mesh-network management
systems:
- The ability to operate on a mesh network running any layer-three routing protocol.
- The ability to operate even when the routing protocol fails.
- A distributed analysis engine where nodes cooperate in a distributed manner to identify problems.
- Monitoring of client nodes as well as mesh nodes and the use of Mesh-Mon-Ami clients to support
Mesh-Mon in disconnected environments.
• We showed that our hierarchical structure using Mesh-Leaders helped to add scalability to our design,
thus making our system practical for deployment in larger networks. Mesh-Mon nodes add little
overhead to the network.
• Mesh-Mon can detect several problems and resolve many of them autonomously and without inter-
vention from the system administrator:
- Problems related to configuration issues.
- Problems related to network topology and partitions.
- Problems related to network performance.
• Through our experiments, we demonstrated Mesh-Mon’s ability to adapt to the management needs of
mesh networks running different mesh routing protocols: AODV and OLSR. Mesh-Mon is designed
manage mesh networks running any layer-three routing protocol.
• We evaluated Mesh-Mon running on Dart-Mesh and demonstrated our success in resolving a number
of management challenges.
• We recognized that partitioning can be a significant problem for mobile mesh networks and designed
our system to detect partitions and predict potential future partitions. We also proposed the novel idea
of using mobile clients running Mesh-Mon-Ami software to act as data-mules that ferry management
packets across multiple partitions.
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• We applied novel techniques derived from social-network analysis that revealed relative information
about different nodes and showed how these techniques are useful from a management perspective.
• We introduced the localized bridging centrality (LBC) metric. This new centrality metric is an im-
provement over the bridging centrality metric, since our metric can be calculated in a distributed
manner, yet provides equally effective results. We also developed the distributed traffic-load-aware
bridging centrality (LLBC) metric and demonstrated its benefits.
7.1 Conclusion
In conclusion, we successfully designed and deployed Mesh-Mon, a novel management system for mobile
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